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by: Howard SacKStEiN 

chairman: Jewish achiever 

awards

there was a time, not so long 
ago, when every Jewish kid 
coming out of school wanted 
to be a doctor or a lawyer. 
those days are long gone. 
almost every Jewish child 
leaves high school with a 

start-up plan under their arm and a burning 
entrepreneurial spirit to succeed. and, in reality, who is better placed to 
succeed in the worlds of big data and the Knowledge Economy than a 
group of people who have studied talmud and have analysed data and 
cryptic writings for millennia?

as a symbol of the Jewish achiever awards 2013, we chose the image 
of albert Einstein, time magazine’s “person of the century.” whether 
its Einstein or Freud, marx or wiesel, Spielberg or ballmer or dell or 
zuckerberg, brin or page, Ellison or arieli, or even woody allen - Jews have 
thrived all over the globe in the era of liberal democracies where people 
are judged on the quality of their skill rather than on their race or religion.

it is timeous and appropriate that we as a community pay tribute the 
remarkable contribution of Nelson mandela in liberating us all and creating 
the foundations for a free and democratic society in South africa. madiba 
took us from a doomed society teetering on the brink of civil war and 
lead us from wilderness to liberation. a few years back, madiba was the 
recipient of the one of the Jewish achiever Special awards in recognition of 
his singular contribution to the people of South africa and for the spark of 
madiba magic that lives within each of us.

 

“achievement cannot be an end in 
itself. achievement only reaches 
greatness when it serves as a means 
to inspire others.”
 

if you need some inspiration, look no further than the approximate 250 
people nominated for this year’s Jewish achiever awards or look at the 

remarkable list of past winners. tonight we recognise an astounding array 
of people who have each contributed so profoundly to the development 
of South africa.

our deep appreciation goes to all those who participate in the nomination 
and judging process as well as to everyone who attends this remarkable 
gala event, advertises in this publication and sponsors the night.

the South african Jewish community is certainly not short of inspirational 
leaders. as a community we have contributed enormously to the 
development of South africa. whether it is in politics, art, sport, culture, 
science, music, philanthropy or business. our community has been at the 
forefront of the development of this nation. (i may have lied a little about 
the sport bit).

it is this proud record of our achievements that we need to celebrate, and 
to ensure continues to thrive.

while these awards are about recognition, we cannot get away from 
the fact that this is a fundraising event and that all money raised goes 
to support the free publication and distribution of the Sa Jewish report 
newspaper. being in the publication business is no business at all, especially 
when the publication is free and where every reader is an editor.

these awards do not happen without an enormous amount of work and 
effort. to our judges and auditors banie, len, Steven, geoff and garron, i 
am enormously indebted to you for your time and perseverance. to grant 
thornton we are very grateful for your oversight to ensure that the process 
is free and fair.

to my fellow board members and especially to the very dapper Herby 
rosenberg, i cherish your wisdom, advice and constant support. to our 
remarkable sponsors at absa, cell c and chivas and especially to Karina 
voogt, tinyiko Shilenge, abeeda Henry and bobby malabie, these awards 
would be impossible without you. to the team at the Sa Jewish report to 
geoff, ant, Karen and britt - no one will ever understand what i put you 
through. and by now ant, i presume you realise you were insane to accept 
my offer to edit this publication.

when we appointed danielle rovetti as our graphic design and layout 
person we knew we had something spectacular in store. but, her campaign 
for the Jewish achiever awards, we believe, will in itself win awards. wow!

to Sister act, Sarit and especially Elanit, what an incredible job – i raise my 
hat to you and offer my utmost respect for an amazing job. i bet you can’t 
wait to not have to take calls from me at midnight and mails at 3am.

 may tonight inspire us all to be better, work harder and achieve more. let 
the role-models honoured here inspire us all to greatness. may we live with 
a little bit of madiba magic in all of us.

lEt tHoSE HoNourEd iNSpirE uS all to grEatNESS

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS
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Cell C

SA Jewish Report

it’s not as much fun as its looks. Newspapers are under pressure globally, 
cash is tight, our community is diverse and we have limited pages to show-
case the wonders of South african Jewry. 

and yet we do. Every week without fail, the soldiers at the Jewish report 
offices don their helmets, steel themselves against the barrage of the in-
evitable onslaught just to make sure that adverts are sold, new ideas are 
created, articles are written, queries are responded to, editorial is as close 
to perfect as possible and that papers are delivered to various collection 
points. 

it is thankless and it is tough and it is not as much fun as it looks. 

and yet, the Sa Jewish report remains a treasure of our community. it is 

many things to many people - but to me it is the musical score that accom-
panies the dialogue of South african Jewish life. it deals with almost every 
aspect of our community and does so with dignity and respect, always 
striving to ensure that standards are high, that in the limited space that we 
have we deliver the best news and information that we can and that most 
importantly we do so, without fail. 

and for that i need to thank the dedicated and committed staff at the 
paper for their tireless and often under-appreciated commitment to the 
paper, to me and to us all.

i once again had the honour of convening the Judging of the final round of 
the Jewish achievers awards. it was unequivocally one of the most inspir-
ing 13 hours that i have spent locked in room.

the calibre was superb and i was grateful at the end of the day that i didn’t 
get a vote – because i really would have voted for most of the candidates 
we met. we have a lot to be proud of in our community and i thank absa, 
cell c, chivas regal and all other sponsors for allowing us to celebrate this 
achievement. i ask that we return the favour and support these institutions 
as they do us.

once again, heartfelt thanks to Howard Sackstien, assisted by Herby 
rosenberg and their ridiculously committed team for the amount of work 
they have put into this event. they too are an inspiration. 

thanks also to my board of directors for the constant worry, care and lively 
debate. we represent all segments of our community, in its magnificent 
diversity but we share the love for this wonderful institution that is the 
South african Jewish report. please join us and support the paper however 
you are able to, and let’s ensure that that we not only endure but thrive.

cell c is exceptionally proud to sign its name to the prestigious Jewish 
achievers lifetime achievement award. this award has a rich history of 
honouring exceptional people and cell c is pleased to be associated with 
an award that holds such high esteem in the Jewish community.

this award is in honour of one of South africa’s greatest heroines, Helen 
Suzman. as the daughter of lithuanian Jewish immigrants, Suzman faced 
down South africa’s apartheid government, often standing as the only 
voice of dissent as a parliamentarian in the sixties. Her most memorable 
quote for most South africans stems from when she was accused of embar-
rassing South africa with her questions to parliamentarians - she replied: 
“it is not my questions that embarrass South africa; it is your answers.”

taking from Suzman’s extraordinary courage, intelligence and achieve-

ments, the Jewish achievers lifetime achievement award has been given to 
South africans that have embodied these qualities over time. as a business 
that strives for excellence both in what it provides to customers, and its 
work ethic inside the business, we believe the sponsorship of this award is 
a perfect fit for the company.

the high calibre of past winners only cemented 
cell c’s belief that this sponsorship is a valuable 
one.
there are many more synergies between this sponsorship and cell c as a 
brand. the company is continuously pushing the bounds of innovation and 
development of products and services that have stirred the mobile market 
into competition for the first time in years.

our innovative products have set us apart in the industry marking cell c 
as a trailblazer in the mobile space. the gap created by products like 99c 
and 99c international, remains difficult for our competitors to close. we’ve 
done so because we understand just how important it is to remain rel-
evant, ahead of the curve and competitive. the uniqueness in which we 
create our products and service is reflected in how we select our sponsor-
ship beneficiaries.  our choice to honour the lifetime achievers is as unique 
and difficult to copy as the types of products we endeavour to deliver to 
our customer base.

we would like to congratulate this year’s winner of the award, who joins 
the ranks of brian Joffe, raymond ackerman, Judge Jules, Salma browde 
and proffessor phillip tobias, as an extraordinary contributor to the Jewish 
community.

JoSE doS SaNtoS
cell c

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

Howard FEldmaN
Non-Executive chairman, Sa Jewish report
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Absa

absa is again proud to be the key sponsor of the 2013 Jewish achiever 
awards. we acknowledge their significant contribution to community and 
society, as the Jewish achiever awards honour noteworthy achievement in 
the South africa Jewish community.

the Jewish achiever awards are about accomplishment and leadership, 
which go hand in hand with our values of respect, integrity, service, ex-
cellence and stewardship.  they acknowledge and reward innovation and 
initiative; they value business enterprise and expertise and they recognise 
and celebrate contribution to local communities.

our support of these awards goes back several years.  our proud associa-

tion is testament to our intention to build and maintain lasting relation-
ships within the communities in which we operate and provides us with an 
excellent platform to engage with our key stakeholders.

the nominations in the various categories are again of the highest calibre, 
showcasing the scope and distinction of Jewish talent. absa takes pride 
in sponsoring recognition awards where exceptional business people are 
acknowledged for their achievements. we seek to build relationships with 
community leaders that make a tangible impact on our economic environ-
ment.

we salute this year’s achievers and their contribution to innovation, job 
creation, technological advancement, education, advancing the cause of 
humanity and fostering prosperity in our country.

we applaud the achievements of the Jewish community in positively con-
tributing to transformation in our society through these awards. on behalf 
of absa, i would like to congratulate all the nominees and deserving win-
ners of the 2013 Jewish achiever awards.

absa, as a proud member of the barclays group, is a leading financial 
services group in africa, offering a complete range of retail, business and 
wealth management banking products and services. 

we hope that we are your first choice in banking 
as we strive to become the “go-to” bank on the 
african continent by making our customers and 
communities lives much easier.

Chivas

mac mabidilala

chivas regal: the iconic global scotch

it is once again a great honour for chivas regal, the iconic global scotch, to 
be the official whisky sponsor for the absa Jewish achievers awards 2013.

at the core of our brand, its essence and what we stand for, is the opti-
mistic spirit of generosity, brotherhood and luxury. there is no doubt in 

our minds that the Jewish community in South africa truly represents this 
ideal and it’s this that has formed the basis for the longstanding support of 
the Jewish community by chivas regal. chivas is very popular in the Jewish 
community and has become synonymous with Jewish celebrations.

we are a brand with substance, built from the heritage and craftsmanship 
that goes into making our special product and stand by a value system 
beyond the superficial, which separates us from our competitors. our con-
sumers are encouraged to succeed as a gentleman, which is our crusade, 
to succeed the right way, the chivas way, with honour, integrity, style, 
charisma and sophistication.

to continually seek the best in others and uplift 
those around them, their communities as well as 
the country at large.
the chivas Humanitarian award, which is awarded in honour of the late 
rabbi cyril Harris, a wonderfully colourful man and a proud Scotsman, will 
be presented to an individual who has demonstrated that real fulfilment 
comes from a balance between material wealth and the way we decide to 
live our lives, a noble character who is liberal in giving and sharing.

we celebrate and applaud all the winners at the awards this year and look 
forward to another great evening at the absa Jewish achievers banquet.

yours in chivalry, mac mabidilala, brand manager: chivas regal

brand manager: chivas regal

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

craig boNd
chief Executive: retail and business banking- absa and barclays africa
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Good advice is 
your best 
investment
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So, when it comes to investing in your own future, you 
need advice that’s built to yield the results you expect. 
At Liberty, our advisers and brokers will ensure the 
advice you get is the right advice to produce the 
right returns for you.

Speak to your Liberty financial adviser or broker, 
call 0860 327 327 or visit www.liberty.co.za



the Jewish report Special and Extraordinary lifetime achievement award 
goes to Natie Kirsh – whose incredible story spans 80 years from humble 
beginnings in potchefstroom to the building of two business empires – the 
first he lost when the South african economy crashed in 1986, and the 
second, much larger, is still being built. 

it is also the story of the creation of a legacy of philanthropy that will carry 
the name of Natie Kirsh and his family into posterity.

25 years ago the Financial mail famously ran a cover story titled “the man 
who Fell to Earth” depicting Kirsh as icarus, falling out of the sky. at the 
time he had just lost control of one of the leading conglomerates in South 
africa, including such companies as checkers, russells, Joshua doore, 
dions and metro cash & carry, to Sanlam.

Fast-forward to 2013 and Natie Kirsh’s second empire is bigger than his 
first. much bigger. according to the bloomberg billionaire index 2013 he 
has a net worth of at least uS$5.1-billion. the Financial mail calls him 
“Sa’s wealthiest entrepreneur,” while mervyn King says Kirsh is “one of 
the world’s brightest entrepreneurs.”

Natie is a private person by nature and after losing all his listed assets to 
Sanlam in 1986, he disappeared off the public radar. although out of the 
public eye, however, Natie has been a serial dealmaker, in the intervening 
years, building a global empire and simultaneously quietly devoting a lot of 
time, energy and money towards philanthropic projects.

Natie Kirsh’s first ventures…

this is a story about a man whose father died when he was 16 and who 
inherited £1,200 when he turned 21. He did his first deal at the age of 26 
and, in a few years, built one of the biggest business empires in Sa - only to 
lose it through one big mistake.

Natie’s story started in potchefstroom where, at 20, he helped his mother 
run the family malt factory. His big break came in 1958 when he wanted 
to use an insurance payout to build a sorghum brewery in Swaziland. “in-
stead,” says Kirsh, “the Swazi colonial government asked me to manage its 

maize industry.” 

So Natie, wife Frances with their two young daughters, wendy and linda, 
upped sticks from potchefstroom and moved into a two-bedroom flat 
above the offices at the maize mill he had built in the Swazi capital manzini. 

they had arrived in a country with one tarred road and very little other 
infrastructure. it was a huge leap of faith. young Natie was required to 
buy all the maize the farmers wanted to sell at prices fixed by the british 
colonial administration and build storage facilities and a mill. He needed 
£45,000 to set it up. to raise this capital required some deft footwork. 
Natie had his £1,200 inheritance, as did his younger brother issie who 
threw in his lot with Natie. 

the Standard bank potchefstroom manager stretched the limit of his dis-
cretionary lending powers and this still left Natie’s mother to pitch in a 
loan of £15,000 to make up the shortfall. 

a further £30,000 was needed and was raised from private investors who 
were friends. they were asked to put in £1 of loan capital for every £1 of 
equity, giving the Kirsh brothers a controlling equity interest. Natie then 
persuaded Standard bank to provide the £100,000 working capital that 
was needed. 

and so it was that, in 1959, Natie started the Swaziland milling company. 
despite major challenges, including a bumper first harvest that stretched 
his financial and storage resources, the company netted a £1,400 profit in 
its first year and £10,000 in the second.

this became the base for Natie’s expansion into every sector of the Swazi 
economy. Soon the young man, still in his early 30s, became the King-
dom’s most influential entrepreneur, establishing efficient and competi-
tive businesses which he still has to this day.

at the same time, Natie used his growing influence in the Kingdom to bring 
about positive change in Swazi society. this was especially important in 
those early sixties, with the winds of change blowing through africa and 
Swaziland on the brink of independence. as president of the whites-only 
manzini club, for example, Natie effected an amendment to the constitu-

JEwiSh rEpOrT SpECiAl ANd ExTrAOrdiNAry lifETimE AChiEvEmENT AwArd

NatHaN (NatiE) KirSH
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tion to allow black members. 

He was the founding chairman of the Swaziland Electricity board, a posi-
tion he held, without pay, for 20 years. He helped lay the foundation for 
the electrification of the country, building power stations, transmission 
networks and establishing efficient practices that are still in force today. in 
the lead up to independence, he became an influential adviser to both King 
Sobhuza ii and to the white community, smoothing the waters to allow the 
peaceful transition to Swazi rule after 69 years of colonial mastery.

Natie’s contribution to the country has been recognised by him being the 
first recipient of Swaziland’s post-independence premier award: chief 
councillor of the order of King Sobhuza ii; and having an Honorary doc-
torate in law from the university of Swaziland conferred upon him.

meanwhile, back in South africa, as their Swazi businesses grew, the Kirsh 
brothers bought their father’s original malt business from their mother. 
issie managed the malt business and transformed it from producing a 
generic product into one of Sa’s top market brands, King Korn, arguably 
second only to coca-cola in brand recognition in the then-black market

issie also took the helm of Swazi radio, and converted the business into the 
successful radio 702 network with what was at the time a unique talk-ra-
dio format.

in pre-world war ii South africa, most goods were imported and whole-
salers dominated the distribution network. the war provided South africa 
with a need to create a manufacturing base to replace imported goods. 
these new industries created their own distribution networks and oppor-
tunities for the Kirsh brothers. 

Suddenly, the large wholesalers who had dominated imports and the dis-
tribution of goods, found themselves in a shrinking market. this provided a 
big opportunity for the Kirsh brothers as the wholesalers were well capital-
ised but in a new world of diminishing profits.

Natie’s first fortune made…

Natie had invited one of South africa’s major wholesalers, moshal geviss-
er, to be his partner in a Swaziland wholesale business and this brought 
the opportunity to acquire moshal gevisser, which Natie duly did in 1970.

moshal gevisser had a pilot cash-and-carry project in Newcastle, called 
trademarket, which supplied the small black traders that were emerging 
as a result of the apartheid government’s race legislation, which evicted 
white and asian traders from operating in black townships. 

the township traders had small premises that could not be adequate-
ly served through existing supply-chains. Natie saw the opportunity to 
supply these traders and very quickly expanded the cash and carry model 
across South africa, quickly expanding trademarket to 17 branches. these 
he then merged these with the eight metro cash & carry branches that had 
been started by lionel Katz. 

after the merger, Natie owned 30 percent of listed metro. He subsequent-
ly acquired additional shares which he financed by creating a pyramid 
structure. this gave natie and issie control of metro. 

a new entity, Kimet (Kirsh and metro), was formed and listed in 1978. 
Kimet quickly took over checkers, dion, union wine and russells. by the 
early eighties, it was one of the top JSE companies, handling about 12 per-
cent of all consumer goods sold in Sa.

Natie Kirsh had become South africa’s takeover king. but trouble was in 
the making: Natie had recruited a senior executive to run checkers. this 
executive sought rapid expansion by using Kirsh’s guarantees to initiate the 
development of 22 shopping centres. 

 then came 1985. president pw botha’s infamous rubicon speech led to in-
vestors abandoning the country. the rand collapsed and the country was in 
a crisis. interest rates rose rapidly from 15 percent to 27 percent. business 
came to a standstill and it was almost impossible to let many of the new 

JEwiSh rEpOrT SpECiAl ANd ExTrAOrdiNAry lifETimE AChiEvEmENT AwArd
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By 1979 natie & issie 
controlled metro, 

checkers, russells et 
al - handling 12% of all 
sA consumer goods. An 
Afrikaans friend warned 

natie that sanlam would 
take any opportunity to 
squeeze him out. he was 

right. in 1986 sanlam 
took over all natie’s 

listed assets for a song.

At 81, natie is having far 
too much fun making 

deals and attending to 
philanthropic activities 

to even consider retiring

it was a cruel blow 
for Kirsh. “i lost my 

fortune and the stature 
that came with con-
trolling the country’s 
largest trading opera-
tion, employing more 
than 40,000 people.”           
But natie has built a 
much bigger fortune 

the second time around 
and has ensured that he 
is in control of his own 

destiny.
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stores in the shopping centres under construction. 

this put Natie’s empire under strain at a time when the townships were being 
made ungovernable and international sanctions were eating away at South af-
rica’s shaky economy.

Natie’s first fortune lost…

two years earlier, Natie had wanted to reduce his corporate debt and was look-
ing for a financial partner. at a lunch he found himself next to Sanlam chairman 
Fred du plessis and asked him to become a partner. they formed an unlisted 
holding company, called Sanki in which Kirsh had 51 percent and Sanlam 49 per-
cent.

a few weeks later, one of South africa’s leading afrikaans businessmen had 
dinner at Kirsh’s home and warned: “Natie, you chose the wrong partner.” the 
businessman predicted that Sanlam would take any opportunity to squeeze him 
out, which is how things later turned out.

the Sanlam deal indeed proved to be a big mistake. a clause in the agreement 
could be interpreted as giving Sanlam a veto over capital increases and when 
Natie wanted to raise further finance for the struggling shopping centres. 

Sanlam refused to agree and said they would provide the funds to Sanki. this 
would give them control of the whole group. 

Natie had to make a choice - fight Sanlam through the courts, which would put 
the entire group in jeopardy, or sell his Sanki shares to Sanlam at a giveaway 
price. He decided to sell. the decision was largely coloured by the prevailing 
feeling that South africa’s future was looking pretty bleak, says Natie.

Sanki was Natie’s major asset controlling Kimet (checkers, greatermans, dion 
and metro) and what he received was a pittance. it was a cruel blow for Kirsh. “i 
lost most of my fortune and the stature that came with controlling the coun-
try’s largest trading operation, employing more than 40,000 people.” 

as part of the deal to sell Sanki, Natie carved out Kimet’s 33 percent holding 
in Jetro, a modest cash and carry operation that he had started in New york in 
1976. He also still had his Swaziland and israeli assets and other overseas inter-
ests, but his major asset was gone and he decided to leave South africa.

Natie’s second start…

and so it was that Natie moved to New york and began to rebuild an empire by 
taking direct involvement in Jetro’s management.

Fast forward to 2013, by which time Jetro had become one of the largest pri-
vate companies in the uS. Jetro, originally modeled on Sa’s metro cash & carry, 
today dominates the distribution of food and dry goods to small stores in big 
cities in the uS. 

Jetro also developed a second format, called restaurant depot, targeting the 
restaurant trade. restaurant depot has become a vibrant national chain and is 
highly successful. 

but Natie did not confine himself to Jetro. He has diversified and built an in-
ternational conglomerate over the years. but Jetro, managed by ex-dions md 
Stanley Fleishman, remains his dominant and most profitable operation.

Natie and philanthropy…

Natie made his first fortune in Swaziland in the sixties and the Kingdom is still 
dear to his and his family’s hearts. He is a Swazi citizen and has for many years 
found ways to promote a number of philanthropic enterprises in the country. 

He is most of all proud of the success of his micro-lending scheme, the inhlanye-
lo Fund, which provides seed money for start-up micro-entrepreneurs. this fits 
well with Natie’s philosophy that “it is better to provide a fishing rod, than to 
hand out a fish.” He knows firsthand from his own startup in Swaziland, the 
importance of having access to seed capital and how difficult it is for a person to 
get money to start a small business. the Fund’s client could be a young man or a 

grandmother needing to earn cash to send her grandkids to school.

the loan range is between r3,000 and r20,000, enough to buy seedlings, or a 
sewing machine, or a hair dryer for a bush salon. the success rate is around 76 
percent. these totally unsecured loans have created over 7,600 successful busi-
nesses, benefitting around 10 percent of the Swazi population. 

Natie has also established a similar seed fund, the Natan Fund, in israel. it has 
provided startup funds to 600 businesses, albeit more sophisticated businesses, 
requiring a higher level of funding. the Natan Fund enjoys a success rate of over 
80 percent.

apart from micro-lending, Natie’s philanthropy in Swaziland extends to aids 
orphan feeding schemed, the computerisation of all Swazi high schools (the first 
country in africa to achieve this), aids clinics and orphanages, entrepreneurship 
training in high schools, olympic athlete support, and dozens of other projects 
that help Swazis gain the tools to help themselves.

Natie’s contributions include support to the activites of the iua-ucF in Sa and 
israel, Hatzolah and rabbi david masinter’s miracle drive. Further afield, the 
Kirsh Family Foundation donates substantial amounts to philanthropic causes 
in the uSa, uK, israel and australia. 

Kirsh has a range of other business interests, including: magal, a Nasdaq-listed 
security company whose products protect the borders of israel and the perim-
eter of buckingham palace; a brazilain/italian leather company; an indian pipe 
manufacturer; a chain of health and fitness clubs across Europe and israel; a uK/
Swiss asset management company; and chefworks, a fast-growing manufactur-
er of clothing for the catering industry. but it doesn’t end there. property ac-
quisition has become a major focus of Natie’s. He has a large property portfolio 
in australia, where he is the largest shareholder in a listed rEit, abacus and a 
major investor in Jandakot airport, perth besides, acquiring  london’s tower 42.

He spends four months of summer in Swaziland and Sa and the rest of the time 
in london, New york, and the south of France. From these locale’s he monitors 
his global empire, built for a second time and from a low point in his life.

“we are private, we are profitable and we have fun,” Natie told a uS website in 
an interview at his office in North london last october. “we just don’t scream 
about what we do.”

and, at the age of 81, there are no signs of Natie slowing down. He wants to 
expand his food wholesaling business to new markets and add to his property 
portfolio.

He built his companies largely with his own money and he’s very private and 
wants to stay that way. the acquisition of tower 42 in london catapulted him 
into the financial media who have since continued to publicize his extensive in-
terests.

Not even the beginning of the end….

Kirsh seems to be having too much fun to consider retirement. but the question 
remains: what will happen to his empire? although his children are not direct-
ly involved in the businesses, the assets are ultimately owned by the trusts in 
which the Kirsh children are involved.

what is clear is that it has been one amazing ride. From those small beginnings 
in Swaziland, 55 years ago, Natie Kirsh says he can look back on a life of huge 
personal business success, and the certainty that his desire to give back has 
changed the lives of tens of thousands of men and women around the globe 
who benefited from his philanthropy.

today’s Sa Jewish achievers’ award might appear to come towards the end of 
the awardee’s life. but, make no mistake, Natie Kirsh still has the energy and eye 
for a deal that he had in his early days in Swaziland. 

during a recent meeting with the governor of one of china’s largest provinces 
to discuss a possible partnership in food distribution, Natie was asked if there 
was anything the governor could do for him.

“Just give me 20 more years to live; i’ve got so many plans but i may be running 
out of time,” was Natie Kirsh’s reply.”. 
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publishing supremo Jane raphaely was chosen from an eminent group of 
nominees for the recipient of the “cell c lifetime achievement award in 
honour of Helen Suzman” for 2013.

Jane raphaely graduated from the london School of Economics in 1958 
with a bSc in Sociology and Economics. She then won a rotary Foundation 
fellowship to further her studies at columbia university in New york.

Jane (born mullins) moved to South africa in 1960, the auspicious year of 
the Sharpeville massacre and british prime minister Harold macmillan’s 
‘wind of change’ speech to the South african parliament. after a stint in 
the advertising and pr world, Jane raphaely was invited to join Naspers as 
founding editor of the first English women’s magazine in the company, Fair 
lady, in 1965.

 She set up Jane raphaely and associates in 1983, with her husband, michael 
raphaely, and business partner, volker Kühnel, to launch coSmopolitaN 
magazine in 1984.

the wholly-owned House and leisure and several other international titles 
followed, including the only edition of “o” the oprah magazine outside the 
uSa, which was hailed as the publishing coup of the decade in 2002. Jane 
played a pivotal role in magazine publishing and female empowerment in 
South africa - see Highlights and awards in side-bar.

raphaely has seven grandchildren who all live in cape town.

in 2012 Jane’s autobiography, Jane raphaely: 
unedited, became a best-seller. She takes the 
reader from a tough but happy childhood of 
a girl, conceived on a rubbish dump, the love 
child of a clever, kind Jewish woman and a 
bigamist alcoholic irishman and born two 
years before the start of world war 2.

Highlights from Jane raphaely’s career:

•  1958 bSc Sociology and Economics london School of Economics
•  1958 rotary Foundation Fellow cheshire uK
•   1958 columbia university/ rotary Fellow uS/ wins $12,000 on  
 Name that tune
•  1959 returns to the uK/bolton Evening News
• 1960 move to South africa/ Sharpeville
• 1960 van zyl and robinson copywriter/ columnist cape times
• 1961 bernstein wilson copywriter, account executive
• 1962 opens pr division bernstein wilson
•  1965 launches Fair lady
• 1984 launches cosmopolitan
• 1988 revamps Femina and takes it over from republican
• 1989 cosmopolitan Fashion directory launched
• 1993 House and leisure launched
• 1998 brides and Homes launched
• 2000 baby and me launched
• 2002 “o” the oprah magazine Sa launched
• 2003 marie claire moves to associated magazines
•  2011 good Housekeeping/goeie Huishouding launched

among the awards Jane has received:

• 1986 business woman of the year
• 1986 media innovator of the year
• 1986 Star woman of our time
• 2000 print media Sa Fellow
• 2001 rapport prestige women’s award
• 2008 Naspers order of tafelberg
• 2008 vodacom Journalist of the year – lifetime achievement
• 2008 advantage admag awards – lifetime achiever award
• 2013 Sa Jewish achievers cell c lifetime achievement award

Jane is currently chairman of associated media publishing. associated 
media publishing now publishes cosmopolitan, marie claire, House and 
leisure, good Housekeeping/goeie Huishouding and o, the oprah mag-
azine.

CEll C lifETimE AChiEvEmENT AwArd iN hONOur Of hElEN SuzmAN

JaNE rapHaEly
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“it was a wonderful thing to hear how the motsepes really, as part of their 
moral conviction as a family, believe in giving back. i want to congratu-
late them!” So said the richest man on the planet, bill gates, on South 
africa’s wealthiest man patrice motsepe and his wife, dr precious motsepe 
following in the suit of gates and warren buffett by giving away half of the 
income generated by his assets. 

billionaire motsepe has become the first african to join the giving pledge, 
a campaign spearheaded by bill gates and warren buffett to encourage the 
wealthiest people in the world to make a commitment to give at least half 
of their wealth to philanthropic causes.

“precious and i will contribute at least half of the funds generated by our 
family assets to the motsepe Foundation to be used during our lifetime - 
and beyond - to improve the lifestyles and living conditions of the poor, 
disabled, unemployed, women, youth, workers and marginalised South af-
ricans, africans and people around the world,” said motsepe on announc-
ing his Foundation.

“we will contribute at least half of 
the funds generated by our family 
assets to the motsepe Foundation to 
be used to improve living conditions 
of people around the world”

the true value of the announcement last year by the motsepes goes far 
beyond the money.

it affirms that the ever-widening widening chasm between (old- and 
new-moneyed) rich and poor South africans can be bridged. it gives hope 
and promise of real opportunity to all South africans. it is a gracious act 
and it is setting an example for others to follow.

South african Jewry is famously philanthropic – and usually does not dis-
close its giving. but by their public actions, the motsepes have placed the 
issue of philanthropy squarely in the Sa public discourse, somewhere it 
truly belongs. the country’s many emerging millionaires and billionaires 
view motsepe as an icon – and hopefully they will also view him as a phil-
anthropic role model.

the motsepes did not grow up in the best part of town or attend the 
swankiest schools. but they have enough to share. as children of africa 
they know that we are dependent on one another for our own, as well as 

the broader community’s wellbeing and development.

patrice motsepe was born on 28 January 1962 in Soweto and is 
the founder and executive chairman of african rainbow miner-
als, which has interests in gold, ferrous metals, base metals, and 
platinum. He also sits on several company boards including being 
the non-executive chairman of Harmony gold and is the deputy 
chairman of Sanlam. He also owns football club mamelodi Sun-
downs.

in 2011 and 2012 motsepe was named Sa’s richest man on the 
Sunday times’ annual rich list with an estimated fortune of 
r20.07 billion (this only covers listed assets). 

He is married to dr precious moloi-motsepe, a paediatrician and 
a director of african Fashion international. they have three chil-
dren. motsepe’s sister bridgette, who is also in mining, is mar-
ried to Justice minister Jeff radebe. His other sister, tshepo, is 
married to Shanduka group chairman and aNc deputy president 
cyril ramaphosa.

Earlier this year chief rabbi dr warren goldstein accepted 
r300,000 from the mining magnate in the name of Sa Jewry. this 
money originated from motsepe’s economic empowerment trust 
and not his new Foundation. “He wanted to include the Jewish 

community in this initiative,” explained rabbi goldstein, “to recognise the 
important role we play in South africa, both communally and on personal 
levels.”

From the Jewish community’s point of view, the chief rabbi told the Sa 
Jewish report at the time, it was “less about the sum of money and more 
about the fact that we are recognised by broader society in this way. 
Significantly,” added rabbi goldstein, it symbolises that we are part of 
everything that is happening in this country. the same sum of money do-
nated to our community was given to the catholic, anglican as well as the 
muslim communities,” 

motsepe was a partner in law firm bowman gilfillan, where he specialised 
in mining law, before becoming a mining magnate. He ascribes his grasp 
of basic business principles to his father, abc motsepe, and his mother, 
Key, who ran a supermarket in Soshanguve. abc named his son patrice 
after patrice lumumba, an african independence leader and the first prime 
minister of the drc.

motsepe has invested much of his time serving the Sa business commu-
nity and served two terms as president of the National african Federated 
chamber of commerce and industry. He has been appointed chairman of 
the newly-formed brics business council.

Not too bad for a man who, in 1994, founded Future mining using his cell 
phone and car boot as his office!

ChivAS humANiTAriAN AwArd iN hONOur Of ChiEf rAbbi Cyril hArriS

patricE motSEpE
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JEwiSh rEpOrT COmmuNiTy SErviCE AwArd

ort & ort JEt

ort Sa
ort Sa is one of 65 ort non-profit developmental organisations around 
the world which believes in the philosophy of “Educating for life” and is 
locally and internationally recognised by governments and large corpora-
tions. 

Every year thousands in South africa benefit by learning new skills, being 
placed in jobs or receiving cutting edge training and support in the areas of 
math, science, technology and computers. For ort Sa, education is more 
than basic schooling, it’s about empowerment, support and eradicating 
poverty through education. 

the Educator Empowerment department was designed in response to a 
nationwide need for a change in the education system. ort Sa is com-
mitted to training and supporting teachers and members of primary school 
management teams.

their focus areas are math, science and technology. the highly successful 
model offers face-to-face support for teachers to attain uNiSa accredited 
advanced certificates. their latest innovative approach provides teachers 
with laptops and computer training aimed at narrowing the ‘digital divide.’

ort Sa’s Skills department (High School Services) has also proven ex-
tremely successful. it training has recently been added to the curriculum.

Jointly with the Services SEta, ort Sa has started the geared for life 
programme to change the model of waiting until a learner has completed 
matric to start work skills training. the programme is the first of its kind in 
that it targets learners who are in still in school. at the start of grade 10 
selected learners undertake a Further Education and training (FEt) certif-
icate. these are ordinarily achieved over one year, but have been broken 
down into three-year courses so participants complete them by the end of 
their matric year. So far over 400 learners have been empowered by imme-
diate post-matric entry into the job market. 

ort Sa has also recently opened an it training centre where courses are 
offered for beginners and advanced levels for those wanting to expand 
their competency in microsoft operating Systems. this training is also 
open to the public at Ngo rates. 

ort Sa is also expanding the ort JEt concept into the broader communi-
ty. called business Enterprise training (bEt) it gives non-Jewish small busi-
nesses the opportunity to obtain fundamental business training. 

ort Sa capE
the western cape office is run by dr lydia abel, who has been working 
in education for the last 30 years. lydia is a foremost expert on math and 
science education and child literacy, familiar with best practice and theo-
retical models throughout the world. She has consulted to the department 
of Education, in this area, for many years. in 2011 lydia took over as direc-
tor of ort Sa capE where she is championing the rollout of the following 
programmes:

• “caSpEr” (constructive after-School programme for Enrichment) 
was launched in July 2012 in 10 schools in disadvantaged areas of cape 
winelands. 

• “robotics” aims to improve visual memory, concentration, number 
sense and develop problem-solving skills with young students. 

• ort Sa capE was recently awarded as part of the Numlit project of the 
Education department – the monitoring and evaluation tender of 255 
primary schools.

“the work we are doing aims to give teachers and children the tools to be 
more productive, be more inspired, and in so doing, create an education 
system that will produce capable and resilient scholars, for the future,” 
says lydia. 

ort JEt
ort JEt has been in existence since 2005. their ‘Jewish Entrepreneuri-
al training’ model uses the available resources, skills-base, knowledge 
and expertise within the Jewish community to assist in establishing the 
self-sufficiency and sustainability of all Sa Jewish-owned businesses which 
require guidance, assistance and skills-building. 

cEo paul bacher says that: “admitting one needs help with one’s business 
can be a difficult and humbling situation. we celebrate those business 
owners who (have taken) that brave step and used the ort JEt programme 
to empower themselves.”

ort JEt’s primary aim is to help debt-ridden families return from a po-
sition of near financial disaster to one of stability, as well as creating a 
platform for start-up businesses, by providing the following services (at no 
cost to the participants):

• trained and encouraged over 150 vulnerable women with various skills 
and support tools in the women’s Empowerment division;

• 18 women climbed Kilimanjaro in order to highlight the plight of vulner-
able women in our community and raise funds;

• developed an online SmE market space portal, allowing potential inves-
tors and businesses needing funding to meet and transact;

• launched the “Future cEo” project at high schools teaching business 
and financial acumen;

• launched a new “Forum” programme allowing businesses to create their 
own support networks and cross pollinate skills and experience;

• launched a professional “mentor” induction programme, utilising the 
skills of one of the country’s top leadership and motivational speakers; 
and 

• launched an ort JEt business library resource – to offer a lending li-
brary of top business videos and books to our community.

in 2013 ort JEt staged their third annual business plan competition aptly 
branded Eureka.

“a competition of this nature is the best way to encourage business en-
trepreneurship, something so topical in Sa where more than 70 percent 
of businesses are classified as small business,” said ort JEt founder and 
cEo paul bacher. 

top lEFt: yehuda Kay 
(ort Sa) 

top rigHt: paul bacher 
(ort JEt) 

lEFt:dr lydia abel – ort 
Sa capE
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JEwiSh rEpOrT ArT, SpOrT, SCiENCE & CulTurE AwArd

david goldblatt

born in randfontein in 1930, david goldblatt was the third son of Eli and 
olga goldblatt who had come to Sa as children. 

after matriculating he worked at his father’s clothing store in randfontein 
while doing his b comm at wits and developing his interest in photogra-
phy.

when david’s father died in 1962, he sold the business and followed his 
dream of becoming a photographer. “gradually i built up a professional 
practice, specialising in work outside the studio, photographing for mag-
azines, corporations, advertising agencies and institutions. in my personal 
work i have, for the most part, photographed and published essays on var-
ious aspects of Sa society.”

He says he regards himself “as an unlicensed, self-appointed observer and 
critic of Sa society which i continue to explore with the camera.” recog-
nising the need for a facility to teach visual literacy and photographic skills 
particularly to people disadvantaged by apartheid, david founded the 
market photo workshop in 1989 and continues to serve as a member of 
its advisory committee.

despite having been so highly recognised both locally and internationally 
for his work, david says that he has “never sought to win awards, they 
don’t mean a great deal to me.” He says that recognition is “balm to the 
ego, but it doesn’t figure high in my constellation.”

However, on hearing that he was the recipient of the Jewish achievers 
award, says david, he found that “very pleasant. it is pleasing to be ac-
knowledged in one’s own community,” he said. david also recently re-
ceived a lifetime achievement award from the international centre for 
photography in New york and he is an Honorary Fellow of the royal pho-
tographic Society.

He acknowledges that “in my field i have been given major recognition for 
work i have done,” but, personally, he says “there are things i feel i could 
have done better, there is always room for improvement.” 

He insists that he is “not trying to minimise what i have done,” but feels 
that within the context of South africa, “as an observer and critic of this 
society, i believe i could have done better.”

goldblatt says that he was exposed to anti-Semitism in his youth and 
growing up, but that this is not something he personally encounters now. 
but, he says, he realises that Jews - by virtue of our history - are required to 
be more observant of the nuances of anti-Semitism.

david lives in Joburg with his wife, lily, has three children and two grand-
sons.

david is currently working on two projects. the one he has dubbed 
“post-apartheid public art and Structures” which, he says represents ex-
pressions of our ethos. Now well into his eighties, goldblatt says that 
while in the historical context “it might be a little too early,” for this pro-
ject, “considering my age i might as well get on with it!”

the other project david has been working on for some time is photograph-
ing ex-offenders at the scene of their crimes. “who are the people doing 
crime? How and why do they come to do it?” he asks. “i am curious to 
know, it is a conversation between me and myself,” which, he says, is 
something he does a lot of. 

“i choose not to meet them while they are prisoners”, he says, but rather as 
“ordinary citizens when they are free or on parole. i meet and tell them that 
i am curious about their life and what they have done.”

He pays the ex-offenders for agreeing to collaborate and does a portrait at 
the scene of crime and records an interview. “i do this because i am curious. 
i have undertaken not to make money out of this work. after paying gal-
lery commissions the balance of any sales is given to organisations dealing 
with the training and rehabilitation of offenders.”

david has now done 35 people in Sa and some in the uK. He has exhibited 
some of the work but hasn’t published it yet. when does he plan to publish 
it? He says he will know when the time is right. 

Selected prizes and awards:

•  camera austria prize 1995
•  Honorary doctorate of Fine arts, university of cape town 2001
• Hasselblad Foundation international award in photography 2006
• Honorary doctorate of literature, university of the witwatersrand 2008
•  Henri cartier-bresson award 2009
•  lifetime achievement award, arts and culture trust, 2009
• lucie lifetime achievement award, 2010
• Kraszna-Krausz photography book award (with ivan vladislavic)  2011
•  infinity lifetime achievement award from the international center for 

photography, New york, 2013
•  Jewish report art, Sport, Science & culture award, 2013

work Housed in public collections in:

•  South african National gallery, cape town
•  Johannesburg art gallery
• university of the witwatersrand
•  university of cape town
•  museum Kunst palast, düsseldorf
•  bibliotheque Nationale, paris
• museum of modern art, New york
• victoria and albert museum, london
• the French National art collection
• Huis marseille, amsterdam

Selected publications:

• on the mines with Nadine gordimer, Struik, cape town, 1973
• Some afrikaners photographed, murray crawford Johannesburg, 1975
• in boksburg, gallery press, cape town, 1982
• the transported of KwaNdebele with brenda goldblatt and phillip van Niekerk,  
 aperture and duke university, New york, 1989.
•  South africa: the Structure of things then, oxford university press, cape  
 town, and monacelli press, New york, 1998
• particulars, goodman gallery Editions, Johannesburg, 2003 [awarded arles  
 book prize 2004] 
• intersections intersected, museum Serralves, porto, 2008
• Kith, Kin and Khaya, goodman gallery, Johannesburg, 2010
•  tJ with double Negative by ivan vladislavic, contrasto, rome, 2010
• on the mines, with Nadine gordimer, new edition, Steidl, göttingen, 2012
 
Selected Solo Exhibitions:

•         museum of modern art, New york, 1998
•         modern art, oxford, 2003
•         Johannesburg art gallery 2005
•         arles rencontres, 2006 
•         Serralves museum, porto, portugal 2008
•         New museum, New york,  2009
•         Jewish museum, New york, 2010
•         Jewish museum, cape town, 2010
•         amherst art museum, massachusetts, 2010
•         San Francisco museum of modern art 2012
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Wendy Kahn

buSiNESS ENtErpriSE - a ForcE For good

business enterprise can be a powerful vehicle 
for creating a better world. Judaism provides 
a three-dimensioned formula for how business 
can be a real force for the good. Firstly it must 
ethical. after death, says the talmud, one of 
the first questions a person is asked to account 
for in the heavenly court is, 

“did you deal faithfully 
in business?”
 the code of Jewish law has a sophisticated, 
detailed and comprehensive system of ethics 
and laws, based on the talmud, for every 
aspect of business, including contract, damag-
es and competition.

Secondly, Judaism teaches that business en-
terprise must be combined with compassion 

and generosity. tzedakah, ac-
cording to the talmud, drives 
economic prosperity because g-d 
promises that generosity will be 
rewarded with blessings of even 
greater prosperity.

Some words cannot be properly 
translated. the word ‘tzedakah’ 
is often translated as ‘charity’, a 
term which denotes the discre-
tionary and kindly act of giving 
money to a needy cause. ‘tzeda-
kah’ encompasses much more 
than that. the word ‘tzedakah’ 
echoes the Hebrew root ‘tzedek’, 
which means justice. and so, 
giving to the poor is not merely 

charitable but is the fulfilment of the require-
ment of basic justice. Justice demands that 
those who have inadequate resources are 
properly assisted.

moreover, the amount to be given is not dis-
cretionary. the Halacha requires one to give 
between 10 and 20 percent of disposable 
income as tzedakah. there are many nuanced 
rules on how this is to be calculated, taking 
careful account of the unique circumstances of 
every individual. generosity is not something 
that can be based on gut instinct. Judaism 
teaches that less than ten percent is miserly. 
and even ten percent is considered merely av-
erage. giving a fifth of one’s income is regard-
ed as real generosity. very wealthy people are 
allowed to give more than that, because doing 
so doesn’t risk impoverishing them.

there is much instructive detail in the com-
mentary of various authorities on how to 

calculate the ten percent. For example, it is 
generally held that the ten percent is calcu-
lated after tax, and not on pre-tax income. 
the problem is also addressed of someone 
who cannot even afford to give ten percent. 
the mitzvah of tzedakah needs to be carefully 
thought out using detailed halachic guidelines 
and not be merely left to chance. Judaism is 
the science of morality and, consequently, 
it demands precision. a competent halachic 
expert needs to be consulted on these issues.

tzedakah can have a powerful impact on the 
world. the vilna gaon made the bold claim 
that if everyone would give their particular 
required amount, it would be possible to alle-
viate all poverty and need in society. we ex-
press its spiritual power at this time of year 
at the climax of the “unetane tokef” prayer: 
“repentance and prayer and tzedaka remove 
the evil decree.”

thirdly, Judaism teaches that business can be 
a force for societal development and uplift-
ment; especially in a country like South africa. 
business enterprise has the potential to make 
the world into a better place by providing jobs 
and economic opportunity, goods and ser-
vices, and by building and strengthening all 
aspects of human civilisation. proactive and 
creative entrepreneurs are the life blood of any 
successful society.  business people should ap-
proach their work with these mitzvot in mind, 
so that together we can build a great and pros-
perous country, by harnessing the incredible 
creative talents of our community, the stars of 
which are deservedly being honoured by the 
Jewish report at the achievers’ award dinner 
tonight.

writEr: 

wENdy KaHN

Judaism provides a formula for how business can be  writes cHiEF rabbi dr warrEN goldStEiN

“Everyone has their `aha’ moment. Mine was during my son’s 3rd 
birthday party. I’d prepared a fabulous party at the Zoo Lake and just 
as we’d unpacked the delicious spread of eats and prepared for the 
hordes of three-year-olds to arrive, the heavens opened and we packed 
everything back into the car and miserably returned home to a houseful 
of muddy little three-year-olds destroying my home.
 
I was feeling so sorry for myself and the really sad little party that this 
had become, when we heard the breaking news the planes had hit the 
World Trade Centre. In that split second I learned perspective.
 
While 11 years later my son has grown into a wonderful 14-year-old 
and the ice cream has been cleaned out of the carpets, the families that 
lost loved ones on that tragic day will never be the same. This is my 
variation of “don’t sweat the small stuff.”

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS
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Speaking at the launch of his acclaimed new 
history community and conscience: the Jews 
in apartheid South africa (2004), the re-
nowned historian gideon Shimoni comment-
ed, “No longer do we continually feel the need 
to write about ‘the Jewish contribution to….’ 
Now, Jews can feel comfortable writing about 
their own history.”

Shimoni was taking a swipe at the form of 
community historical writing sometimes re-
ferred to as ‘contributionism.’ Essentially, 
these are histories that emphasise a particular 
community’s accomplishments and success 
stories without recording its inevitable failures 
and problems. up until fairly recently, such 
uncritical, sanitised accounts were typical of 
Jewish historical writing in South africa.

while it is important to stress that the story of 
the Jews in South africa is not, obviously, one 
of unbroken, across-the-board success, the 
remainder of this article will nonetheless be 
unabashedly ‘contributionist.’ at the end of 
the day, even a thorough ‘warts and all’ treat-
ment of the subject would inevitably conclude 
that the extent of the Jewish contribution to 
the development of South africa relative to 
the community’s small numbers is indeed ex-
traordinary.

those interested in Jewish participation in, for 
example, the pimping and bootlegging trade in 
early Johannesburg, or in local ponzi schemes 
are advised to look elsewhere. let the bragging 
begin…

From the very beginning of Jewish settlement, 
the disproportionate influence of the commu-
nity has been apparent. only a few dozen Jews 
were in the country in the decades following 
the arrival of the 1820 Settlers, yet they in-
cluded such significant names as the brothers 
benjamin and Joshua davis Norden, prominent 

business leaders and members of the first gra-
hamstown municipal council, the explorer, 
trader and writer Nathaniel isaacs and the re-
nowned parliamentarian Saul Solomon.

after 1850, Jonas bergtheil and isaac baumann 
emerged as important pioneers of Natal and 
the orange Free State respectively while the 
mosenthal brothers, Julius, adolph and James, 
were particularly influential in developing the 
economy of the north-eastern cape.

it was after the discovery of diamonds in the 
mid-1860s and the ensuing influx of new im-
migrants that the Jewish impact on South 
africa really began to take off. Here, the name 
of the legendary barney barnato comes to 
mind; with alfred beit, he made his fortune 
on the diamond fields and subsequently was 
prominently involved in the early history of Jo-
hannesburg after the discovery of the witwa-
tersrand gold fields. during those years, a host 
of highly successful business leaders emerged 
– the so-called randlords.

their ranks included, amongst others, such 
Jews as lionel philips, Solly Joel, george albu 
and Jules porges. the name of Sammy marks 
– the “uncrowned King of the transvaal” ac-
cording to his biographer richard mendels-
sohn, also looms large amongst those who 
built the young nation. it should be stressed 
that in addition to their business empires, all 
of the above they were generous philanthro-
pists, funding the establishment of a range of 
public institutions such as the Johannesburg 
art gallery.   

most of these early magnates were of English 
or german origin. From the 1880s, however, 
the Jewish community was transformed by 
the inflow of tens of thousands of immigrants 
from Eastern Europe, mainly lithuania. listing 
all of those whose achievements in the new 
country, along with their descendants, de-
serve at least a mention - is naturally beyond 
the scope of this short overview.

Sa Jewry has 
shown the diaspora 
that one can be 
contributing citizens 
while being fully 
involved, committed 
Jews
Suffice it to say that henceforth one would be 
hard-put to find any area of activity in which 
Jews were not prominently to the fore. Jews 
could be found at the forefront of the farm-

ing industry (such as the “potato King” Jankel 
b lurie and the “mielie King” Esreal lazarus), 
in the arts (particularly in the theatre realm), 
in the legal field and in politics, especially at 
the local level where Jewish mayors and town 
councillors abounded throughout the country. 
Johannesburg alone had 22 Jewish mayors be-
tween 1886 and 1993, even if for racial reasons 
there may well never be another one.

South africa’s Nobel laureates include three 
Jews – aaron Klug, Sidney brenner and Nadine 
gordimer, and the world-renowned scientist 
philip tobias came close on several occasions. 
Jewish judges were ever more disproportion-
ately represented on the bench, despite a 
number being excluded for political reasons. 
Even in sport, an area where Jews have (to put 
it kindly) historically never excelled, South af-
rican Jews have, at least until fairly recently, 
made their mark.

ali bacher, as a player and administrator, 
obviously comes readily to mind, while any 
short-list would include the rugby Springboks 
okey geffin, louis babrow, Sid Nomis and Joel 
Stransky, tennis heavy-weight abe Segal, surf-
ing world champion Shaun tomson and world 
Formula one world champion Jodi Schechter.   

in light of South africa’s turbulent history of 
racial conflict and repression, the astounding 
proportion of white anti-apartheid activists 
who were Jews has long been marvelled at. 
amongst the iconic figures of Jewish origin 
who emerged over the decades were lionel 
bernstein, Joe Slovo, albie Sachs, ruth First 
and arthur goldreich, parliamentarians Helen 
Suzman, Harry Schwarz and Sam Kahn, law-
yers arthur chaskalson, isie maisels, Joel Joffe 
and Sydney Kentridge and trade unionists ray 
alexander, Solly Sachs and leon levy.

No other ethnic or faith community even 
begins to match up to this amazing record, 
even if Jews are the ones who continually beat 
themselves up for not having “done more.”

perhaps inevitably, this overview has mor-
phed into something of a barmitzvah thank 
you speech, without doing much more than 
scratching the surface.

the point will at least have been made that the 
Jews of South africa, today just 0.2 percent of 
the population, have been strikingly successful 
at all levels. Just as important to stress, they 
have achieved this whilst maintaining an ex-
tremely vibrant Jewish community, with a par-
ticularly fine record of support for israel and 
zionism in general and, in recent decades, in 
the growth of religious learning and practice.

South african Jews have demonstrated to the 
diaspora at large that it is possible to be both 
identifying, contributing citizens while being 
fully involved, committed Jews.

that might, in the final analysis, be South afri-
can Jewry’s finest achievement.

lEt’S brag a bit about Sa JEwry
we Jews can now comfortably write about our own history  writes david SaKS
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And the winner of the 
prestigious award is...

For more information, visit
www.absa.co.za

Business Banking

We applaud all the nominees of 
the Absa Jewish Achiever Awards. 
Absa is proudly associated with 
such determined and committed 
business leaders. As a bank that 
strives to support you on the road

to success, we commend your 
entrepreneurial spirit and business 
savvy. We look forward to helping 
you attain even greater heights in 
the year ahead. Yasher koach.



the ever-positive rich-
ard pearce is certainly a 
deserving finalist in the 
abSa Jewish Entrepreneur 

category for his totally 
Kosher business. but that is not all this enterprising 37-year-old is involved 
in.

richard always had his eye on the ball. after his high schooling at King 
david linksfield and Eden college in gresswold, he went directly into stud-
ying catering and obtained a diploma in professional cookery.

He carved a niche for himself as the premiere manufacturer of kosher 
meals to hotels and lodges, corporates and caterers, airlines and the pri-
vate hospital sector.  totally Kosher, which employs a full-time staff of 
48, is developing an outside catering division and sees an opportunity for 
future growth into the retail market.

His bramley, Johannesburg-based business is a popular supplier of kosher 
food to the hospitality industry in cape town and the rest of South africa. 
they also have customers throughout africa and even export internation-
ally.

richard is also involved in other food businesses like amaanah Quality 
Foods, ricepaper and totally mobile.

He is a member of the South african chefs association (Saca), the Na-
mibian chefs association (Nca), the world association of cooks Societies 
(wacS) and the National ice carvers association (Nica).

“our service and reputation for quality,” are the most unique features of 
his business, says richard, whose personal business philosophy includes 
never taking negative feedback as a failure, “only a means to a solution.”

when he falls, says richard, he “falls forwards.” He advises fellow-entre-
preneurs to be “aware of what your competition has to offer, and always be 
one step ahead.” He believes that “leaders learn from others!”

richard’s previous awards include being selected for the Jp morgan and 
raizcorp Entrepreneur Fast Forward programme. 

He is particularly proud of the new facilities totally Kosher have estab-
lished in bramley view and of the fact that the first of his companies’ 
“many in-service trainee chefs is qualifying this year, and is currently the 
top of his class.”

richard says his only regret in business is that he didn’t start totally Kosher 
earlier.

His future plans include expanding into the global market and educating 
and training to develop what he says is the raw talent that is on our door-
step.

“with our entry into outside catering and focus on Jewish lifestyle func-
tions the growth of this division is surely going to flourish,” says richard 
confidently.

He has developed and built a management team with people that already 

have experience in the hospitality industry and “that are the best in their 
fields of expertise.” He seeks out passionate people who share the same 
goals. by not being afraid of having stronger people than themselves in 
their team gives them the ability to share the workload and build a strong-
er foundation enabling them to support one-another.

richard sees the next year as being a challenging one for South africa. but 
his positivism is astounding – he plans to use this opportunity to their ad-
vantage by taking further steps in gaining international exposure as the 
market will be favourable for South african entrepreneurs.

He believes that business can help the country in the areas of job crea-
tion, education and skills development: “at the forefront of any chef is the 
imparting of knowledge and skills to our staff and the general public. by 
increasing the skills development and the education of our staff we able 
to create more jobs,” says richard. “this, in turn, increases their knowl-
edge and personal income which increases their spending - and the circle 
increases.”

He finds it a struggle to balance his work and social life. “i find it very dif-
ficult to switch off,” he says.when he’s not working, richard is a volunteer 
paramedic to the city of Joburg and he is a keen skate-boarder. but, for 
the most part, this serial-foodie lists his recreational interests as “culinary 
judging of local and international competitions, mentoring young chefs 
and dabbling in modernist cuisine.”

He is grateful for Shabbos “as this is the one day a week when we are 
forced to switch off,” he says. “i take this opportunity to be with my family 
and friends.”

asked to whom he owes part of his success, richard says: “my wife who 
listens and sees things from a different perspective and is not afraid to give 
her opinion when listening to the daily adventures. my grandfathers david 
wuhl and chappy miller, passed on their business acumen and knowl-
edge. the chefs and caterers who have taught me everything and whom 
i still look to for most of my solutions are garth Shnier, gary lane, ralph 
Jacobsberg and rodney Salkinder.”

but, says richard, “most import are my 
hidden heroes, my parents Jen and Ken, 
the pillars and strength that have built 
the strong foundations the company 
is based on. community, integrity and 
passion!”
 asked how he would improve South africa if he could, richard is quite clear 
in what he believes is lacking: “respect. be it to an elder or just another 
person. taking pride in what we do. the only way to get respect is through 
discipline,” he says. “this is done from the top all the way to the bottom, 
without this society collapses.”

Jeff Zidel

ricHard pEarcE  totally KoSHEr

writEr:

JE FF zid El

It’s all about people

“Success in business is all about people. Surround yourself with exceptional people 
and success comes to the whole team.”
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Stephen rich interiors’ owner, 54-year-old Stephen mark rich matriculat-
ed at parktown boys in Joburg before studying business Science at uct in 
cape town.

rich’s main nomination is for design Extraordinaire cc. t/a Stephen rich 
interiors, but he also manages Hentique (pty) ltd, Skyprops (pty) ltd and 
Karmellia (pty) ltd through which he develops properties.

Stephen employs 27 people directly in design Extraordinaire and indirectly 
through manufacturing arms a further 250.

the business is Johannesburg-based but operates throughout the country, 
the continent and internationally.

they design and build and handle the execution of properties and interiors 
for corporate, residential, hospitality and retail sector of the market place.

the business is unique in its versatility in the marketplace, and in the abili-
ty to run corporate, commercial, residential and retail projects simultane-
ously, says Stephen – while ensuring that no project in any of the specific 
sectors ever looks the same.

they also have the “ability to work globally, over all continents, and being 
able to manufacture ‘proudly South african’ goods which in turn are sold 
into an international market and are comparable (and better in some in-
stances) to goods manufactured in the original country.”

learn from all you interact with 
daily, all teach you something,  all 
you need is to be able to listen”

Stephen is most proud of his success at running his business for 35 years. 
this is no easy task in what is, in essence, a creative industry, he says. and, 
of course, ensuring he has the financial ability to have grown it into the 
phenomenon it has become. 

“as a company that was started with no capital and today still runs as a 
non-intensive capital-based company (design Extraordinaire) is my great-
est achievement on the basis that the company does in excess of r150-mil-
lion a year in turnover,” he says, “with an enormous margin.”

He is most disappointed at having not been able to secure the contract for 
design Extraordinaire of the lost city at Sun city – even though this was at 
the inception of his company.

Stephen has already sold out his services to maximum capacity until the 
end of 2014 and are now only quoting to take on work for 2015 which, says 
Stephen confidently, “should in a short while be sold out as well.”

His management team are all on incentivised schemes and therefore, he 
says, they become their own motivating force to themselves and to the 
company.

Stephen rich’s personal business philosophy is “to deliver excellence, be 
ahead of the game at all times and continually redefine the parameters of 
the design industry.”

He says Sa faces many challenges ahead of us: “but we are part of the rain-
bow Nation which the rest of the world tends to embrace,” says Stephen. 
as South africa enters the post-mandela stage of our democracy, he en-
visages the continued burgeoning of the middle class, and its concomitant 
growth in opportunities for an ever-increasing number of people.

business should play a role in the areas of job creation, education and skills 
development, he says. this should be done by reinvesting back into com-
munities and enabling the workforce to develop entrepreneurial skills and 
abilities, so as to become self-sufficient and grow from within.

on the work/life/community balance, says Stephen rich, “one has to do 
sufficient of each without detriment to one or the other.”

Stephen says to succeed one has to learn. Not from anyone specific, he 
says, “but all those that you interact with on a daily basis, all teach you 
something. all you need is to be able to listen.”

what he would like to see for South africans is “harmony amongst the 
people, upliftment, education, housing, food and basic medical care for the 
underprivileged.”

Stephen is actively involved in charitable work in aids charitable trust 
and Kumbulani charitable trust (through which group he helps uplift rural 
communities by giving them arts and crafts work for resale into the interior 
world). this has has given employment to over 60,000 rural inhabitants 
in KzN.

For recreation, Stephen enjoys swimming, scuba diving, water and snow 
skiing, painting, tennis, reading and writing. one can only wonder where 
he finds the time…

StEpHEN ricH  StEpHEN ricH iNtEriorS

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

Michelle Lissoos
writEr:

micHEllE liSSooS

“My mentor/role-model was my late father Dr Irving Lissoos, who taught me to 
never stop learning. His love for acquiring knowledge was contagious. He also 
stressed that above all integrity, kindness, humour and generosity are key. And that 
you don’t just demand respect based on title and position  you have to keep earning 
respect.”
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wayNE diamoNd   diamatrix

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

Danny K
writEr:

daNNy K

“Pursue education with all you have, never stop learning and remember to pay it 
forward.”
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wayne diamond has been 
nominated for the absa 
Jewish business achiever 
in the Entrepreneur cat-
egory for his diamatrix 
business – but his entre-
preneurial flair extends to 

other business ventures as well.

Since matriculating in 1986, 42-year-old wayne has added a diploma in 
marketing and Sales management and a bachelor’s in business adminis-
tration to his cv. He has also completed certificate courses in business 
computer applications and business computer graphics.

wayne founded diamatrix in 2001. the company is is a traditional iSp 
(internet Service provider) offering services that include connectivity, 
domain registration, website hosting, dedicated servers and bulk emailing 
solutions. 

diamatrix has recently launched a number of new ventures, including: 
www.domains.co.za and SSl (Secure Socket layer) certificates to its ser-
vice offering and entering the e-commerce arena with its www.eShop.
co.za. 

more on wayne and diamatrix to follow – but here’s a brief look at his 
other ventures:

boobop media - last year wayne founded boobop as a new internet start-
up that focuses on online directory services within various industries as 
well as advertising within the domain name space. 

the can man – in 1992 wayne started this venture as a small independent 
vending machine businesses. by 1996, the can man had grown and had 
become one of the largest independent vending companies in Sa with over 
35 staff replenishing machines 24/7. products added were Nestle (first 
in Sa), coca-cola (one of only three), dairymaid (exclusive) and Nesca-
fe branded coffee vending machines at companies. He had contracts with 
airports, Nedbank, Standard bank, Saa, Netcare, Ster Kinekor and others.

with both can man and diamatrix growing in leaps and bounds, wayne 
sold can man to top vending in 2003 to focus on his passion for the in-
ternet.  

wayne is a community minded individual who is involved with cap and the 
cSo and in various sub-committees of the iSpa (internet Service providers 
association). when he is not working, he enjoys playing sport and time 
at the gym, running and sport spectating (Formula 1 racing and numerous 
local sports). 

“with the scalability of the internet,” says wayne, “we are not limited to a 
finite number of customers. we employ a staff complement necessary to 
ensure that we are able to deliver on our business philosophy of providing 
affordable, innovative and reliable hosting, connectivity, domain registra-
tion, website and ecommerce solutions.”

while diamatrix focuses on the SmE market, they also have the necessary 

staff and skills to meet all the requirements of larger businesses. they spe-
cialise in two main areas, internet Service provision and tailor-made dedi-
cated server solutions.

their second area of focus is specifically aimed at the SmE market “where 
we specialise in offering small business owners and entrepreneurs afforda-
ble, innovative online ecommerce solutions and tools to assist in the pro-
motion of and selling of their business products or services online,” says 
wayne. their feature-rich products are fully functional and also available 
for large businesses to benefit from.

in 2011 diamatrix became the first accredited registrar in Sa for .co.za 
domain names. uniForum which provides .co.za domains names in Sa was 
using an old email based legacy system before moving to the internation-
ally recognised Epp (Extensible provisioning protocol) solution for manage-
ment of domain names. 

SmE’s have a major role to play as a 
catalyst for jobs in Sa
in 2012 diamatrix launched the first multi-registrar white-labelled Epp 
domains system for both international and Sa iSps, enabling iSps to 
become technically accredited registrars for .co.za domains using the dia-
matrix platform. today they manage more than 35 percent of all accredit-
ed Sa registrars on their Epp platform. 

they are also the first icaNN (internet corporation for assigned Names 
and Numbers) accredited Sa registrar to offer a pre-registration on their 
website for the soon to be released generic top level domains such as 
.africa, .joburg, .capetown, .durban, etc.

diamond sees a year of positive exponential growth ahead, based on the 
business new developments that have been launched over the past year, 
as well as the new products and developments that are currently in the 
pipeline. 

“Finding the appropriate management team with individuals who believe 
in the same vision has been a challenge,” wayne admits. “the internet en-
vironment advances at a rapid rate and management need to stay abreast 
with the ever-evolving technologies.

SmE’s have a major role to play as a catalyst for job in Sa, says wayne. dia-
matrix, as a technological enabler, allows small business owners to operate 
online by providing the tools for them to be seen by a greater marketplace, 
and to sell their products or services to the rest of the world. “the knock-
on effect of this increased sales growth will extend to suppliers as well,” 
he says, which in turn will increase employment and assist in contributing 
towards the general upliftment of businesses and society as a whole.

“there is immense opportunity in Sa if you are bold enough to reach for it. 
by monitoring international trends and refining those trends to suit the Sa 
environment, i believe that one can push boundaries which will cultivate 
abundant rewards for all parties involved,” says diamond.



gary chalmers is the owner 
and cEo of ipulse Systems 
(pty) ltd and is everything 
that this award stands for. 
For many years chalmers 
has shown enormous entre-
preneurial flair and business 
innovation and created a 
huge number of jobs through 
both his current and previous 

business enterprises. 

ipulse Systems was a small company run by engineers who had developed 
a robust fingerprint reader. gary was brought into the company in 2007 to 
save the sinking ship and to ensure that the failing company had structure 
and systems by the then owners. 

He stabilised the floundering company and went on to develop more bi-
ometric products and significantly grow the business. in 2009 chalmers 
spearheaded a management buyout from richmark Holdings and took the 
company from a r500,000 per month loss-maker to having a positive cash 
flow within just 14 months.

in 2007 ipulse Systems had only one product to sell, it now boasts a stable 
of hardware and software products which proudly compete most success-
fully against international rivals and has claimed significant market share. 
they supply both business and the public sector in Sa - and a growing 
export market stretching throughout africa, South america and Europe.

gary chalmers is the “ideas” man behind the design and technology of 
these products, which are all manufactured in South africa. He wound 
down the previous production which had been based in china and only the 
sensor is imported from the uS, but even that complex item will soon be 
made in Sa if gary, working with the cSir, has his way.

He gives of his time and money, 
earned through innovation, to 
ensure mentorship and jobs
what differentiates gary chalmers from the crowd, say his employees 
who nominated him for the award, it is that he innovates – rather than 
copies existing technologies.

chalmers has the knack of coming up with innovative solutions to security 
problems that competitors are not even aware exist, say his staff – quoting 

the example of his flair for development of security software. “His con-
cepts around visitor-management and secure identity are currently taking 
the business world by storm and giving corporate South africa a glimpse 
into what the future holds,” say his proud employees. 

Sales of gary’s unique security software solutions are growing at a meteor-
ic 500 percent per quarter!

chalmers is a motivator who generates fierce loyalty amongst his team, 
his suppliers and his customers, and who is sought-after by many for his 
valuable insight and advice. He has won awards in the technology top 100 
programme of the department of Science & technology and earned praise 
from Naledi pandor and derek Hanekom for his tenacity and passionate 
belief in people.

chalmers, like so many other finalists in the 2013 absa Jewish business 
achiever awards, stimulates jobs and entrepreneurism among the next 
generation of innovators and technology developers with his charisma and 
enthusiasm. 

He always finds the time to assist and advise other businesses – particu-
larly through ort JEt whose activities he passionately supports – giving 
freely of both financial assistance and his time to mentor others.

gary is a born and bred Joburg boykie who is a product of yeshiva college 
and King david. He is married and has three sons.

after matriculating he did his diploma in performing arts before going to 
the uK study management. He is in the process of doing a masters in tech-
nology.

despite his drive to develop, innovate and trade, gary chalmers is pas-
sionate about creating skills and jobs. He founded torQuE it in 1999 
which became africa’s largest technical training company and an official 
partner to cisco, microsoft, Novell, SuN, amongst others.

His efforts in training led to world-wide recognition and an accolade from 
then-vice president phumzile mlambo-Ngcuka. gary also sold franchise 
branches of torque it into Ethiopia, Nigeria, Kenya and angola and won 
the best cisco africa learning partner award for five consecutive years and 
microsoft learning partner of the year award three times.

gary spent 1998 and 1999 at it industry association comptia in chicago 
and founded the a+ certification - now the world-wide baseline for it cer-
tification programmes.

gary’s determination to see Sa manufacturing competitively meet the 
needs of his it innovations could in itself lead to a spinoff of substantial 
up-skilling and job creation in years to come.

gary cHalmErS   ipulSE SyStEmS

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

writEr:

S tEvEN braudo

“I appreciate that one of the most precious commodities in life is time - there is life 
outside of work. Values and passions are critical success factors, both in business 
and in life. I always execute as opposed to merely plan, and take my work, family 
and studies seriously, but never do I take myself too seriously. I try, daily, to do 
something kind and make someone laugh. I am passionate about giving back to 
my community, and this only serves to fulfil me more. I constantly stay abreast 
of changes in the tech world so that I can still compete with the youngsters! And, 
finally, I read constantly and network extensively.”

Steven Braudo
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Jamey Lipschitz

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

Sister Jenny, who trades 
under the name of “Sister 
Jenny’s JEN-til cream” is a 
finalist in the Entrepreneur 
category of the 2013 absa 
Jewish business achievers 
awards.

after completing her high 
schooling at carmel, Jenny 
became a registered Nurse, 

and went on to study therapeutic aromatherapy, therapeutic reflexolo-
gy, therapeutic massage, Shiatsu therapy and Empreteco.

Jenny has seven full-time staffers employed in the manufacturing sales 
and marketing of Sister Jenny’s JEN-til crEamS. She has developed a 
trade-secret breakthrough in the technology she uses in the method of 
preparing her range of Sister Jenny’s JEN-til Healing creams. 

the major product is Sister Jenny’s multi-purpose cream which is “a unique 
innovation that softens the skin literally within a minute, improving the 
elasticity and rapid hydration of the skin to such a degree that it has both 
cosmetic and therapeutic properties,” says Jenny.

“this cream possesses accelerated power to repair and regenerate skin, so 
that even severe cases of sunburn and burns have healed so dramatical-
ly that with many patients hospitalization and/or skin grafts have, been 
deemed unnecessary and many wounds and burns have had minimal scar-
ing, she explains. Even the healing of serious bedsores has been enhanced.

Sister Jenny’s JEN-til creams have won multiple product awards as has her 
business. last year she won the coveted South african SmmE awards and 
was first runner up in the all-africa title.

She has developed a trade-secret 
breakthrough in the technology she 
uses in the method of preparing her 
range of Healing creams
another of Sister Jenny’s unique formulations is her Joint and muscle 
cream – a unique formulation that relieves pain and stiffness thereby im-
proving mobility of joints and muscles. Jenny’s products are available from 
some major pharmaceutical retailers.

Her creams are endorsed by various organisations, one of which is the 

Quadpara association of South africa (QaSa), whose cEo ari Seirlis says: 
“Sister Jenny has developed some amazing creams which invigorate and 
ease muscle pain and this has proven popular and essential for persons 
with spinal cord injuries.” 

another of her products, Sister Jenny’s baby cream, helps deal with infant 
skin disorders and has also been to makes a noticeable difference to the 
appearance of wrinkles and stretch-marks.

Sister Jenny is particularly proud of having been recognition in parliament 
from deputy minister Elizabeth thabethe in her budget vote speech – re-
ferring to her “skin repair products for burns and wounds.”

but, says Jenny, nothing beats the satisfaction she receives daily from the 
customers who express their gratitude and tell her their real stories of 
the relief or complete healing experienced after using her JEN-til Healing 
creams.  

“i will be doing more motivational speaking to encourage young entre-
preneurs to grow businesses. increasing my staff quota. working with the 
innovation hub to strategise the growth to the next level. increase in mar-
keting sales and distribution. rebranding and re launch of new packaging. i 
want to create new and unusual products. i have been nominated for more 
awards and hope to win them.”

Jenny is receiving assistance from the innovation hub egoli bio (her busi-
ness incubator) and is in the process of growing her management team 
- especially in the field of sales and marketing – and setting up her own 
manufacturing facilities.

Sister Jenny says that her personal business philosophy is that one should 
create one’s own success by dreaming, planning and then taking action. 
and, she adds, “leaving no stone unturned until you succeed. Never, never, 
never give up!”

Sister Jenny is also making her own unique contribution to help alleviate 
Sa’s problems of skills development and job creation. Sister Jenny’s “bE 
JEN-til Heal the Nation” campaign focuses on teaching massage, educat-
ing people how to be caring and compassionate.

together with Sister Jenny’s JEN-til crEam, the programme aims to help 
develop the emotional and physical wellbeing of people. She says the pro-
gramme will soon be implemented in schools and. once fully implemented, 
Sister Jenny’s campaign aims to create 4,500 jobs.

She says she finds it difficult to juggle work, life and community as she 
does a lot of external community work, but 54-year-old Jenny is an out-
doors person and her favourite recreational activity is spending time with 
her family camping and hiking.

SiStEr JENNy  JEN-til toucH cc

writEr:

JamEy lipScH itz

“I believe the main trait of a good (successful) business person is one who perseveres 
with their chosen field. A reasonable level of intelligence and suitable qualifications 
are the necessary entry and then those who gain the years of experience (read 
Malcolm Gladwell’s Outliers) are ultimately successful. While the media often 
highlights once off business achievements, I strongly believe if one accesses the 
prominent trait of successful business people it will be their dedication to an area 
of expertise.”
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46-year-old bradley John Fisher matriculated at greenside High before 
doing a bSc (Hons) and founding b&b markets and, in 1998, the hugely 
successful adreach group which pioneered, and still specialises in, street-
pole advertising in South africa. 

His first venture, rosebank rooftop 
market, is about to become 
Norwood rooftop market

brad set up b&b markets “with an initial investment of r8,000 - 20 years 
ago,” he says. b&b in turn, “was used to fund adreach which boasts a turn-
over of over r1-million a year, hence an exceptional roi,” says brad. Ex-
ceptional indeed – adreach became the third largest outdoor advertising 
business in South africa in its first ten years.

brad’s original venture after varsity was the rosebank rooftop market – 
and it has certainly kept him in the news in 2013 as an ongoing legal battle 
between b&b and rosebank mall owner Hyprop investments, threatened 
to leave about 400 traders without a livelihood. Hyprop is using the space 
to build a store for woolworths at a cost of r920-million and offered b&b 

their rooftop parking.

the market has been closed since march but, despite ongoing legal action 
between the b&b and Hyprop, brad announced two weeks ago that the 
popular Sunday market was moving to Norwood mall. b&b markets also 
manages markets in Hillfox, roodepoort and Hatfield, pretoria. 

adreach is widely regarded as South africa’s most innovative company in 
the outdoor advertising industry. its entrepreneurial vision is underpinned 
by a commitment to genuine empowerment and skills-transfer, as well as 
grass roots socio-economic development initiatives. it boasts over 40,000 
advertising sites across Sa.

the group has solid black economic empowerment credentials, with highly 
regarded businessmen such as cyril ramaphosa and pasty malefo among 
their shareholders.

brad has built his management by assisting staff in their personal devel-
opment – as they further their education, he says, it furthers their careers 
in his organisation. He says he “takes a bold approach to internal promo-
tions,” even at the risk of lack of experience.

brad believes that “integrity is the fundamental ingredient in building any 
business.” He also believes that business has an obligation to the country. 
“the role of business in South africa is to drive socio economic develop-
ment,” he says.

brad Fisher is committed to the “resourceful but responsible development 
of innovative initiatives for ongoing upliftment,” he says. brad is a director 
of business-associate cyril ramaphosa’s adopt-a-School Foundation.

among adreach’s socially responsible initiatives is Scarc (Soweto canoe 
and recreation club), which gives children and adults of Soweto the op-
portunity to be introduced to water sports and activities.

Scarc was established at orlando dam in 2003 by adreach cEo, brad 
Fisher, and has grown into an exceptional programme that imparts career 
guidance, tutoring, scholarships and career opportunities within adreach. 
in 2007 Scarc was a finalist in the Jack cheetham memorial award and its 
mentor, mike mbanjwa, was the first ever black dusi winner.

brad is also on-board with danny K’s SHout Sa. “the SHout team real-
ised very quickly that adreach was a company that shared the same ethics 
as us; a company committed to Sa and the betterment of our country.”

adreach’s slogan: “leading africa into the 21st century with world-class 
streetscapes” speaks to brad Fisher’s continued innovative and communi-
ty-based style of doing things.

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

brad FiSHEr adrEacH



grEgory SacKS   alcHEmy propErtiES

Jonathan Goldberg
writEr:

JoNatHaN goldbErg

“The most important thing I would like to pass on to my children and grandchildren 
is to ensure that they build, not burn, bridges with people at all different levels. As 
an entrepreneur, even the person who serves you a drink or the porter who takes 
your bag at the hotel is someone who one should attempt to connect with. It is 
amazing how much energy one creates by simply taking the time to communicate. 
Entrepreneurship is about building connectivity at all different levels.”

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

41-year-old greg (gregory 
Evan) Sacks matriculated 
from Herzlia in 1989 and 
attained his bachelor of 
business Science (Hon) in 
1993 and his bachelor of 

laws in 1995 – both from uct. clearly a quality student, greg was named 
on the dean’s merit list three times.

today, greg is the cEo of privately owned property investment and de-
velopment company alchemy, which he co-founded in 2007. alchemy 
has developed a portfolio of commercial office buildings and office parks 
which cover over 80,000 square metres and are let to blue-chip tenants.

alchemy scored a coup in the market with its recent securing of the devel-
opment and ownership of Sasol’s new corporate offices in Sandton, a deal 
rumoured to be worth some r2-bil.

Sa economic outlook seems 
very tough but it is a country 
that continues to offer amazing 
opportunities and rewards
after leaving varsity greg practiced as a candidate attorney at webber 
wentzel and a commercial attorney at brink cohen leroux before becom-
ing a “house-husband and SuperSport watcher” for a while.

He resumed his professional career as Executive manager at worldwide 
capital limited between 2001 and 2004 before taking over as their head of 
property for two years. in January 2007 he co-founded alchemy properties 
and has been the cEo since.

greg is married to belinda (nee Saacks) and the couple have three children, 
rachel 9; adam 6; and lily 1.

alchemy owns buildings throughout Sa and abroad. it is a privately owned 
commercial property investment and development business which, in 
under seven years, has grown its portfolio from a base of zero to in excess 
of r1-bil. its aim is to develop and own a portfolio of a-grade buildings 
with a-grade tenants in a-grade areas.

the business is unique, says greg, in that it “relies on the various skills and 
competencies of its management and seeks to integrate them instead of 
separating disciplines.” alchemy regards property as being “a local indus-
try and thus focuses on very specific nodes which it believes offer value 
and also which are in close proximity to its management team so that al-
chemy can understand the area as well as be able to service their buildings 
quickly and efficiently,” he says.

going forward, greg looks forward to continuing with their large develop-

ment project for Sasol. “we also hope to launch a new office precinct in 
the heart of Sandton that will attract other great tenants for us to partner 
with,” he says.

He says he has built alchemy’s management team “slowly and purpose-
fully. we seek young, independently-minded people who are comfortable 
working in an unstructured but focused environment.”

Every member of alchemy’s management is a marketer and ambassador 
for the company and what it represents, says greg Sacks.

greg says the Sa economic outlook “seems very tough.” there is always 
uncertainty in Sa, he says but alchemy believes “that if we stay focussed 
on our goals and strategy we will continue to find exciting opportunities. 
it is a country that continues to offer amazing opportunities and rewards.”

His personal business philosophy is to be focused in his approach while at 
the same time being open-minded. “act with honesty and integrity,” he 
says, and always “be positive.”

greg also finds time to participate in cycling, running and triathlon events. 
He has represented, among others, the gauteng triathlon team (’02 and 
‘09) and the Sa triathlon at maccabi games (‘05). He also completed the 
london and comrades marathons in 2011, the otter trail run in 2012 and 
the african x 3-day 90km trail run this year.

greg says he is a great believer in the power of free markets to create 
growth and employment. “business does need to see itself as being respon-
sible for these key issues and take responsibility for them,” he says. “if we 
don’t then it feeds into the narrative of business being obsessed with profit 
above all else - which is neither true nor sustainable.”

He feels that enterprises like alchemy “employ hundreds if not thousands 
of people across the skills spectrum. buildings and the construction indus-
try are dynamic and new fields such as green building design, energy effi-
ciency, occupancy comfort, workplace optimisation are all areas of growth 
and employment potential and which we increasingly focus on in our de-
velopments.”

He believes that South africans need to change our mindset to being more 
positive about the country. “thankfully, i see this coming through in our 
younger generation,” he says. He also believes the country must urgently 
address the more serious structural issues such as poverty and poor edu-
cation. “we need leaders in all facets of life – politics, religion, culture that 
inspire us and that puts the needs of the country and its people first.”

greg tries to keep a balance between work, family and friends. and his 
training and participation in endurance sport through which he has made 
many friends.

He says he gets constant mentoring and support from his partners, dave 
Frankel, Steffen Schneier and anthony orelowitz. “Steffen and david as 
investors have so much wisdom and experience,” he says while “anthony 
is a creative genius.”
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Shaun laffer, has been nom-
inated as an absa business 
achiever in the entrepreneur 
category, for his main Street 
Holdings (pty) ltd - incorpo-
rating Sunpac (pty) ltd, New 

wecshlers (pty) ltd, New Just Fun group (pty) ltd, and main Street 
asia.

39-year-old Shaun matriculated at King david linksfield and went on to do 
his bachelor of business Science, and post graduate diploma in account-
ing ca (Sa). He employs 320 staff in his Joburg HQ and regional offices in 
cape town, durban and Hong Kong. 

laffer’s core business, main Street Holdings, distributes branded and 
non-branded general merchandise and personal grooming consumer goods 
throughout Sa and sub-Saharan africa. “our expertise lies in managing the 
supply and marketing of a wide range of products for the ever demanding 
and growing needs of retailers and consumers,” he says.

“through our focused interactions in the marketplace and with our retail 
partners, we have come to understand the pressures that manifest in the 
retail environment, the challenges facing consumers and the need to ensure 
that products and brands are relevant and correctly priced and placed.”

product categories they supply are focused around toys, baby goods, 
house-ware, gifting, personal care and oral care products. they supply a 
combination of branded and private label products. Shaun says that, while 
there is no shortage of wholesalers or consumer good distribution busi-
nesses, “our attitude towards evolution and investment allow us to offer  
the full suite of services required to manage brands and service retailers for 
today and, more importantly, for  tomorrow.”

by using their own people and warehouses (owning as much of the sup-
ply-chain as possible) has proven to be a differentiator, he says.

Shaun’s vision is to see his group fully integrated and to achieving their 
goal of a large diversified sustainable consumer goods business. “my great-
est achievement to date is being part of, and building, teams that are able 
to create well above average growth on a sustainable basis and well in 
excess of our competitors,” says laffer.  

Shaun says that Sa as a country has a lot of work to do going forward. He 
is “concerned by the amber economic indicators: including continued slow-
ing demand with consumers under pressure and trading down; a volatile 
currency effecting  inflation and trading margins; volatile labour issues and 
resulting uncertainty; increasing concern over government’s delivery capa-
bilities; and continuing global and  investor scepticism over the Sa story 
leading to a continued wait and see approach effecting investment in the 
country. 

but business can help the country, says Shaun. “through sustained growth 
and competitiveness, job creation and skills development can be furthered. 
the majority of businesses are profit-oriented with a view to maximising 
shareholder returns. business can assist in creation, education and skills 
development but i cynically believe this will be as a consequence of the 
pursuit of sustainable growth,” he says, “and not a separate, primary 
agenda.”

“if you look after main Street, wall 
Street will take care of itself!”

overall, he says, he is not hugely positive about Sa for the remainder of 
this year. “but things aren’t always as gloomy as they might appear. with 
time and some more clarity on fundamental labour and economic issues, 
and a  greater sense of predictability, i expect the  medium term will hold  
some good  growth for the country, especially in the consumer space,” he 
says.

Sean laffer’s business philosophy is to “keep your finger on the pulse and 
in the detail. No ivory towers! in fact our brand and name emerge from a 
saying i once heard and believe in whole-heartedly: ‘if you look after main 
Street, wall Street will take care of itself!’”

the management is hands-on in all the businesses. they jointly grow and 
problem-solve. “our decision making is collaborative. a tangible sense of 
team-work and collaboration exists. i believe in absolute honesty and de-
livery of promises undertaken to instil trust and confidence. people need 
to know and be told you believe in them!”

SHauN laFFEr   maiN StrEEt HoldiNgS

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

writEr:

gidoN N ovicK

“I believe and hope that we are seeing an irreversible trend towards growing 
involvement of women in leadership roles in the world. In my experience, 
women bring a unique leadership and decision-making style to businesses 
and organisations. Their intuition and emotional intelligence are superior not to 
mention growing evidence of an IQ advantage. Many developed countries are 
now producing more female than male graduates.

“Marissa Meyer (Yahoo) and Sheryl Sandberg (Facebook) are making their mark 
in the online world and raising their young families at the same time. Sandberg 
grew up in a traditional Jewish family in New York and in her book ‘Lean In’ 
argues that while attitudes towards women in business still need to change, 
women need to be much bolder to gain their rightful place in the business world.

“Let’s hope to see many more women Jewish Achievers years to come.”Gidon Novick
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another astonishing inno-
vator among the 2013 absa 
Jewish Entrepreneur final-
ists is 38-year-old anthony 
goodman, whose company, 
ag cellular, manufactures 
and distributes branded cell 
phones.

who would have thought it 
possible to compete with the big-

brands in handsets? well, anthony (a product of greenside High and Eden 
who went on to get his a bcomm) has done so. He employs 195 staff in 
Sa and the rest of africa and he is a manufacturer and distributor of ag 
cellular branded cell phones.

anthony, who is boxing or at the gym or with friends when not working, 
says he is “the only company to have an own-brand of cell phone in South 
africa and supplier to major retailers and cell networks.”

He has managed to get every chain store in South africa to stock ag cel-
lular’s cell phones “in high volumes from a brand that has strong traction 
in a market that is dominated by the biggest international brands,” he says.

His personal business philosophy: 
“impossible is nothing!”

what has frustrated anthony most, he says, has been his consistent strug-
gle with “having an entrepreneurial spirit” but still having to try and get 
through the doors. 

but he seems to have succeeded. in the last quarter of his 2013 financial 
year, says anthony, he has seen sales growth “of around 500 percent.” the 
large focus, he says, is on low-end handsets that are better priced and have 
more features than the leading branded handsets.

this, together with his distribution network, should lead to his taking an 
increasing market share, he says. anthony sees much of his sales growth 
going forward at coming from sales to retailers in africa. 

between his local retailers and “independent distribution in africa already 
lined up,” he says, he is looking forward to a promising year.

goodman says he has built his management team “with pride and pas-
sion.”

talking on the Sa situation, anthony says he is “a patriot and will remain 
one.” He says he spends a lot of time in cape town and Joburg has noted 
“a big variance in the way that cities are run.” i feel confident in many ways 
that there is a lot of potential for the country, and each person needs to put 
the little bit of effort to try and understand how we can improve together.

He is hoping that “the exchange rate will come back a bit, and the rand will 
strengthen over the coming year,” he says. “as an importer this is funda-
mental, however, as we know, we have no control over macro elements.”

goodman’s personal business philosophy: “impossible is nothing!”

business can play a big part in helping Sa in the areas of job creation, edu-
cation and skills development, he says. “we employ people in a call centre 
environment, we help develop and up-skill them and provide an opportu-
nity within the business for further growth.”

He says ag cellular continually motivates and incentivises their staff to 
improve, both professionally and personally. “we have 120 call centre 
staff selling cellular contracts, store promoters selling the ag brand, all 
of whom have been given sales skills, training and development, and an 
opportunity for them in our environment,” he says.

ag cellular’s administrative staffers are all long-standing members, he 
says. they find themselves being developed “in a consistently-improving 
and ever-changing dynamic environment,” he says.

anthony says that balancing work and life is very important to him. “i have 
been blessed to be able to balance things pretty well.”

He prefers not to have a specific mentor or role-model to learn from: “i 
take lessons from all people i meet and interact with, good and bad, and 
take the positives out of all of them,” he says.

if he could suggest an improvement to Sa, says anthony emphatically, it 
would be: “definitely education!” in the meantime, it seems that this en-
trepreneur is doing his bit towards educating a nation himself.

aNtHoNy goodmaN   ag cEllular

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

Ronnie Apteker

writEr:

roNNiE aptEKEr

“The secret to business, and to life, is simple: Just keep 
your promises. Say what you mean, and mean what you 
say. Don’t waste people’s time. Listen and be interested. Be 
tough minded but never hard hearted.
 
“As my Rabbi reminds me, don’t say it in a mean way. To be 
a good business person you must be a good person. And 
that means you should be a professional at all times. Treat 
everyone with respect, no matter who they are.”
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don’t be fooled by craig 
Shapiro’s youthful age of 29 – 
this Entrepreneur finalist cer-
tainly deserves to be among 
the movers and shakers of Sa 
Jewish business successes.

craig Shapiro is managing di-
rector of liquidchefs mobile 
and managing member of 

Fancy affairs. “i started my first business 
at the age of 19 following a gap year abroad,” says craig, who has built 
liquidchefs into South africa’s leading premium mobile bar service.  

liquidchefs became an umbrella company to various other subsidiaries 
that craig acquired and has sold off, including an online liquor store, fur-
niture hiring and well as retail outlets which he operated as pop-up bars.

in october 2010 craig bought 100 percent of the liquidchefs mobile bar 
business and remains the sole shareholder of the business. in may 2012 he 
bought 50 percent of a specialist hiring company called Fancy affairs - and 
he continues to operate both business.

Shapiro, an alumni of King david linksfield, enjoys golf, reading, running, 
gym “and anything to do with spending time with my family and friends.”

He employs 30 permanent staff and 100 part-timers as event managers, 
bartenders and support staff. they operate nationally through their Joburg 

offices and have a uK franchise based in london.

liquidchefs is a mobile bar service that specialises in comprehensive bever-
age solutions for the events and beverage industry as well as the corporate 
and private market.

Fancy affairs is a specialty hiring company, focusing on sourcing new and 
exciting products for the rental market. Fancy affairs provides an elegant 
range of cutlery, crockery, glassware, tables and chairs in both middle and 
upmarket ranges, he says. 

liquidchefs mobile is a movement that has kick-started a mobile service 
revolution, says Shapiro. “a movement known for service that is person-
alised, attentive and detail-orientated focused on quality, innovation and 
above all – our clients’ event,” he says. “we are dedicated to producing 
high-profile, talked-about and photographed events.” 

He is especially proud of his success in creating the liquidchefs brand and 
business.

the liquidchefs concept emerged from humble beginnings 10 years ago 
where his first operations were conducted out of a garage with a capital 
base of r25,000. “with relentless commitment, passion and dedication 
towards the business, we have managed to overcome the vast number of 
obstacles and challenges that a start-up business faces and along the way 
we have built the liquidchefs brand and business into what it is today,” 
says craig.

going forward, says craig, will be exciting times for both liquidchefs and 
Fancy affairs. both businesses have been through a 12-month “consolida-
tion period with the focus being injecting the businesses with innovation.” 
He intends to deliver a more premium look and feel, with enhanced effi-
ciencies to both businesses from both a product and service offering.

craig says he believes “in building an organisation with a healthy culture 
based on strong core values. it is essential to create conditions in which 
your people want to excel!”

building and growing a management team requires time and patience says 
the 29-year-old entrepreneur, “but most importantly the right leadership. 
it’s all about the right proportion of the right people in the right positions.”

He believes that it is vital that the management team truly understands 
the goals and objectives of the business - and share the vision of the com-
pany. the key is to ensure that the top and bottom structures are aligned, 
he says.

craig believes success is defined by the manner in which one maintains and 
nurtures relationships, the morals and values one lives by and the respect 
one has for oneself and those around him. making the right decisions at the 
right time is paramount to success. it is key to have an organisation that is 
able to adapt quickly in changing and challenging times.

Sa has created a culture  of 
impunity which  needs to be 
tackled at its core
Shapiro’s favourite quotes are: “winning is not everything, but wanting 
to win is” by vince lombardi; and “a black belt is a white belt who never 
quits” by renzo gracie.

He believes Sa needs to place more focus on basic education and social ser-
vices. “if the government is able to show signs of consistent improvements 
in these areas, it will create the platform of positivity which is needed in 
order to restore faith and hope in the country’s future.” 

Sa has created a culture of impunity, he says, which needs to be tackled at 
its core in order for this country to move forward.

craig SHapiro liQuidcHEFS mobilE & FaNcy 
aFFairS

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd



Jacques van Embden of 
the prime point prop-
erties group company 
is a finalist in the 2013 
abSa Entreprenuer 
awards. the 29-year-
old capetonian matric-
ulated at Herzlia and 

went on to become a master of architecture.

the group of companies known as “prime point properties” was started in 
January 2010 in order to take advantage of opportunistic distressed resi-
dential opportunities. the property fund focuses on urban areas close to 
places of work, education and retail.

the acquisitions arm of the business focuses on four types of redevelop-
ment:

• acquiring distressed freehold properties and converting them into mod-
ernised interiors and taking the units to the rental market to create 
rental yields;

• acquiring and recovering distressed residential developments through 
repairs, on site management and creating safe, smart urban accommo-
dation for the middle market rentals segment;

• opportunistically acquiring distressed or damaged building stock with 
the potential for residential re-development, bringing in their internal 
construction and architectural teams and creating value through densi-
fication, construction and upliftment; and

• acquiring distressed high-value homes in affluent areas and converting 
the old or damaged stock into modern, high-value and state-of-the-art 
homes for trading purposes.

in the three years of its existence, the fund has built up an owned and man-
aged inventory of 592 residential units with an assessed market valuation 
of r513-million and continues to unlock value through its internal exper-
tise in market valuations, dynamic acquisitions strategies and varied exper-
tise in the management team.

the company employs 22 full time staff directly based in Joburg and cape 
town (their head office) and has created in excess of 50 jobs indirectly 
through their construction and security contractors.

their target is to grow the existing fund size by the end of 2014 to an as-
sessed market valuation of r1.2-billion with best of breed asset manage-
ment systems which they believe will act as the launching platform for 
multiple other business opportunities. if this sounds ambitious, just look 
at what they have done in the past few years.

the fund also owns and operates prime letting Services, a company creat-
ed to service the residential letting requirements of the company-owned 
properties.  

“communication and openness is at our core,” says Jacques, “we believe 
that there is great opportunity to exceed people’s expectations in every 
encounter. this is apparent in everything we do, from brand communica-
tions to infrastructure, systems and processes.”

when Jacques isn’t frenetically busy looking, buying, building and letting, 
he enjoys cycling, dogs, family and whiskey, he says.

the business is unique in that no other listed purely residential property 
fund exists. He is very proud of having started prime point properties and 
continuing to double the business size, in terms of owned assets, in each of 
the years since its inception.

van Embden has built a management team that is heavily integrated 
throughout the business, he says, “as everyone needs to understand, inte-
grate and value each department’s contribution. as such, the management 
team is encouraged to add value throughout the business and be agents 
of change within all of the departments, ensuring we respond quickly and 
dynamically to our management’s suggestions have allowed us to handle 
the accelerated business growth.”

From nothing to r1.2b is their lofty 
goal – and they are on track to 
achieve it!
Jacques says he is concerned with the middle market economy in Sa in 
terms of their short and medium term lending liabilities as these will have 
an impact on prime point’s rental book. “However a distressed economy is 
the birth-place of our business,” he says, “and we are tailored for growth 
during periods of financial distress.”

“i fundamentally believe in people’s ability to over achieve beyond their 
own expectations and as such continue to push people on every level in our 
business beyond their existing skills sets.” this message, says Jacques, and 
the ongoing backing of his team, “empowers us to grow continually and 
respond to the opportunistic nature of our business.”

He believes that as a business prime point plays a significant role in the life 
of its staff and they focus heavily on professional coaching, ongoing edu-
cation and skills development as well as assisting in the financial education 
of our staff on every level. “we believe this will empower our staff in their 
existing jobs as well as for their future,” he says.

Jacques credits prime point’s original shareholders, Samuel Seeff and his 
father, marco van Embden, played a significant role in his business develop-
ment. “both have acted as mentors throughout the past three years. with-
out their personal and focused attention on the business and on myself, we 
would not have achieved the significant growth we have achieved to date 
and i look forward to working with them together into the future.”

JacQuES vaN EmbdEN  primE poiNt 
propErtiES

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

writEr:

bErtiE lubNEr

“True success can only be defined when two events take place. 
The first and most important is to make a success of one’s own 
life in the interests of family and self. Part two is having made 
your own success, to then take those experiences and impart in 
adding value to the lives of so many other people, which in turn, 
can make their lives the success they require. Only then are you 
able to celebrate true success. “Bertie Lubner
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roanne branin and yonit blumenthal are co-finalists for the absa Jewish 
achiever - Entrepreneur award for 2013 for their business, ryb art.

yonit blumenthal completed school at pardes chana agricultural High and 
went on to do a diploma course in early education. roanne branin matricu-
lated at waverly girls before doing a HdEd (Senior primary teacher, 4-year 
study at Johannesburg college of Education.

together, this enterprising duo creates “unique, original artworks using a 
variety of media, expanding the limits of two dimensional paintings into 
three dimensional sculptured pieces, celebrating shape, colour and tex-
ture,” they say, “that complement and enhance the décor of the modern 
home.”

ryb art also commissions art from all over africa to their client’s specifi-
cations.

they have established their areas of 
speciality in the business.
the art pieces are all hand-made and originals they have a distinct look 
creating ryb art’s very own signature look. the service they give their cli-
ents includes a consultation at the home of the client and installation. 

among their career highlights, they list: the commissioning of artworks 
for Kupferquella, an upscale resort in Namibia; tlotlo Hotel in botswana; 
Sandton Sun Hotel boardrooms; Nedbank; Standard bank; and trackers 
head offices. 

they are the only art supplier for Fielli shops, an upmarket furniture and 
décor shop which has expanded nationally and which they believe will 
continue to grow.

their goal for the year ahead is to keep growing and continue to create 
innovative and exciting art pieces which adapt and change with the times.

“we have started this year successfully and we are certain 2013 will be a 
terrific, profitable year filled with exciting new projects,” they say. the sky 
is the limit. “all we have to do is work hard, give exceptional service, build 
good relationships with our clients and we know that we can only grow 
from strength to strength.”

they incentivise their staff with bonuses on big consignments and a prof-
it-share to encourage the feeling of having a vested interest in the business. 

Encouragement and praise are key factors to building a high self-esteem in 
any person as well as acknowledging their hard work, say the ladies.

yonit blumenthal and roanne branin say they feel a positive energy for Sa 
in the coming year and feel the country will expand and grow.

they have a shared business philosophy – to be passionate about their 
work. dedication, creativity, good work ethic and motivation are key fac-
tors, they say. “take risks, if you fail at something learn from it and grow 
from this experience.”

they always give expert service, personalised to each and every client. pro-
fessionalism comes first and foremost from ryb art.

“believe in your product, move with the times and continue to expand your 
product range,” is their advice for entrepreneurs. “run with every opportu-
nity that comes your way, create and nourish your dreams.”

the bigger they grow, the more people they can employ, say roanne and 
yonit, who are passionate about creating jobs and expanding the home 
decorating industry. “we work with a few selected interiors decorating 
consultant and exclusive shops, in an enriching relationship creating more 
opportunities and supporting other businesses.” 

a noble philosophy indeed – and one that works for them. 

roanne brainin’s approach to dealing with a busy work schedule, a family 
life and community – is that her family has always come first and foremost, 
she says. “at times this has been difficult and challenging as the bigger we 
have grown the greater the demands have become,” she acknowledges. 

yonit blumenthal says that she is “very privileged to have my studio at my 
home.” this helps her find the balance when she needs to work long hours.

“as our business has grown over the past few years we have learned to 
delegate our responsibilities differently; after working together for so 
many years we know each other’s strengths and we encourage each other 
to excel in our area of expertise, and thus giving our business the edge,” 
says yonit. 

roanne says that at times they get so busy, especially during their three 
big shows annually (Homemakers Expo in February, grand design in may 
and decorex in august). She has managed to keep her balance by observ-
ing Shabbat. “this has allowed me to break away from a work routine and 
spend quality time, going to Shul with my family as well as community,” 
she says. “i always feel after Shabbos i am rejuvenated and ready to face 
the week ahead with a positive energy.” 

yonit says that they have been able to establish their areas of speciality 
in the business. “i concentrate on the creative side, painting, creating new 
designs and keeping up with orders.” She explains, while “roanne is phe-
nomenal with sales and dealing with clients on a one-on-one basis.”

they have similarly delegated the administrative side of the businesses 
between themselves. they also choose three causes to support charita-
bly each year. they donate pieces of their art works for prizes. Some of 
the recent beneficiaries of theirs have been women of the world, lawyers 
against abuse and Hatzolah.

roaNNE braiNiN & yoNit 
blumENtHal ryb art

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

Allon Raiz
writEr:

alloN raiz

“The main lesson any entrepreneur must learn is that entrepreneurship is a journey, 
where for every three steps forward, you sometimes have to take two steps back. 
When you see entrepreneurship as a journey, you learn that you have never 
succeeded; instead, you will always be in the process of succeeding.”
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brothers andrew and paul rothschild and Steve uria have added a new 
meaning to the word “sweat” in South africa with their S.w.E.a.t.1000 
fitness programme in 2010 - now they are all over and sitting on over 400 
franchise requests from as far afield as australia to the uS.

41-year-old andrew (centre in pic) matriculated at King david linksfield 
and went on to do a bcomm Economics and industrial psychology and 
then his Honours in Economics. 40-year-old andrew (left in pic) also ma-
triculated at King david linksfield, did a bcomm (Economics & industri-
al psychology) while 44-year-old andrew (right in pic) matriculated at 
damelin and went through the aaa School of advertising. all three men 
went on to become serial-students in personal fitness and training.

the rothschilds formed a company called bodies under construction 
(buc) in 1995 while they were also involved in the take-over and restruc-
turing of the townhouse Fitness Facility in cape town. as if that wasn’t 
enough of a challenge, the brothers also co-founded the buc clothing 
range that went on to become household name and they sub-licensed the 
buc clothing brand in 1998.

in 1997 they launched bodies under construction (buc) Fitness club in 
Sea point, which is still going strong today. it has expanded to become one 
of the leading boutique gyms in the country, as voted for in men’s Health 
magazine. 

the rothschilds launched and sold other fitness establishments, including 
Fluidity wellness, which forms an integral part to the S.w.E.a.t.1000 fit-
ness concept, having secured the exclusive distribution rights to the unique 
treadmills which are the basis of the S.w.E.a.t.1000 programme. 

the rothschild brothers and long-time friend Steve uria started 
S.w.E.a.t.1000 in 2010. S.w.E.a.t stands for Specialized weight Endur-
ance and aerobic training with the 1000 representing the amount of calo-
ries that can be burnt in a single, ground breaking one-hour workout. 

S.w.E.a.t.1000 is an hour long, fun and dynamic workout that blends a 
combination of interval style training incorporating specialised treadmills 
which incline to 30 degrees together with core, functional and resistance 
floor work. Every workout challenges you no matter what your fitness 
level. 

this cutting edge boutique group-training workout caters to all fit-
ness levels. the concept has evolved incredibly since its inception and 
now includes live dJ’s, specially mixed S.w.E.a.t.1000 re-mixes by 
local and international dJ’s, laser and disco lighting and the contin-
ual implementation of the latest functional equipment.

Every workout is unique and taught by highly trained fitness profes-
sionals. constantly evolving to utilise the latest fitness accessories 
such as boxing, resistance bands, boSu, Kettlebells, trampolines 
and suspension training are all incorporated into the most cutting 
edge and results oriented workout ever.

“by constantly conducting product r&d, which actively tests the 
latest advances within the world of health and fitness, we’re able 
to maintain our high innovative standards while tailoring the var-
ious programmes to ensure that the S.w.E.a.t.1000 concept re-
mains the market leader. being able to source and supply the latest 
cutting edge products and training techniques ensures a high level 

of clients are never bored and continually achieve results that they never 
thought possible.”

the team’s incredible passion and belief in the concept has placed 
S.w.E.a.t.1000 in a class of its own and there is no doubt that the 
S.w.E.a.t.1000 brand will continue to explode on both the local and in-
ternational markets.

the first S.w.E.a.t.1000 studio was launched leading into the cape town 
winter season in april 2010 during the Soccer world cup. S.w.E.a.t.1000 
quickly found itself selling out classes and demand for more studios start-
ed to pour in from every part of the globe. clients include well-known tv 
stars, EFc Fighters, Springbok rugby players, international Football play-
ers, victoria’s Secret models, Sports illustrated models as well as individ-
uals just looking to transform their bodies and improve their way of life.

S.w.E.a.t.1000 has grown from strength to strength by igniting the fit-
ness market in South africa while redefining fitness training landscape at 
every level. the incredible consumer support ensured that S.w.E.a.t.1000 
has already achieved almost cult-like status through the use of social net-
working, with the likes of Facebook and twitter, in addition to having being 
featured on numerous tv shows and in virtually every national publication. 

the trio have launched S.w.E.a.t.1000 Education and, last year, a 
S.w.E.a.t.1000 Fashion and Nutrition line.

the cape town Studio has done over 84,000 sessions since it opened and 
it continues to grow. the flagship Joburg studio opened in morningside in 
may 2012 and did over 36,000 sessions in its first year.

the first independently-operated S.w.E.a.t.1000 franchise opened 
at Nicolway June 2012 and has been a phenomenal success. the same 
franchisee opened in brooklyn pretoria in June 2013. a new cape town 
S.w.E.a.t.1000 HQ will open in april 2014 in Sea point. 

this enterprising trio is currently sifting through over 400 franchise re-
quests from all over the world. their umhlanga branch opened in July 
2013; Newlands, cape town, opens in october and london in december.

advanced stage negotiations for both New york and australian studios are 
about to be concluded.

aNdrEw rotHScHild, paul rotHScHild & StEvE uria 
S.w.E.a.t 1000

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd

Martin Levick
writEr:

martiN lEvicK

“Our challenge is to find ways to ensure that no child is left behind when it comes 
to education. To participate in the blame game will not rectify the situation. We have 
the collective know-how to help solve the education crisis and we will do it.”
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Jason lurie’s motto in life is: 
“we are successful because 
we are african and not in spite 
of being african.” He founded 
– and is cEo of - moyo moyo 

moyo in 1998 - the name being a loose translation from the Swahili word 
for soul. the company does a lot more than operate their famous chain of 
restaurants.

born in 1968, lurie matriculated at KES in Joburg before studying music 
at pretoria tech followed by a ba Economics at uct (and Honours in Eco-
nomics at uNiSa). He then lectured at midrand university for five years.

His brand has been lauded in the uK, paris 
and la, as well as by time magazine 
always the entrepreneur, Jason founded tequila records while lecturing, 
producing local african music. in 1997 he started an import/export retail 
operation called Soul trading that specialised in hand-crafted home-ware. 

He is a dedicated father to an eight-year-old son and enjoys playing classi-
cal guitar and training in jiu-jitsu. 

From the age of 15 Jason has been passionate about all things african, 
starting with an active involvement in music by playing in an african band 
called rappula and magic cactus in and around Southern africa. 

today his moyo moyo moyo is a brand that has been lauded in the uK, 
paris and los angeles, as well as by time magazine; and its offerings in-
clude restaurants, african products that include food, furniture and design 

– all beneficiated in africa. 

Jason’s vision for moyo moyo moyo is to be the ambassador and portal for 
africa through bringing these offerings to the world.

moyo moyo moyo employs over 1,000 in its various african hospitality, 
brand, restaurant, entertainment, food, retail, franchising and training en-
terprises. it is an uniquely dedicated african company. He has been disap-
pointed, says Jason, in the slow development in the global understanding 
of the benefits of investing in african beneficiation – although it has never 
stopped him.

He is positive about moyo moyo moyo’s year ahead, says Jason, and plans 
to grow existing business while creating further brand extensions and fran-
chising throughout africa and the world. Jason has built his management 
team using an inclusive process of involvement in creative problem-solving.

He sees Sa further entrenching itself as “a leading light in the on-going 
growth of the african continent,” in future.

business can help Sa in the vital areas of skills development and job crea-
tion through the creation of structures to promote secondary and tertiary 
beneficiation, as opposed to reliance on primary product export, he says. 

lurie says that in the area of balancing work/life/community he doesn’t 
cope as well as he would like to. He hopes to improve this, and have more 
balance, in the future.

asked who he considers as his role model and mentor, Jason answers with-
out hesitation: “my father!” he says emphatically.

He believes that the fastest route to success of South and Southern africa 
would be the creation of a united States of Southern africa.

JaSoN luriE  moyo

AbSA ENTrEprENEur AwArd
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it is difficult to imagine, when attending 
an awards-event such as the annual Jewish 
achiever awards, how much work and exper-
tise is involved in making such an enterprise 
(and it is an enterprise) happen (because it 
doesn’t just happen).

the theme of the 2013 event is “painting a 
brighter Future” and everyone involved has 
tried to bring that through in their work.

a team of individuals, all with day-jobs, give of 
their time, effort and energy as a community 
service to make what has become the high-
light of the annual Jewish business calendar, 
happen – and it just gets bigger and better 
every year.

this year there were more than 225 nomina-
tions, an overwhelming public response. we 
have whittled our nominations down to a few 
and these nominees were all interviewed by 
our Judges on Sunday 14 July 2013.

the annual Jewish achievers Event is as old as 
the Jewish report itself and has been an essen-
tial fundraiser – ensuring that Sa Jewry get a 
weekly free newspaper since its inception in 
the late nineties.

by all accounts, the event has always been a 
sell-out success – but it took a dramatic step-
up after the appointment as Jewish achievers 
chairman Howard Sackstein (who is also an Sa 
Jewish report director) in 2011.

under Sackstein’s stewardship the event has 
upped its game. He works with a band of vol-
unteers supported by a top-notch professional 
team and representatives from the elite spon-
sors.

For the 2013 event, the topmost-notches 
were appointed to ensure that every one of 
the many steps along the way would come to-
gether perfectly on the night. both the Jewish 
report and the event’s long-standing major 
sponsor, absa, pulled out all the stops to make 
2013’s awards and gala dinner the best ever!

Foremost among the professional staff were 
well-known event planner Elanit levin and 
designer danielle rovetti. and, of course, the 
writer ant Katz who was commissioned to edit 
this magazine.

the first planning meeting for the 2013 Event 
was held back in January and, as the weeks and 
months were peeled back from the calendar, 
the tempo of activity – and the number of 
people involved – literally exploded.

the main focus of attention for Howard and 
his fellow-organisers include gathering in 
nominations, selecting finalists and adjudicat-
ing the winners; arranging yet another spec-
tacular gala dinner; and the publication of this 
Jewish achievers magazine.

this all sounds easy enough – but it most cer-
tainly isn’t. the logistics are overwhelming. 
literally thousands of documents are circulat-
ed, scores of meetings are held and millions of 
rand is in play.

Jewish report editor geoff Sifrin, manager 
Karen Knowles and sales staffer britt lands-
man give of their time and effort to form the 
backbone of the newspaper’s contribution to 
the event.

Nominations and 
Judging
the Jewish achiever awards are, after all, a 
recognition and celebration of achievement. 
the process of appointing judges and auditors, 
calling for and processing multiple nomina-
tions for hundreds of individual nominees all 
has to be conducted with the utmost of integ-
rity.

there are two main categories of awards. the 
four non-business and special awards are ad-
judicated by the directors of the Sa Jewish 
report.

the three absa business awards are adjudi-
cated by a panel of eminent judges after in-
terviewing each finalist – in person or by skype 
call - and the process is audited every step of 
the way.

but the complex process starts with every 
nominee having to be approached before-
hand to establish whether they will accept the 
nomination, confirm they will be available to 
meet the judging panel on the day, and under-
take that, should they win, they will be avail-
able to attend the gala dinner and accept the 
award in person.

interviewing the absa business award nom-
inees took place by scheduled appointment 
on Sunday 14 July and the marathon 14-hour-
long process included breakfast, lunch and 
supper for the panel as well as scheduled tea 
breaks.

despite the exhausting task, the eminent 
judges come back year after year to carry out 
their gratuitous duty. one, Steven blend, a 
passionate cyclist, gave up a four-hour ride 
and four-hours of tour de France viewing to 
meet his obligation this year.

the panel is convened by Sa Jewish report 
non-executive chairman (and executive chair-
man of metalmin) Howard Feldman and au-
dited by garron chaitowitz, head of private 
sector assurance at grant thornton. Neither 
has a vote.

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

maKiNg oF tHE JEwiSH awardS
it takes expertise and devotion to produce and event of this magnitude  writes aNt Katz

CHAIRMAN: Howard Sackstein

ORGANISERS: Sisters Act’s Elanit (left), and Sarit 
Levin
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 the four judges are:

·    Steven blend – a Johannesburg-based inter-
national entrepreneur and director of alpha 
Holdings (pty) ltd which has tentacles 
globally. Steven is a keen cyclist and never 
misses his annual ride in israel. He says 
he gave up a four-hour-long ride and four 
hours of tour de France viewing to judge 
the 2013 Jewish achievers – but insists it 
was a no-brainer. He is passionate about his 
annual role in this Event.

·  banie claasen – who as absa’s “head of 
retail sector, franchise and new business” is 
the sponsor’s representative on the panel. 
claasen says he is always “astounded” at 
the quality of the nominees – and that this 
year was no exception. He says the biggest 
problem for the judges in 2013 is going to be 
how to choose the best finalists. banie also 
says he looks forward to his annual involve-
ment on the judging panel.

·    dr len Konar bcom, pg dip in acc, ca (Sa), 
maS, cert in tax law, dcom, is a serial busi-
nessman but only admits to be chairman of 
Exxaro resources ltd, mustek ltd and Stein-
hoff investment Holdings limited – and that 
he sat on the King committee on corporate 
governance. a look at bloomberg’s busi-
nessweek, however, lists his know board-
room affiliations to 26 other companies and 
institutions.

·  the final judge (mentioned last only due 
to the alphabetising of the list) is geoff 
rothschild, head of government and inter-
national affairs at the JSE. geoff is also a 
director of the Nepad business Foundation, 
a member of the National advisory coun-
cil on innovation, an honorary industrial 
Fellow at da vinci institute of technolo-
gy, a director of the Football Foundation 
of Sa and patron of Education africa and 
Nelson mandela children’s Hospital. (geoff 
recused himself from the entire “Entre-
preneur” category as two of his sons were 
nominated for this award.)

this is arguably the most heavy-weight judg-
ing panel of any business award in Sa.

both of the business and community achiever 

judging processes require copious amounts of 
information to be collated into ‘judging packs’ 
– those for the absa business awards over-
flowing a full-size lever arch file.

among the logistic issues for the judging of 
the absa business awards are: inviting and en-
suring the attendance of the judges, convener 
and auditor; setting up appointments for each 
nominee interview; arranging the venue and 
communications links for Skype interviews; 
food, drinks, waiters, crockery, cutlery, glass-
ware, etc.; pictures of finalists and filming of 
the interviewing and judging to be shown at 
the gala dinner; judges’ gifts; staff to direct 
nominees from parking lot to interview board-
room; and sending a letter to each nominee to 
tell them what to expect at the judges’ inter-
view.

the winners may well be selected by the end 
of the day – but there is still much to be done 
by the organising team before the awards pro-
cess is concluded. individual certificates must 
be printed for each finalist and must be signed 
by representatives of the Sa Jewish report and 
absa cEo maria ramos.

trophies must be made and engraved. Speak-
ers must be arranged to introduce each 
award-winner on the night of the gala dinner 
and dignitaries must be asked to present each 
award.

the gala dinner

this elite r2,500-a-plate event is a highlight 
of both the community’s social and business 
calendars. and the 2013 event is no exception. 
the effort that goes into organising this culmi-
nation of activities around the annual Jewish 
achievers is as mind-boggling as is the awards 
process.

months before the gala dinner, event planner 
Elanit levin and designer danielle rovetti, 
together with event chairman Howard Sack-
stein and the rest of the organising committee 
were liaising with the venue, selecting table 
settings, arranging function room décor and 
design, organising hotel rooms and dealing 
with the catering.

the committee also had to get the caterers, 
Stan & pete, together with the Sandton Sun 
to work out plating details for the mammoth 
task of ensuring over 600 guests and the many 
staff working on the night are all served with 
hot food.

the logistics of coordinating multiple security 
teams, from the cSo and venue security to 
private security for some vips and absa’s secu-
rity team required careful attention to detail. 
the organisers also had to ensure special Fire 
department approval, design the layout of the 
hall and print table numbers and seating dia-
grams to ensure guests find their seats easily.

with many of the corporate tables making 
changes to their guest-lists as late as the day 
of the event, the setting up of the registration 
table includes having a printer on hand to ease 
any last-minute changes so that by the time 
even last-minute notification guests arrive, 
they are expected at the registration tables.

then, of course, the delicate selection of the 
master of ceremonies (for 2013 popular come-
dian and everyone’s cousin barry Hilton) has to 
be made and the mc has to be briefed, a time-
line script put together

all of this has to dovetail with what is always 
a large media presence which wants to capture 
before, during, and after-event pictures, video, 

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

maKiNg oF tHE JEwiSH awardS
it takes expertise and devotion to produce and event of this magnitude  writes aNt Katz

JUDGES: from left, Dr Len Konar, auditor Garron 
Chaitowitz, Steven Blend, finalist Basil Kransdorff, 
Geoff Rothschild and Banie Claasen
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interviews and stories. For this, a red carpet 
and media wall area has to be available out-
side the entrance before the event, during the 
function and prize-giving itself and for post-
event interviews.

 

the professionals

Event chairman Howard Sackstein is able to 
rely on the long-term relationship the event 
has with mark Klein productions. mark is an 
award-winning top-end technical organiser 
of corporate functions and events. “i provide 
all the audio visuals for the event,” says mark, 
including filming the interviews. He then han-
dles all the technical staging, sound, lights and 
so forth for the gala dinner.

this allows the organisers to have one person 
coordinating the various technical crews so 
that the staging of the event becomes a single, 
flawless experience. mark, too, is passionate 
about the achievers event.

despite working for high-profile clients, in-
cluding royalty, government and captains of 
industry, mark makes no bones about the fact 
that the Jewish achievers is the one event he 
looks forward to doing every year. “this is a 
highlight of my year,” he says. “it never loses 
its lustre – i get totally engrossed in the fasci-
nating variety of businesses.”

He says the event has changed considerably 
from the early days. “there is a huge improve-
ment each year in the quality of the nominees 
and the professionalism of the organisation.”

between filming the judging and editing his 
work, mark has a massive week-long city of 
Joburg international municipal conference 
to attend to – including providing all of the 
technical equipment and support at multiple 

venues and providing all of the entertainment. 
mark has an enormous portfolio of over 500 
personalities, entertainers and speakers on his 
books.

mark describes himself as an architect in en-
tertainment and he has won numerous awards 
himself, from various national television asso-
ciation awards, a loerie award, an american 
Film Festival award and a golden camera 
award in Hollywood in 2008.

while operating with a base of just 12 full-
time staff, mKp was able to call on a cast of 
2,000 and a technical crew of 160 when he 
produced the world aids congress in 2001.

then there is “Sisters act Event management” 
– a well-established business with a client-list 
to die for and run by incredibly organised sis-
ters Elanit and Sarit levin. Elanit has been the 
key partner handling the Jewish achievers.

this is the first time that the Joburg and cape 
town-based sisters have worked on the Jewish 
achievers event. How it came about was that a 
recently-appointed absa executive, who knew 
Sisters act having used them regularly for her 
previous employer in cape town, passed their 
details on to Howard.

“we were invited to pitch for the management 
of the event,” says Elanit. the sisters didn’t 
particularly feel that their pitch was their 
best effort, and were “surprised when Howard 
called us up two weeks later to say we had the 
job,” says Elanit.

Howard Sackstein says that it has been a 
pleasure to work with Elanit. “She has been 
a consummate professional, hard, tough and 
demanding – which is exactly how we love it,” 
he says.

the girls and their seven full time staffers spe-
cialise in corporate events, conferences, road-
shows, product launches, and the like for some 
of South africa’s top companies.  

Having originated in cape town, it is little 
wonder that they have many cape-based 
clients. Sisters act list among their regular 
clients, the likes of Jc le roux, british ameri-
can tobacco, Sanlam, virgin active, bp, Ned-
erburg, old mutual, distell, the platinum 
group, Jane raphaely, allan grey, bmw, So-
theby’s, Sa breweries, and a long list of adver-
tising agencies.

the fact that everything has happened when 
it should and as it should is testimony to the 
incredible organisational capabilities of Sisters 
act’s capabilities.

designer extraordinaire danielle rovetti was 
also recruited for the first time for the 2013 
achievers event. danielle has been a freelance 
designer for 15 years, specialising in concept, 
branding and advertising material for print. 
She is well-known in the design industry and 
sought-after for her fresh ideas and uniquely 
creative concepts.

the evolution of the campaign that danielle 
produced for this year’s event runs below 
these pages for the painting a brighter Fu-
ture-themed event bears testament to her 
brilliant creativity.

danielle’s client-list reads like a who’s who, 
and includes: peermont; Emperors palace; 
no!no!; backjoy; dg capital; Standard bank; 
First rand; t3 plastic packaging; z-Squared; 
Khanyisa; donna mia; legacy; davinci Spa; 
paramount; d’italia; cafe mechanics; Sa tour-
ism; mama She’s; absa; oracle airtime; Kevin 
bates and albert carpets Flooring; bean bar; 
Southern Sun; Sun international; amabube-
si; izinto; Ener-gi; tarrific; and, now, the Sa 
Jewish achievers!

danielle has done everything from the adver-
tising to the invitations and the production of 
this magazine. a cursory look at other exam-
ples of danielle’s work on her website illus-
trates not only why she was chosen to do the 
design work for the 2013 Jewish achievers, 
but why one can anticipate that won’t be long 
before she, too, is an achievers nominee.

all-in-all, the expertise and devoted attention 
to detail, the quality of the almost 250 nom-
inations and the integrity of the judging has 
all come together perfectly to make the 2013 
Jewish achievers the memorable event it has 
been.

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

maKiNg oF tHE JEwiSH awardS
it takes expertise and devotion to produce and event of this magnitude  writes aNt Katz

PRODUCER: Mark Klein

DESIGNER: Danielle Rovetti’s amazing designs can 
be seen below these pages
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wHErE arE all tHE JEwiSH 
womEN iN buSiNESS?

in fact there are many Jewish women in business. Some are “tall poppies” 
while the majority are below the radar, running or playing an important role 
in both large and small business entities. the ones who are recognised and 
acknowledged stand out because they have achieved major success in their 
business but also, importantly, because they have allowed themselves to be 
visible.

the majority, however, seem to prefer to be low key, not wanting or wel-
coming the spotlight. many prefer privacy, modesty and discretion, qualities 
that are valued in our community, and more so in South africa at this time.

Family values are so important in our Jewish community, and many women 
choose to stay at home and raise and care for a family rather than seek the 
stresses and time demands of being in business. 

in the orthodox community, where families are often large, mothers some-
times cannot easily take up roles outside of the home - although some 
do manage to run big families and still be involved in outside endeavours. 
women don’t necessarily stay at home just to be with children. many look 
for jobs which allow flexibility – such as part time or work from home – as 
they seek a balanced life rather than a career-focused one.

with the rise of on-line businesses, we can expect major changes as it is pos-
sible to run an on-line enterprise from home.

that is not to say that Jewish women are not extremely active and successful 
in endeavours that are not categorised as “business.” Jewish women stand 
out in professions such as law, medicine, research, academia, teaching, and 
social services. certainly they play a disproportional role in community ser-
vice entities and Ngos, doing outstanding work in charitable organisations 
caring for both South african and israeli causes.

perhaps these areas are chosen because they allow for more flexibility and 
better life-balance than business. certainly matters of raising and caring for a 
family have an influence on the route Jewish women choose, and that is why 
business is not always the preferred career path.

we also need to take demographics and bEE considerations into account. 
given that there are only about 70,000 Jews left in Sa, and that the pop-
ulation is aging, the number of Jewish women in business may actually be 
disproportionately high. and a large number of women who might have been 
business leaders have emigrated, and this country has lost their contribution. 
King david School alumni reunions around the world are far better-attended 
than those in South africa.

what about the glass ceiling? this cannot be taken as a limiting factor. the 
focus in Sa today is on gender equality, and this takes precedence even over 
colour and race. women of any race qualify for bEE points in companies, 
although certainly previously disadvantaged women generally take prece-
dence.

perhaps there should be a Jewish businesswomen’s association (Jbwa) or at 
least events at which we can get together and discuss common issues and 
provide support and inspiration to one another.

there are plenty of them out there if you know 
where to look  writes JoaN JoFFE

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

The 
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is announced.
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in the city of gold.
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raymond levin has been cooking up 
a storm in the Sa motor industry 
for decades – and over the past 16 
years as cEo has grown the pres-
ence of Kia in the country over five-
fold!

Having studied hotel management 
and to be a chef, ray should know 
better than anyone that cream 
always rises to the top. and that’s 
what this entrepreneur has done in 
the Sa motor industry.

over the past 16 years, ray has ex-
panded Kia’s Sa footprint from 12 
dealerships to over 68, and estab-

lished export markets in african countries. prior to joining Kia motors Sa, 
ray had been cEo of infiniti motors for two years – and before that he was 
md of mccarthy auto (Ford and mazda) where he had served for 11 years.

but, despite the success he has achieved in the cut-and-thrust world of 
motor sales, ray has always kept his bearings on what’s important in life: 
“my first priority is my family and then work,” says the 58-year-old who 
has been married to carol for 35 years.

“i would rather have my family than my business.

“with a happy family environment, it is so much easier to run your business 
and other community projects,” he says firmly.

Since retiring as a police reservist, ray has been able to engage more in his 
leisure passions, which include reading, networking, current affairs, travel-
ling and socialising with family and friends – and he has also kept himself 
busy by playing golf and “watching manchester united at old trafford,” 
which could mean watching all their home games on telly, or attending 
them in person.

ray levin has no pretentions. “Nothing is unique about my business,” he 
says, “save to say that keeping it lean and not building empires has allowed 
us to generate substantial profits.”

ray is especially proud of having built a brand that had hardly been heard 
of in Sa and, at the same time, “building a team of people who would travel 
the journey with me.”

in the coming year ray sees the business will continue to grow. “i believe 
my team and i will continue to achieve our objectives, with a few bumps 
along the way. it will be more challenging than it has been given the phe-
nomenal growth we have achieved. the biggest area of concern for our 
business is the volatility of our currency.”

ray builds his management team by looking for people “who challenge 
my thinking process and are innovative. i surround myself with confident 

self-starters,” he says.

He believes South africa has “a very interesting dynamic political land-
scape developing. the election in 2014 will bring its usual bout of un-
certainty.” it will also be a challenge for business in many ways, he says, 
dealing with labour unrest, currency fluctuation, tightening of loans and a 
slow period of growth.

“the biggest area of concern for 
our business is the volatility of our 
currency”

“government’s resolve will be tested in how they can deliver at local level 
and if they are serious about corruption,” says ray. He believes it will take 
brave leadership to stamp out violent strikes. and, he adds: “if Sa is to 
engage with the outside world then a more positive tone from our govern-
ment is needed.”

ray’s business mantra: “Never say it can’t be done. Serve as you would like 
to be treated.”

levin believes one of the biggest challenges for the motor industry and the 
country as a whole is shortage of skilled people. “unfortunately the labour 
policies make it very restrictive for us to grow and teach people. a relaxa-
tion in labour policies will benefit us to train more people.

“i would ban all labour brokerages and insist that companies employ 
people with full benefits,” he says.

but that’s not all he has to offer on the subject. ray levin has some clear 
ideas of what it will take to grow the South african economy.

like creating more incentives for manufacturing in all sectors, he says. and 
enhancing our railway network to ensure that all parts of Sa are easily ac-
cessible.

“Small and medium-sized business needs to be given a chance to survive. 
(we need to) create less draconian laws and better tax incentives to help 
them out,” says ray.

ray has a simple method of self-improvement as a business leader. He likes 
to read autobiographies of “lots of different people and from all walks of 
life.” this is where he takes his lessons from, he learns from the best.

ray levin has evolved a strategic mind-set and the ability to apply solid 
business acumen to the task of executive management and strategic di-
recting of retail and wholesale sales of motor vehicles.

ray also feels a strong sense of social responsibility and, in his capacity as 
cEo of Kia motors South africa, he is currently “actively and passionately 
involved” in supporting three campaigns: Shout Sa; Smile Foundation; and 
little Eden children’s Home.

Asher Bohbot

raymoNd lEviN - Kia motorS SoutH aFrica

writEr: aSHEr boHbot
“My advice to business leaders: 
1. Work hard - there are no shortcuts.
2. Be humble - arrogance and big ego weigh heavily on you.
3. Hire people better than you - they will make you look good.
4. Give your people space - they will deliver, grow themselves and grow the business.
5. Develop ability to judge people - those who are good for you and the others...
6. Know your financials - the yardstick for business is the numbers.
7. See your business as a calling - your people will respond better to a cause than making 

money for you.
8. Manage your business with good value system - you need it as a compass.
9. Put yourself in the other guy’s shoes - the world looks very different from there...
10. Lead with conviction - be very consistent, have a clear vision and be certain of the way 

forward.”

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)
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mArTin wAs ALsO nOminATed 
in The ABsA enTrePreneUr 
cATegOrY

martin levick is the cEo of financial 
services providers genesis capi-
tal group. but, says he: “we’re so 
much more than just a company 
offering a suite of financial services. 
rather, we’re the embodiment of … 
trustworthy connections, stable re-
lationships and unyielding loyalty.”

the genesis capital “link” logo, says 
martin, symbolises “the holistic 
nature of our business that inspires 
us to continually grow through our 

professional service, sustainable relationships and creative diversification.”

after completing his legal degree, martin served his articles at cuzen and 
woods attorneys where he focused on commercial law and insurance.

then, in partnership with his father Selwyn, martin founded the genesis 
group in 1995.

as the group’s cEo martin has been successful in building the business into 
a leading niche financial services provider that employs over 150 people 
and that incorporates the leading independent financial planning group in 
South africa.

Succeeding in today’s competitive marketplace has never been more chal-
lenging, which makes the success of genesis capital that much more ex-
ceptional. once faced with the challenge of attracting new business, says 
martin, “our biggest challenge now is how to sustain our prime position 
as one of South africa’s leading financial services companies. we have no 
doubt, however, that with the professionalism, expertise and sheer passion 
that guide and nourish our business, we will continue to thrive.”

martin’s father Selwyn, genesis capital’s chairman, built the business 
based on the pillars of product and service differentiation. today, gene-
sis capital has seized inspiration from the founders’ steadfast dedication 
and determination to become a successful and esteemed financial services 
company.

“through our professional affiliations with some of the most respected in-
vestment centres around the world, we consistently pledge financial well-
being for each of our clients,” says martin.

martin’s personal business philosophy, he says, “is to set aside what is per-
sonal to me and to accommodate all the different forms of thinking and 
opinions that contribute toward the success of the company.”

He believes that everyone has a viewpoint, and “the leader’s role is to 
listen and act.”

discovery’s adrian gore pays the following accolade to martin levick: “dis-
covery and i have known and worked with martin for over a decade. in an 
industry of financial advisors which has traditionally been characterised 
by an owner-operator self-employed approach, martin sought to build a 
business of scale and quality. today, genesis is discovery’s largest product 
distributor in South africa and partner in the uK as well. martin’s passion, 
energy, positive attitude and integrity have always made him stand out - 
the growth of genesis bears testimony to the success of his leadership.”

martin believes business “is not only about creating value in terms of re-
turns to stakeholders, it’s about creating an environment that maximizes 
opportunities, encourages and recognises excellence and extraordinary 
effort.”

martin’s passion, energy, positive 
attitude and integrity have always 
made him stand out - the growth 
of genesis bears testimony to the 
success of his leadership – adrian 
gore

He emphasises that: “it’s about wE, not mE - and we can only grow and 
prosper through the combined acumen, wisdom and energy of all of us.”

on the future of South africa, levick says that business has to be proactive 
and “step forward and take the lead in all areas that undermine the oppor-
tunity for our country to grow.” He says that to be “impervious and callous 
to the plight of the unemployed is unpatriotic and we need to be amongst 
the first to help with cultivating new entrepreneurs, the transfer of skills, 
the awarding of bursaries to those less fortunate in society.”

genesis ensures that it remains prudent in its decision-making and contin-
ually implements a conservative approach in the current volatile economic 
climate. this means only dealing with stable and secure institutions that 
they are confident about.

passion and creativity leads to the innovation which distinguishes genesis 
from their competitors. clients’ needs are individually assessed and servic-
es are specifically and uniquely tailored to meet those needs.

“Empowerment is how we inspire our staff to make informed choices … we 
believe in developing trust at all levels of the business, working together 
to develop a common vision, and cultivating a strategic leadership team 
that recognises and nurtures our employees’ talents and strengths,” says 
martin.

Justin Blend

martiN lEvicK - gENESiS capital

writEr:

JuS tiN blENd

“Every day is a battle, almost like a war - it is crucial that you are involved and fight 
the constant small battles on a daily basis. However one must also always look at 
things from a macro perspective as well (in order to focus on what the greater goal 
is) and what has been accomplished to date (in order to stay positive). And most 
importantly “Obsession leads to Greatness.”

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)
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denese zaslansky is the chief Ex-
ecutive and founder of Firzt realty 
company. but she is by no means 
a regular property cEo – she has 
built a business on the success of 
multiple service innovations in an 
industry that is all about service, 
and ensuring that all who work for 
her follow her tried-and-tested 
principles.

denese has been actively involved 
in real estate for 27 years. prior to 
entering the real estate industry in 
1986, she had been involved in both 
sales and management.

Her knowledge, drive and determination have been the foundation on 
which the company’s success has been built. a leader and teacher, denese 
constantly injects her enthusiasm, integrity and work ethic into Firzt 
realty company and those around her.

denese zaslansky describes herself as “loyal, strong willed, determined, 
ambitious, impatient, empathetic and nurturing.”

She started working at 18 and says she is still enthusiastic 42 years later. 
denese became an Estate agent 27 years ago “out of necessity of having to 
contribute to the monthly income and having to have flexibility in terms of 
spending time with my children.”

She cut her teeth at basil Elk Estates, Katzeff real Estate and impact real 
Estate and, in 1991, became the branch manager of Eskel Jawitz JHi. during 
her seven-year tenure there she opened three new branches. in 1998 
denese became a franchisee/principal of realty Executives.

in 2002 denese started Firzt realty company where she remains chief Ex-
ecutive officer.

the following year she started Snailssnow properties 25 (pty) ltd, a prop-
erty development company and in 2004 this self-styled “lateral thinker 
and opportunist” began franchising operations of her already highly suc-
cessful Firzt realty company.

denese’s personal mission statement is: “to be a respected member of the 
real estate industry, working towards giving more people the opportunity 
to enter the industry, empowering and training realtors, as well as institut-
ing training to first time home owners on the benefits of home ownership. 
maintain the ethical standards and respected brand that Firzt realty com-
pany is synonymous with.”

Firzt realty company’s high profile Head office is situated at 44 glenhove 
road and she has a workforce of 73 employees and an annual turnover is 
in excess of r900-million.

denese says that some people say ‘it’s not how you start, it’s how you 
finish’ – “but i believe that my success today is attributable to upholding 
ethical standards and forging solid relationships,” she says. “this has re-
sulted in attracting and maintaining staff of the highest calibre and build-
ing a solid reputation.”

innovation is the name of the game to this dynamic businesswoman. Her 
Firzt realty company has pushed traditional real estate industry bound-
aries by being innovative and dynamic, and they are a formidable force 
offering excellent service from a truly professional team with a drive to 
achieve.

the company offers a comprehensive package of property related servic-
es for all clients – from residential to commercial and in the development 
market. “we approach our profession with enthusiasm, passion and an un-
conditional commitment to go that extra mile, she says. “we represent a 
group generated by reliability, superior service and a passion for selling.”

denese is loyal, strong willed, 
determined, ambitious, impatient, 
empathetic and nurturing
 

Firzt says they provide the homeowner with professional customer ser-
vice by not only making the home-selling process easier, but by being a 
one-stop property approach. “we believe that someone should be able to 
sell in constantia today and buy in bryanston tomorrow; with the added 
benefits of mortgage origination, bridging finance, professional movers and 
security companies on hand!”

denese bases her philosophy on the age-old saying that the “customer 
is King.” Firzt, she says, strives to “make the customer feel that they are 
royalty as a result of their dealings with us.

“our goal is to focus on our clients’ expectations with empathy, dynamism 
and professionalism, and therefore ‘personal touch professional approach’ 
is our motto for how we treat our clients – before, during and after the 
sales process.”

zaslansky has established an efficient referral network – the key to any 
property business – because, she says, “we share skills and resources in 
order to optimise the performance of our realtors. this ensures that we 
achieve our greatest mission – to genuinely care for and satisfy the needs 
of our many clients.”

another of her innovations is her “Firzt buyers System” which the compa-
ny believes is one of the most advanced in the country. realtors are able to 
access specific requirements of buyers on-line and in real time.

denese ensures that all who sell under her banner follow her principles, 
including: we care; we are dynamic and forward thinking; our clients reap 
the benefit of our market presence; we continuously train our realtors; our 
in-house marketing and advertising department works together with the 
Firtz realtor to ensures that clients’ properties enjoy maximum and correct 
exposure; Firzt has the most dynamic “click & easy” website; Firzt makes 
use of a comprehensive and up-to-date databases; we match buyers indi-
vidual requirements to specific properties; and we aim to provide you with 
remarkable service!

denese ensures consistent quality of service by maintaining these princi-
ples.

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)

Marc Sternberg

dENESE zaSlaNSKy - Firzt rEalty compaNy

writEr:  marc S tErNbErg

“What gets me up in the morning is… my three-year-old wanting to play pre-
sunrise; Stormers rugby; and the privilege of spending another day in the ATM and 
payments industry creating value and solving complex challenges ensures every 
day is different and exciting.”
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Shaun is a natural born leader. He 
was head prefect at yeshiva col-
lege, was head of a bnei akiva camp 
(with responsibility for 600 children 
on a three-week camp), was youth 
director at his shul and, in his adult 
years, has spent many years on the 
NEc and the gauteng council of the 
Sa Jewish board of deputies.

He has a bSc, mSc (Elec Eng) and 
an mba (cum laudum) and first 
worked for gemini consulting 
where he consulted on providing 
strategic guidance and operational 
improvement initiatives to various 
listed companies for two years.

in 1994 Shaun joined Ethos private 
Equity limited and he has never looked back. He is today considered a key 
deal originator at Ethos and a partner in the firm – where he has been in-
volved in 21 private equity deals (11 in a lead capacity), has led five pub-
lic-to-private transactions and the sale of 13 businesses.

He recently raised Ethos’ sixth private equity fund from local and interna-
tional investors of $800 million and has invested in over 100 businesses. 
the funds under Ethos’ active management are: Fund v (r5.5-billion) and 
Fund vi (r7-billion).

He is also a sought-after speaker at private equity forums and conferences 
and a regular guest lecturer at the wits business School mba programme 
on the subject of private equity.

in his down-time, 46-year-old Shaun spends time with his wife and six chil-
dren; enjoys voice training and singing; pursues various sporting activities 
and running; and he enjoys reading, with a focus on Jewish literature.

businesses that have been acquired by Ethos include defy, dunlop, cobra, 
Sportsman’s warehouse and tiger wheel & tyre.

Ethos raises local and international funds which they invest in large busi-
nesses, typically valued at r1-billion-plus. they like to control these busi-
nesses and assist the management teams to improve the value - with the 
ultimate objective of selling the businesses over five to seven years and 
delivering superior returns to investors. 

“Ethos is currently investing its 6th private equity fund which has com-
mitments from investors of $800-million,” says Shaun. the company “has 
acquired 102 companies, of which 89 have subsequently been sold. in all 
transactions we facilitate the management team of the company acquiring 
equity in the business on a subsidised basis and achieving significant wealth 
creation.”

“in a significant number of transactions, we facilitate the introduction of 
bEE shareholders,” he says.

Ethos facilitates billions of rand of foreign direct investment into South 
africa and, says Shaun, “by applying our value add philosophy we assist 

management teams in making the businesses they manage into better 
quality businesses.”

what is key to Ethos’ success, he says, “is our ability to structure transac-
tions to enable management teams to become significant shareholders. 
we (also) facilitate the introduction of bEE shareholders into our invest-
ment companies – 45 percent of businesses acquired post-1992 have a bEE 
shareholding.”

their business model differs significantly from that of a listed company 
model, Shaun explains, as it is based on shareholders being very close to 
the businesses they invest in. “we adopt a long term investment horizon 
and are comfortable to sacrifice short term financial performance in the 
interests of long term value creation.”

among what Shaun sees as his greatest achievements in business includes 
the delisting of four companies from the JSE. “i have also been part of team 
that has helped establish private equity as a recognised asset class in South 
africa and attracted significant levels of foreign investment.”

but deal-making comes with its downside. Shaun also laments his failure 
on two occasions “to conclude complex transactions after many months of 
concerted effort due to circumstances beyond my control,” which he says 
“resulted in disappointment for many parties.”

Excellence needs to be the standard 
for everything, no matter how trivial 
it seems

Shaun looks forward to Ethos’ year ahead with optimism. “Notwithstand-
ing a difficult local and global economic environment, we are seeing an 
increasing number of investment opportunities arising from global compa-
nies selling their local investments; conglomerates selling non-core assets 
to focus on their core business; and regulatory changes forcing the banks to 
dispose of their private equity interests,” he says.

while recognising that there are “external headwinds,” Shaun says that 
“the management of our investments continue to find ways to increase 
revenue and profitability and are cautiously optimistic about medium term 
prospects.”

as far as South africa’s year ahead, says Shaun, “the convergence of an 
unstable labour environment, pressure in the unsecured lending sector, re-
ducing commodity prices, preparations for national elections and a volatile 
exchange rate is likely to result in reduced economic growth and increased 
social instability.”

but, he adds, as these issues resolve themselves “i anticipate confidence 
levels improving over the medium term.”

Shaun’s says his personal business philosophy is to build strong relation-
ships of trust. “Excellence needs to be the standard for everything, no 
matter how trivial it seems. dedicated focus is key to success. the interests 
of all stakeholders need to be top of  mind.”

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)

Clive Butkow

SHauN zagNoEv - EtHoS privatE EQuity limitEd

writEr:

clivE butKow

“I am a firm believer that one of the primary roles of a leader is to create internal 
successors. I am grateful to have succeeded at this many times, thereby having 
instilled the ‘multiplier effect’ within Accenture and within the broader South African 
business community.”
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allan Hilton zulberg, 65, is a prod-
uct of germiston High after which 
he completed his bSc and a doctor-
ate in Hebrew letters. today, he sits 
at the helm of Eden college High 
School, Eden prep, Eden Scip and 
Eden durban.

zulberg stays fit ay the gym and 
playing squash, and sees to his 
spiritual wellbeing at the Sunny 
road Shul and the ohrsom centre. 
He employs 200 people in his edu-
cational business, where he seeks to 
provide superior service at a lower 
cost to parents.

allan’s recipe for success is that there is no one-shoe-fits-all approach that 
one can take towards education. rather, he provides special attention to 
achievers while at the same time providing a special small class unit for 
children with learning difficulties.

this has the added advantage of ensuring that average pupils are neither 
left behind nor held up. He also provides a full remedial unit with trained 
therapists and a holistic education including sport and cultural activities. 
they also offer optional Jewish studies courses.

zulberg sees his greatest business achievements as, firstly, the role he 
played in the listing of Educor ltd and its initial growth. Secondly, allan 
was instrumental in the opening the Eden corE remedial school in 2013 
which, he says, “has changed the lives of so many kids and their families.”

He also feels particularly gratified by his turnaround of King david Schools.

among his disappointments in his storied business career in education, 
was his “inability to influence Educor in the period just before and after i 
resigned,” he says. the huge growth of Educor had diluted his sharehold-
ing and resulted in the education experts losing control of major decisions. 
“that impacted heavily on the future of the company,” he explains.

He is very excited about his business in the year ahead: “we are embark-
ing on our biggest venture to date. in 2015 we will open in Johannesburg 
North in a new housing estate which will be the largest closed estate in 
South africa with over 8000 homes. plans for the new school are almost 
ready. the design of the school meets the highest standards in the world.”

and he, above all others, should know that.

the biggest challenge facing the project, says allan, is the tight economic 
environment “which has given rise to an increased bad debt.”

allan zulberg’s vast experience in the field has allowed him to develop 
the perfect recipe for building his management team. “we actively look for 
young dynamic professionals. we have an ongoing programme for recog-
nising our goals and trying to achieve them,” he explains.

“we continually self-evaluate and change to continue meeting our goals. 

we encourage ongoing training and incentivise achievement.”

looking at South africa in the coming year, allan says he anticipates diffi-
cult trading conditions for business with the economy weakening. “power 
and crime remain significant problems,” he says, and “government schools 
are challenged in quality and class size.”

while this provides great opportunities for private educators such as him-
self, he says, “there is a caveat that the general population is finding it dif-
ficult to afford private schooling.”

zulberg’s personal business philosophy is that, while business must gener-
ate profit for survival, he believes that in education “one has to be careful 
to monitor this” and not overburden parents. “i have therefore managed 
to provide equivalent or better service than competitors, but keep our fee 
structure significantly lower. our biggest joy is to see the growth of our 
students,” he says proudly.

allan says that businesses in Sa should try and give business to small firms 
and individuals, “to encourage self-employment which is essential if we are 
going to reduce the horrific unemployment.”

His enterprise has successfully granted bursaries to promising young pupils 
with financial need. “this way we change their lives by giving them the op-
portunity to grow and after school apply for further financial assistance for 
further studies,” he says. His business is currently giving about r6-million 
a year in financial assistance to their pupils. 

“corruption is a disaster and 
affirmative action must go”
 

allan zulberg has always tried to find a balance to his work, life, commu-
nity obligations. He looks for quality time, rather than quantity of time, he 
says. He plays sport and does gym every day. He is also actively involved in 
many community structures.

“i have been blessed with a large family and do not compromise in provid-
ing quality time for the family,” he says. “i try and work as efficiently as 
possible, and believe in delegating to the people i work with and trust.”

allan believes that warren buffett probably makes the most sense as a 
businessman to emulate. “but, in general, i have tried to learn from all 
people what i believe are their strong points, and to learn not to emulate 
what i believe are negative characteristics,” he says. “most people have 
strengths and weaknesses. i believe to look at a glass as 80 percent full and 
not 20 percent empty.”

in terms of what ails South africa, he believes that corruption is a huge 
challenge. “we need to implement a system of safeguards to make it dif-
ficult to get away with corruption in tenders,” he says. “regretfully there 
appears to be no fear of the law.”

He says that affirmative action “is a disaster in this regard, and needs to be 
scrapped. the new generation of South africans grew up in a society devoid 
of apartheid. many were disadvantaged, but we need to provide equal op-
portunities for real effort.”

allaN zulbErg - EdEN ScHoolS

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)

Greg Solomon
writEr:  grEg SolomoN

“There have been many lessons that stuck out in my life. Many small lessons from 
a variety of family, friends and business people have steered me on my journey 
to who I am today. Like a puzzle, pieced together, I have adopted the ‘good’ and 
avoided the ‘bad.”
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basil Kransdorff is the cEo and 
co-owner of Econocom Foods. 
For the past 13 years, this social 
entrepreneur has pioneered and 
developed the concept of e’pap 
technologies – which he says “re-
dress the micro nutrient deficien-
cies in populations in Southern 
africa through fortified foods that 
are affordable, tasty and respect-
ful of people.”

the main activity of the company 
is the formulation, manufacture 
and distribution of nutrient-dense 
foods that are formulated to help 
make malnourished people nu-

trient-replete. they lobby and educate mainstream decision-makers and 
politicians to understand their approach and prioritise effective nutrition 
in health, education and sustainable development programs.

66-year-old basil Kransdorff was schooled in bulawayo and holds a bSc 
degree with majors in chemistry and geology from the university of Natal 
where he also completed a bSc Honours in industrial chemistry in 1969. 
He was granted a post graduate bursary to study polymer Science in israel. 

basil worked as a research chemist in israel for two years and in the uK 
for five years before moving into the commercial world of chemicals. this 
saw him working in malta, Europe and the uS for the following six years 
before he returned to Sa to take up the position of gm at protea chemical 
developments for the next eight years. Kransdorff continued his chemical 
and pharmaceutical management career in Sa.

“over 3.5-million orphans now live 
in our communities, many living in 
child-headed households”

He increasingly became aware that africa’s poor were eating foods with 
a “reduction of nutrient content (of) up to 75 percent and more,” he says. 
“the problem is referred to as the ‘hidden hunger’ or micro nutrient de-
ficiencies,” he explains, and, 13 years ago, basil decided to do something 
about it.

the social entrepreneur pioneered and developed the concept of e’pap 
technologies – which address micronutrient deficiencies through formu-
lating nutrient-dense bio-available foods. “we manufacture and distrib-
ute fortified foods with a focus on affordability,” says basil. “we research, 
lobby and co-operate with projects that are interested in redressing the 
micronutrient status.”

e’pap was recently chosen by the international marketing council of Sa as 
a brand champion. it now sells into over 15 countries across africa and up 
to 2-million food portions a month are consumed.

today, says basil, “we offer a suite of products (e’pap porridge, e’Spread 
peanut butter, e’drink and e’Soup) that help make people nutrient-re-
plete.” 

on 18 July 2013, e’pap mandela day - 67 minutes held at benmore gar-
dens marked the start of basil’s international e’pap challenge campaign 
to feed 1-million e’pap meal portions and making everyday a mandela day. 
within a day they had covered 150,000 meal portions.

basil says their company operate in an environment “characterised by 
mono agriculture, food processing, urbanisation, extreme poverty and 
health challenges like malaria, tb and Hiv which present major challeng-
es to communities across the world,” he says. “the traditional health and 
development models are unable to address and eradicate these challeng-
es.” these deficiencies result in unaffordable health costs and economic 
models that are not able to create the sustainable development needed 
to address poverty, he says.

“our vision is to make poverty history – our focus is to create nutrient-re-
plete populations so that everybody can find their own solutions to their 
health and poverty challenges. it will only be with physiological functional 
participants that economies will become self-sustaining.”

among the things basil is most proud of, is their recent acknowledgment 
by credit Suisse who have made them their philanthropic project of the 
year. credit Suisse, in turn, proposed Econocom Foods to the Schwab 
Foundation for the Schwab outstanding Social Entrepreneur award.

the coming year will be a busy one for the company, says basil, as their 
international recognition has resulted in discussions to do “large-scale clin-
ical and corporate evaluations in several countries including india, the uSa, 
the uK, Nigeria and zimbabwe.”

Successful outcomes will require local e’pap plants to be built world-wide. 
“we are now in discussion with large international Ngos such as the red 
cross and uNicEF which could require large-scale expansion of our present 
facilities,” says basil.

He foresees major expansion as a result of clinical data from research cur-
rently underway which will result in policy-makers better understanding 
the enormous benefit ‘nutrient repleteness.’

to join basil’s management team one has to be innovative and share his 
passion – and be prepared to go the extra mile.

basil believes Sa’s socio-economic challenges are exacerbated by health 
issues. “we now have an enormous tb crisis that is evolving into ‘drug re-
sistant’ tb,” he says. “over 3.5-million orphans now live in our commu-
nities, many living in child-headed households. these large numbers are 
going to create a social dysfunctional society unless we can bring the tb 
pandemic under control and help make our growing army of orphans into 
responsible participating citizens,” he says.

Kransdorff says their business philosophy is built around tikkun olam.  
“we see our business and ourselves as guardians of important technolo-
gies to help address many challenges in our world community. building a 
successful well-resourced business helps us better able to participate with 
communities in which we live.”

baSil  KraNSdorFF - EcoNocom FoodS – E’pap tEcHNologiES

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)

Charlene Lea
writEr:

cHarlENE lEa

“What gets me up in the morning are my sons, my family – and of course the dogs. 
What gives me a spring in my step through the day - often starting before sunrise and 
until beyond sunset, is the knowledge that our work is for the betterment of other 
people’s lives.”
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Roland Sassoon
writEr:

rolaNd SaSSooN

“In order for your enterprise to grow, you have to constantly learn and grow as an 
individual. If you had success, remember how lucky you were, and if not, analyse 
and acknowledge where you went wrong. Don’t fall into the trap of being either 
arrogant or its flip side, a victim, neither of whom can grow from their experiences.
 
The arrogant think they know it all and the victim, who always blames others, will 
never learn from his mistakes.”

42-year-old durbanite Jeremy 
droyman of don’t waste Services 
attended carmel college before 
going on to study management. 
today, he employs around 2,000 
staffers throughout the SadEc 
region and mauritius by targeting 
“the new green economy.”

His business services include on-site 
waste management, source sepa-
ration equipment, environmental 
training, site recycling and waste 
removal. 

don’t waste Services’ Erp system, 
says Jeremy, “controls all aspects of 

our service delivery and monitors that we provide service excellence at our 
clients.” For example, he says, “we upload 4,500 photos a day and manage 
13,500 loads per month, through our software.”

they have now extended their Erp system onto smart phones for their 
staff. “we currently have 200 in the field on trial,” he says. they have writ-
ten their own apps for access to their Erp system, which provides web-
based reporting tools and environmental reports for their clients.

their extensive national customer list includes the likes of: retailers and 
shopping centres owned by propriety groups including liberty, old mutual, 
Hyprop, atterbury; and management companies like JHi and broll. this 
includes sites like Sandton city, menlyn, gateway & canal walk in their 
customer-base.

the company also service office complexes and campuses like voda-world, 
Ernest and young, Hollard and dimension data. their industrial clients 
abound, too, and include: Nampak, tiger brands, Hulletts and illovo. 
among don’t waste Services’ hotel and hospital group clients are South-
ern Sun, Netcare and life Health.

this is a business that, by its very nature and success, “creates jobs and 
reduces our impact on the environment for future generations. the better 
we do the greater the benefit for all - so we are perfectly aligned with all 
our stakeholders,” says Jeremy.

He says that he views his greatest achievement in business as surviving the 
first 18 years and watching our business mature from being one of survival 
to one that is investing in r&d. “this ensures that we remain in the lead 
and develop a new company that will be very different from the company 
that even existed 12 months ago. i am continually reminded of this as we 
start to see more and more of our competitors implementing similar strat-
egies,” he says.

He takes great comfort in having the degree of foresight that allows his 
business to continuously stay so far ahead of our clients’ needs, that “in-
variably we are innovating around concepts that our clients haven’t seen 
the need for yet.”

an example of this, he says, is their implementation this year of self-ser-
vice and source separation programmes and school competitions.

Jeremy sees the coming year as exciting for don’t waste Services. “our 
strategy of geographic expansion supported with our system-based ap-
proach continues to allow us to move into new markets and find new 
opportunities whilst maintaining our service levels nationally and inter-
nationally.”

He says he has built his management team through a careful selection pro-
cess “to ensure we get the right people on board. Some gut feel is involved 
here as i have walked these roads before and have an intimate knowledge 
of what we need.”

He sees his role as one of mentoring his senior management team. His 
strategy is to work himself out of a job. “this leads to complete empower-
ment of each team member,” says Jeremy.

Jeremy says that South african labour and business need to understand 
that they are both on the same team, “our relationship is symbiotic,” he 
says and laments that it will always be tough until this is realised by both 
sides.

His personal business philosophy is to lead by example, treat all staff with 
the same respect (tea lady to directors) and find the right people. “Empow-
er and give responsibility,” he suggests, and your people won’t disappoint 
you.

His strategy is to work himself out of 
a job.
Jeremy is a community-orientated person and serves as an executive 
member of the council of KzN Jewry and a member of non-profit group 
zero waste Foundation.

His don’t waste Services have established a SEta-accredited training 
School running 300 learnerships. they fund and set up small recyclers. 
their omo Schools recycling competition involves over 500 schools across 
Sa. they were the guys who started up public recycling initiatives at air-
ports and shopping centres ahead of the Soccer world cup.

Jeremy has what sounds like a perfect structured recipe for the work/life/
community balance: He allocates monday mornings to community work; 
always takes his holidays; exercise three times a week and follows a strict 
diet.

“i never stay overnight when travelling in Sa,” he says. they use video con-
ferencing to allow them to travel less and, of course, reduce the company’s 
carbon footprint. “i don’t break my routines no matter how tempting,” he 
says. when he has recreational time to spend, Jeremy enjoys water skiing, 
snow skiing, pilates, gym and running. 

He tries to stick to his father’s advice, he says, which is normally: “don’t do 
what i did…”; “read the newspaper”; and “Keep your eyes open.”

JErEmy droymaN - doN’t waStE SErvicES

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)
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ran Neu-Ner and gil oved, both 37-years-old, are partners in the creative 
counsel – an advertising agency offering holistic sales and marketing solu-
tions for large consumer companies. they say they are “the largest brand 
activation company in South africa. we work with more brands than any 
other agency in the country.”

the creative counsel is also the second largest advertising agency by bill-
ings in the country and has 600 full-time staff and thousands of part-tim-
ers.

ran did his high schooling at King david and crawford and went on to do a 
bcomm Fin and chartered Financial analyst (cFa).

gil oved was high-schooled at yeshiva college, King david linksfield and 
crawford college, followed by a bcomm (cum laude) and chartered Fi-
nancial analyst (cFa) qualification.

both are members of the young presidents organisation (ypo).

gil says his pastimes include travelling and fine dining, adding that he is 
“an avid foodie, but then again, most Jews are!” ran, on the other hand, 
relaxes more actively – he says he enjoys: “helicopters, speedboats, jet skis, 
boxing, football and shopping.”

they say their business’ uniqueness lies in their creating employment 
opportunities for tens of thousands of unemployed and “unemployable” 
people. “we source, up-skill, train, place and manage thousands of South 
africans, living in peri-urban and rural areas,” they say.

Sa could be greatly improved if 
today’s leaders could be inspired by 
someone like madiba
 

these then “become proud brand ambassadors who promote products in 
their company and in so doing not only add value to our clients’ brands but 
also sustain their families through the income they generate.”

despite their incredible success, ran and gil lament that it has taken 
them 12 years to get to where they are today. “unfortunately, with more 
thought and experience, it would have taken us half the time and a quar-
ter of the pain. the mistakes we made in terms of allocation of resources, 
lack of investment in systems and processes, not getting the absolute best 
staff for the job has meant much pain and wastefulness,” they say.

their plans for the year ahead are clear: “this is the year of fundamentals. 
we are focusing on better synergies amongst the group. this is always a 
challenge. upgrading our systems and improving our cost-base and mar-
gins. we are also investing a lot of energy on new business development, 

both with new and existing clients.”

they have built their management team with a shared vision, they say, 
making use of open and regular communication, transparency, consist-
ency, accountability and empowerment. they encourage “healthy heated 
debate, no holy cows.”

they see fundamental challenges in South africa in the year ahead, in 
terms of political will to make changes and step-change the economic 
state. “we are concerned about the decline of the rand, it will mean less 
spend and further economic decline. we don’t believe that the currency 
will strengthen in the long run,” they say.

their business philosophy is “passion fuelled optimism led by integrity.”

the creative counsel is one of South africa’s largest first time employers 
and gil and ran believe that business can help the country in the areas of 
job creation, education and skills development.

“many of South africa’s youth experience employment for the first time 
through their experience with us,” they say. they focus on entrenching 
“basic work ethics, hygiene factors, the importance of training and apply-
ing oneself are basic tenets taught as part of our induction of  the people 
that work for us as brand ambassadors and promoters of our clients’ prod-
uct and services.”

they have also been instrumental in employing thousands of unemployed 
and previously unemployable people outside of the urban areas in South 
africa. “we are proud to have pioneered a model whereby we source and 
up-skill brand ambassadors from all over the country,” they say.

once trained, these ambassadors are placed and managed by the creative 
counsel. “Not only do they add huge value to our clients by promoting their 
products and adding value to the community by  educating and sampling a 
wide range of Fmcg (fast moving consumer goods), cellular and financial 
products, but most importantly they are often the sole bread-winners in 
their extended households,” say the partners.

in this way, they have created tens of thousands of these jobs and has had 
a hand in developing skills in sales, marketing, promotions and training to 
these thousands of first-time workers “who walk away with invaluable 
skills, confidence and income.”

with regard to dealing with the balance between work, life and communi-
ty, ran says: “i am generally a very regimented almost obsessive person. 
i set objectives in each sphere and then allocate time and ensure i stick to 
it!” For gil, it isn’t so easy: “it’s a difficult balance to achieve, i probably get 
it wrong more often than i get it right,” he says.

asked to suggest an improvement to Sa, gil says: “being a passionate 
South african i have a long list of proposed improvements. the single most 
important would be true inspired leadership. any of history’s milestones, 
both good and bad, could always be connected to leaders who have roused 
people to follow their vision.” gil says that madiba embodied this, “Sa 
could be greatly improved if today’s leaders could be inspired by someone 
like him,” he says.

answering the same question, ran offers just two words: “the rand!” he 
states emphatically.

 

raN NEu-NEr & gil ovEd - tHE crEativE couNSEl

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)
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43-year-old mark Sack is the chief 
Executive officer of Sally williams 
Fine Foods – a company with prod-
ucts so yummy that it is responsible 
for those extra few grams most of 
us carry around – worldwide!

mark matriculated at durban’s 
carmel college and went on to 
wits to do his bcomm and bcomm 
(Hons).

Sally williams employs about 100 
staff employed in two completely 
“different aspects” of the enter-
prise, says the cEo. “Firstly, we are 
in the business of manufacturing 

confectionery,” mark says, and secondly they are engaged in “building our 
Sally williams brand.”

mark Sack says his business has two 
aspects: manufacturing locally and 
brand-building globally

the business is unique in that all of its products are locally produced in 
South africa, most of them are kosher, and a huge amount of their produc-
tion is exported and sold internationally where their brand enjoys a high 
degree of recognition.

mark believes that his greatest achievement in business has been to “sur-
round myself with people whom i can grow from, and who i can grow and 
develop within our business.” He builds his management team by ensuring 
they all have “an aligned vision.”

mark Sack relaxes by reading, listening to music and exercising.

He believes that the coming year will “be very challenging,” for the country 
and for Sally williams. but, he says, the business is “extremely strong.”

mark has a simple philosophy for business success: “making money with a 
conscience, and helping my team and other people along the way,” he says.

His views on how business can help South africa develop are similar. “by 
ethically generating a profit,” he says, “we can re-invest into the company 
and help others.”

if he was South africa’s leader, says mark Sack, he would focus on initiating 
“a repair to the social fabric of our society.” that is where this businessman 
and absa unlisted achiever finalist believes things are breaking down in 
the country.

marK SacK - Sally williamS FiNE FoodS

Rabbi Masinter

writEr:

ra bbi david maSiNtEr

South Africa is a Land of Opportunity
 
“The greatest opportunities are found in the 
most unexpected of places. This certainly rings 
true for South Africa as there are 50-milllion 
people in this country living in absolute 
squalor – many without food, electricity, 
running water or proper education. Many are 
waiting for the smallest opportunity, ready 
to become the successful entrepreneurs of 
tomorrow.

“In the words of the Lubavitcher Rebbe: “If 
you see what needs to be repaired and how 
to repair it, then you have found a piece of the 
world that G-d has left for you to complete. 
But if you only see what is wrong , then it is 
yourself that needs repair.”

“So what are we waiting for, let’s make our 
country happen!.”

AbSA buSiNESS AChiEvEr AwArd (uNliSTEd COmpANiES)
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In the exciting days of 1993/4, when our new country was born, the late Chief 

Rabbi Cyril Harris and Dr Bertie Lubner resolved that the Jewish Community 

would be a part of the vital rebuilding of the South African nation by providing 

assistance to their many under privileged fellow citizens.

They were soon joined by Herby Rosenberg, Ann Harris and Arnold Forman in 

Johannesburg and Jack Tworetsky and the late Benny Reich in Cape Town.  

Marc Lubner was appointed Chief Executive Officer in 2006.

TIKKUN - meaning “putting the world to rights” was the buzz word 

of the day!

When the early projects were visited by the newly elected President Nelson 

Mandela he was so delighted with what he saw that he readily agreed to 

become the organisation’s Patron in Chief - a position he still holds.

The first years were filled with reaction - basic assistance from the Community 

for victims of floods, fires, hunger and disease. The next phase was the 

provision of basic adult skills training -  literacy, numeracy and dressmaking.

By the turn of the century, Afrika Tikkun was mature enough to embark 

on proactive projects. In partnership with many local Community Based 

Organisations (CBO), the foundations of the six country wide centres were 

laid and the principles of holistic family care established. Today Afrika Tikkun’s 

five core programmes focus on the provision of food security and nutrition 

support, education and skills development, social and health services and 

the preservation of the family unit. This support strengthens families and 

develops children from “cradle to career”.

Afrika Tikkun
How it all began...

www.afrikatikkun.org

Ann Harris reflects on the 
beginnings of Afrika Tikkun 
and the organisation it has 
become today

To partner with Afrika Tikkun 
or find out more about our 

valuable work please contact :

Johannesburg
Herby Rosenberg
Tel: 011 325 5914

Email: herbyr@afrikatikkun.org

Cape Town
Laura Markovitz
Tel: 021 551 7129  

Email: lauram@afrikatikkun.org

Nelson Mandela
Patron-in-Chief

Bertie Lubner
Afrika Tikkun Chairman

Herby Rosenberg
Executive Deputy Chairman

Marc Lubner
CEO

Arnold Forman
Financial Director
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afrika tikkun represents a unique and effec-
tive way of getting the youth from impover-
ished societies into the economic world of 
entrepreneurialism and job prospects. the 
organisation, which expands nationally across 
six townships, catering for the development 
needs of almost 20,000 beneficiaries, em-
ploys over 600 staff that operate in the heart 
of these township communities.

the organisation was started 17 years ago, as 
a result of the late chief rabbi, cyril Harris 
and bertie lubner’s desire to change the cir-
cumstances of conditions facing the youth of 
townships following the demise of apartheid.

they were joined shortly thereafter by Herby 
rosenberg and mrs ann Harris. what began 
as an outreach programme to assist specific 
community groups in need, has today become 
a business that specialises in the field of child 
and youth development.

the organisation employs a model which rec-
ognises that development is a program involv-
ing a number of inputs, required over a span of 
many years, as a child grows from infancy into 
adulthood. afrika tikkun’s Holistic model of 
care recognises that the act of development 
requires it to be practiced by local communi-
ty members, who have a vested stake in the 
future of their children.

the organisation, therefore, employs local 
community members and invests in the mana-
gerial skills of these communities.

afrika tikkun operates four fundamental foun-
dations in creating a development platform.

in the first instance, they recognise that a 
child lives within a home and that the stability 
of that home is critical - and they begin their 
involvement by delivering home based care in 
the form of Food Support Services and prima-
ry Health care. this includes medical support, 
access to clinics, Hospice care and assisting 
with applications for grants, budgeting, family 
use of grants and a relief plan for families in 
crises.

their second phase of development is to pro-
vide Early childhood development schools, 
where around 1,250 children receive pre-
school preparation in numeracy, literacy and 
life skills. importantly, children are taught 
values at an early age.

as children age and move into formal school-
ing, afrika tikkun provides an after-school 
programme for children through their youth 
development programmes. Here they master 
the use of internet access and have access to 
libraries as a form of homework and research 
support. they also enjoy sports and recrea-
tional activities in a highly structured and dis-
ciplined environment.

Finally, older kids are given the opportunity to 
develop their future careers as africa tikkun 
introduces them to career-path planning and 
an understanding of tertiary education oppor-

tunities. afrika tikkun Services (pty) ltd is an 
Enterprise development organisation, within 
their group, that provides job readiness train-
ing and entry level jobs sponsored by partici-
pating corporations.

afrika tikkun today is indeed a group capable 
of being an ideal bbbEE partner. we have the 
ability to procure equity in organisations look-
ing for an effective bEE partner, who is able to 
assist with implementation of corporate social 
investment statistics as well as to develop 
and train prospective employees whilst adding 
to their bEE scorecard. most importantly 
however, the participation by corporates and 
individuals with us at afrika tikkun is a true 
partnership in changing the realities faced by 
township kids.

tikkun olam (in Hebrew 
script: תיקון עולם) is a 
Hebrew phrase that 
means “repairing the 
world” or “healing the 
world” - which suggests 
humanity’s shared re-
sponsibility to heal, repair 
and transform 

the world. Jewish South 
africans take this very 
seriously and always 
endeavour to assist both 
their own community and 
the community at large.

by taking children from infancy and investing 
in their development whilst providing them 
with jobs once they are ready, we can reduce 
unemployment and ensure that there is an 
alternative to a life of crime. we are not only 
creating hope but turning this hope into tan-
gible results and in doing so, we are making 
certain that the Jewish community can proud-
ly point to its contribution to the creation of a 
future in South africa, in much the same way 
as our community has contributed to our path. 
the value of tzedakah merged with ubuntu to 
ensure that Hashem’s will is done.

afrika tikkun appeals to the spirit of human-
kind that exists in every man and woman to 
link arms and together deal with the pain of 
poverty. leviticus rabbah 34:10: the blessing 
of tzedakah is greater for the person who gives 
than for the person who receives.

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

“HEaliNg tHE world”
the expectation on Jews to assist all people – is taken seriously by aFriKa tiKKuN
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as the cEo of liberty retail Sa, Steven braudo heads the largest business 
unit within liberty Holdings and is involved in various liberty Holdings 
subsidiaries. and he has revitalised the sagging business and made the 
brand sexy again – for clients and shareholders alike.

41-year-old Steven did his matric at King david linksfield before going on 
to attain his bEconSc and bSc (Hons) at wits. He is a Fellow of the institute 
of actuaries (uK); cFa charterholder (uSa) and amp (Harvard). He is also 
involved in the actuarial Society of South africa and the young presidents 
organisation (african gateway chapter).

Steven braudo is married to leanne and they have four children: Jenna (11), 
david (10), Justin (6) and carrie (4). He relaxes by spending time with his 
family, reading, exercising, travelling and enjoys “all investment related 
matters such as stock markets and economic analysis,” even during his 
down-time.

liberty retail South africa has 55 offices throughout the country, has 
2,785 employees and 2,300 sales agents. they have more than 2.1-million 
individual policyholders.

“our role is to develop, market, distribute, service and administer a wide 
range of risk and investment products to individuals throughout South 
africa,” says Steven. “liberty retail Sa’s business goal is to help protect 
its customers and their families against temporary or permanent financial 
difficulty as well as provide them with wealth-creating investment 
opportunities.”

braudo believes that “great businesses do more than make great products 
or services – they change people’s lives. we want every South african 
to have a financial plan so that they can protect their family, retire with 
dignity or reach a desired savings goal. our uniqueness is a combination of 

how we work with our sales partners, design innovative 
products and price & manage risk in order to 

deliver on our customer promises,” he says.

He sees his greatest achievement in business 
as building and leading a team that turned 
around liberty. He oversaw the company’s 
regaining, as well as continuing to grow, 
their market share. 

“the task has been huge because in 
addition to dealing with technical issues 
relating to products and processes, i had 
to drive a massive initiative to change 

an old established culture and an aura 
of negativity into an environment where 

everyone now feels part of a family, with a 
clear purpose and vision, wanting to get to 

work each day,” says Steven braudo.

“this has been an intense task as i needed to bring new skills into the 
business, develop a completely new strategy, convince boards as well as 
a huge workforce that the changes were necessary and introduce a culture 
of belief and innovation into the workplace.”

Sustainability is the key. it is not 
what you know that matters, but 
what you do with what you know.
the results that this young dynamo has delivered have been nothing 
short of spectacular – introducing world-first products, implementing new 
approaches to partnerships, and making customers are once again fans of 
their brand and creating real value for all their stakeholders.

“to take a giant that has been through tough times, to revitalise it and then 
to take it to the next level has been enormously exciting,” says Steven. He 
says he is a naturally positive optimistic and sees any disappointment as 
an opportunity

liberty retail Sa has recently launched a range of market-first products, 
he says, “which position us strongly in our marketplace for the year ahead. 
product innovation and a clear focus on the customer as well as service 
excellence are vital as we continue to grow our business, especially in 
tough economic times where customers are more discerning.”

Steven braudo has built his management team by working with extremely 
smart people and “trusting them fully to deliver on their commitments. 
i ensure that our team understands the connection between what they 
do, the impact they make and our strategy. i believe in operating in 
a collaborative and cooperative approach where we are all partners 
accountable to each other,” he says.

“character is vital – we all hold ourselves to high standards of delivery and 
behaviour. we meet regularly, discuss our business in detail and focus on 
our people.”

 

business can offer learnerships, 
bursaries and funding to create 
opportunities within existing 
businesses as well as support new 
business opportunities.

Steven’s personal business philosophy is quite simple: “Each day i aim to 
make a positive difference to all those around me. i listen, learn, show 
gratitude and follow up.”

business needs to take the lead in job creation, education and skills 
development in South africa, says Steven braudo. “government alone 
cannot create sufficient jobs.” He says business needs to play a leading role 
and invest in the communities where they operate. 

“Education is vital – corporates have a duty to educate existing employees 
and as we have wide reach into the communities where we operate,” he 
says. Employers must use this leverage to provide support to youth and 
unemployed people via training initiatives that really can make a difference.

Steven feels fortunate to have worked with some amazing business people, 
and each one has played a role in his learning and development. He sees 
himself as having been fortunate to have worked in both start-up and 
established businesses. this has given him exposure to entrepreneurs 
as well as to seasoned leaders. “i have a number of role models whom i 
look up to from a professional perspective as well as from a behavioural 
perspective too,” says Steven braudo.

StEvEN braudo - libErty rEtail Sa
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clive butkow joined accenture directly from university in 1985 and, 28 
years later, retired as the coo in december 2012. He has had only one 
employer his entire working life. “i was promoted to partner (at that time 
of anderson consulting) in 1997 after 12 years in the firm - the shortest 
tenure to making partner. i was also the youngest partner in the firm,” he 
says with well-deserved pride.

delivering transformation day in and day out is only possible when you 
operate at an extraordinarily high capacity. to drive high performance, ac-
centure consultants and professionals need to be focused, passionate and 
believe in the potential for success. 

we commit to being there for our 
clients for the long haul

recently-retired chief operating officer clive butkow says truly great or-
ganisations are continually transforming. that way they can identify and 
respond to market trends and new technology, rather than rely on past 
success. “don’t wait till you hit rock bottom to improve your game,” he 
says.

“From our experience, many organisations fail to see the next wave of 
technology and the effect it will have on their respective businesses. as a 
result, they don’t respond appropriately, crippling their ability to remain 
competitive.”

this is precisely what accenture specialises in - something butkow de-
scribes as “helping clients to see around corners.” accenture is an organ-
isation focused entirely on identifying new trends and technologies and 
helping its clients to take advantage of them. it helps provide capability 
for organisations to drive high performance by mapping out a strategy 
for growth, envisioning, designing, building and running their transformed 
business processes, applications and technology infrastructure.

“our objective is to fundamentally take them from where they are to an 
increased level of business performance and enhanced ability to compete 
more effectively and respond to market changes more rapidly,” he says. 
“we commit to being there for our clients for the long haul.”

though many organisations strive for transformation, the corporate land-
scape is littered with failed attempts at driving change. what, then, are the 
ingredients necessary for success?

“Number one is client sponsorship,” says butkow. transformation requires 
a champion -from the board to the client’s cEo, or a leader endorsed by 
the cEo, with the power to make things happen.

clients need to commit their own resources, including their best people, to 
the project. “give us the people no-one wants and that’s a recipe for disas-
ter,” he says. an organisation that is truly committed to change will make 
its best people available, he says, even if short term business performance 
goes through some turbulence as a result.

butlow says it’s time local organisations outsourced a range of functions to 
accelerate their growth and address short-term needs such as cost savings, 
capital avoidance and improved cash flow. He says the recent economic 
downturn has motivated firms to examine all aspects of their strategy to 
address near term requirements and establish a longer-term competitive 
foundation.

demand for outsourcing has grown significantly in the past few years, he 
says, as organisations look for ways to drive significant business value and 
do the right things even better.

the nature of outsourcing has itself changed over the years. previously, 
clients wanted to outsource the mess for less. Now, it’s far more than just 
a cost play, it’s more about creating a partnership and providing companies 
with access to specialised skills and flexibility to scale the service up or 
down, depending on their business conditions.

“clients also want to partner companies that are committed to outcomes 
and will put ‘skin in the game’ and be remunerated on the value they deliv-
er,” butkow says. it’s become increasingly common for firms like accenture 
to put a portion of their fees at risk and work on a contingency basis. in 
one example, the firm handles procurement and supply for a global mining 
company. instead of taking a set fee, accenture takes a slice of the savings 
it delivers. He says accenture welcomes this trend. the firm wants to be 
measured on its performance and held accountable for the results.

technology may deliver part of the solution, but it is people who make it 
work. and delivering transformation and driving high performance is not 
possible without buy-in from all levels of the client firm. “Success for us is 
not about getting the technology to run,” he says. “that’s just a milestone 
in the overall journey.

Success is when you have added value to the company, in terms of en-
hanced revenues and profit margins, where real value is best measured. 
that’s how we define a successful transformation. the real value is deliv-
ered after the day the new systems and processes go live.”

the people factor is critical to accenture’s own success. its employees and 
the intellectual property they produce are its major competitive advantag-
es. its culture is one of “high performance, high delivery and excellence in 
everything we do”, he says, describing it as paying “obsessive attention to 
detail” to produce “seriously exceptional work.”

Since retiring in december 2012, clive has focused a large amount of his 
time on leveraging his skills and giving back to the community. He is in-
volved in various initiatives in leadership training, mentoring and coaching 
and the growth and development of entrepreneurs across a wide spectrum 
of businesses in South africa.       

one such initiative is leadership training at King david victory park 
where he coaches teachers of both the High and primary 
schools and the matric students. another is his active 
involvement in initiatives helping grow entrepreneurs 
and working with various companies on their corpo-
rate social responsibilities, specifically focused on 
enterprise development by mentoring and growing 
young entrepreneurs and helping them grow and 
sustain their business ventures.

He loves spending time with his wife and kids, travel-
ling, and his daily hour in the gym. He is a passionate 
reader and keen sport spectator. any sport.

He grew the Sa operation into the 11th largest accentu-
re business (out of 120) globally, works with a high per-
centage of top JSE clients as well as local, provincial 
and national government. accenture South af-
rica has enjoyed significant growth under 
clive’s tenure and is on track to double 
its business twice over a seven year 
period.  

“on a personal level my entire ca-
reer at accenture has been most 
rewarding. both from my rapid tra-
jectory to chief operating officer 
(coo) within the company coupled 
with the depth and breadth of the 
experience i have gained (leader-
ship, entrepreneurial, operations) 
working in South africa and across 
the globe and being exposed to 
many of the global leaders in the 
fields of technology and many 
other areas relevant business 
disciplines,” says butkow.

clivE butKow - accENturE
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laurence rapp is living proof that a good time manager can be the cEo of 
a listed company, enjoy a great family life, devote time to studying torah 
daily and still be active in a multitude of community organisations.

the 42-year-old cEo of vukile property Fund limited, like several of the 
other absa business achiever finalists, is an alumni of Highlands North 
High and has a bcomm and bcomm (Hons)(cum laude) wharton Edp.

vukile, says rapp, is a property company which owns over 80 properties 
that are spread throughout South africa and Namibia. “we run a diversi-
fied fund with exposure to retail, industrial and commercial assets,” says 
laurence. vukile is “weighted more to retail assets where we tend to focus 
more on lower-income shopping centres such as dobsonville, daveyton, 
phoenix, Hammarsdale, etc.” the company also owns 50 percent of the 
East rand mall. “we are long term, active management investors looking 
to both grow the value of our assets over time whilst generating a growing 
income yield for our investor base,” explains rapp.

getting back to the serious issue of this finalist’s incredible time manage-
ment skills: laurence is married to Emma (wunsh) and they have three 
children: daniel 15, alexa 13; and david 10. He says he tries to “devote 
time to torah-learning and generally learn each day including the daf yomi 
programme.”

within the community, laurence rapp is a member of the board of gov-
ernors of the chevrah Kadisha; a member of the board of governors and 
Executive of yeshiva college; vice-chairman and gabbai of the west Street 
Shul; a director of Houghton cap; and a committee member of Sa Friends 
of ben gurion university.

as if that didn’t occupy enough of his time, laurence is also the initiator 
and co-organiser of the “Start up Nation” business trips programme which 
is run under the auspices of the Sa/israel Forum. they essentially take 
non-Jewish business leaders to israel to expose them to israel’s business 
success and also deepen their understanding of the region. “we have taken 
three trips thus far with around 25 delegates,” says laurence proudly.

what recreational time is available to laurence is devoted to his family, 
torah learning and shiurim. and, when he can, he is a passionate cricket 
spectator.

laurence’s thesis for his Honours (cum laude) in Finance was on the cor-
porate use of debt was published in the Eastern Finance association and 

he received the Johannesburg chamber of commerce 
and industry prize for industrial Economics for his 

work.

 His professional career began at monitor 
company as a junior management con-
sultant before joining Fleming martin 
as an equity analyst specialising in the 
retail sector. during his time at Flem-

ings, laurence was rated in the annual 
Fm analysts Survey as the top ana-
lyst across the JSE for innovative re-
search as well as being rated second 
in his sector. during this time he was 

also very active in corporate finance 
transactions and raised over r1-billion 

in capital for various companies. He was 
appointed as global Head of research 

for the retail sector for the robert 
Fleming group as well as 

being appointed as a 
director of Fleming 

martin Sa.

in 1998 laurence rapp was approached to join one of his large clients, 
gensec, “to run various aspects of their proprietary trading focusing on 
retail and industrial companies as well as getting involved in general deal 
making,” he says.

“i work with a lot of energy and again try 
develop that same intensity and drive in 
my team”

it seems everyone has always wanted a slice of laurence rapp – and it 
wasn’t too long before he was again approached by vestacor, whom he had 
been advising. “i joined vestacor as a director to work for gerald ruben-
stein,” says rapp. rubenstein, an absa Jewish achievers finalist in 2012, 
“had long been a mentor of mine,” says laurence. “we restructured vesta-
cor into a private equity fund focused on the retail value chain.”

during his three years at vestacor, rapp was involved in making new ac-
quisitions as well as running certain investments and general corporate 
finance. deals included look & listen, the acquisition of a stake in renais-
sance retail and the subsequent disposal to the relyant group. rapp was a 
director of renaissance which was listed in the retail Sector. vestacor was 
also very active in the property Sector although laurence rapp’s involve-
ment there was more limited.

late in 2001 rapp decided to leave vestacor as, he says, he felt his career 
options were limited, and he subsequently joined Standard bank as direc-
tor; Strategic investments. during his time at Standard, says rapp, “i made 
numerous investments for the bank and built a business unit focusing 
on equity investments into financial companies. these include Sa Home 
loans, retail credit Solutions, Eduloan and mtN banking. in all cases i was 
the lead bank director on the board and in most cases sat on the audit 
committee and/or remuneration committee.”

rapp also concluded a number of joint ventures for the bank including 
the Edcon card Jv, barclaycard Jv and moneygram. “the business unit has 
grown from a start-up to generating approximately r200-million in net 
profit - aside from the growth in return on Equity invested,” he says.

laurence rapp also had responsibility for, and sat on the board of, melville 
douglas - Standard bank’s private client wealth management business 
that has approximately r12-billion of assets under management. He was 
also a member of the global personal and business banking Executive and 
the international Exco. His responsibility included looking for internation-
al acquisitions for the group, an activity that led to his gaining valuable 
experience in markets such as russia, brazil and turkey.

in 2006 rapp was appointed to the pbb credit risk management com-
mittee and in 2009 he took up a new role as Head of the wealth division. 
laurence rapp’s division made around r1.4-billion in profit before tax 
during 2010, had some 2,000 staffers and accounted for approximately 20 
percent of the retail bank’s profit “but in excess of 35 percent of the retail 
bank’s economic profit,” he says. during his time running the division, 
which spanned the global financial crisis, profits grew in excess of 20 per-
cent and they returned in excess of r1-billion of capital back to the bank.

but, as Standard bank was about to find out, everybody wants a slice of 
laurence rapp. after ten hugely successful years at Standard bank, he was 
head-hunted for the role of cEo of vukile property Fund – which he took 
up in august 2011. Since becoming cEo of vukile, rapp has grown the 
asset base by a significant 55 percent (from r5.6-billion to r8.7-billion). a 
bEE deal expected to close in august will increase this to around r10-bil-
lion which represents a 79 percent growth!

this worthy finalist in the absa listed business achiever category is cer-
tainly no slacker. one can only look on in awe at how much this 42-year-old 
has achieved in his career – and how he manages his time on a day-to-day 
basis.

laurENcE rapp - vuKilE propErty FuNd
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greg Judin heads up the market risk business for Standard bank corporate 
and investment banking South africa. this business is charged with the 
responsibility of measuring, analysing and reporting market risk exposures 
assumed by Standard bank by virtue of trading in the financial markets (in-
cluding equities, bonds, commodities, foreign exchange). its role is there-
fore one of protecting the funds deposited by the bank’s customers that 
are used for this purpose.

who would expect a person who assumes such awesome responsibility to 
be just 35-years of age?

greg matriculated at King david victory park before studying for his 
bcomm (Hons) bacc ca(Sa) cFa. in 2002 greg successfully completed 
the university of South africa’s mathematical modelling of derivatives 
programme, and passed with distinction. He is also a cFa® charterholder, 
a ca (Sa) and an active member of both the cFa® institute and the South 
african institute of chartered accountants.

Judin says that he is “also a  proud  husband  and  father  of  two  children,” 
and he participates  actively  in  cycling,  running and triathlon.

the banking sector in South africa is small and highly competitive, says 
greg. banking in general is a very difficult sector in which to operate. 
“there are significant barriers to entry and it is highly regulated. addition-
ally, the financial markets change, sometimes radically, from day-to-day,” 
he points out, and “as such it is impossible to manage this business using 
a predefined or formulaic business model as is the case with most other 
established businesses.

“Each day presents a very new and real challenge. risk management is ar-
guably the most crucial function within the financial services sector at this 
point in time,” says greg.

greg Judin sees his crowning achievement in business to date as his 2011 
appointment to Head of market risk, and an Executive level staff member 
at Standard bank.

like most of the absa business achiever finalists, greg doesn’t believe in 
disappointments in the context of business. rather, he says, he sees these 
events as lessons. “as long as i learn from each of them, and there have 
been many, i can smile in the comfort of knowing that i am growing in a 
personal and professional capacity.”

greg has been working in the financial markets for over ten years, having 
started his career at deloitte as a trainee accountant in their Financial Ser-
vices team in 2001. Having successfully passed all required examinations, 
he qualified as a chartered accountant (Sa) when his training contract 
with the firm was completed on 31 december 2003.

during his articles, greg was recruited into the capital markets group 
(cmg) of deloitte, a specialist treasury consulting division, on a full time 
basis. in this division, greg assumed operational responsibility for cmg’s 
Quantitative Services line, while still retaining managerial responsibility 
of a portfolio of audit clients. Subsequently, his responsibilities grew to 
include the provision of derivative and other financial instrument account-
ing, valuation and risk analysis services, as well as consulting in the areas 
of technical accounting, risk management, treasury best practice and asset 
and liability management.

this was followed by a transfer to the deloitte office in New york for four 
months, during which time he was afforded the opportunity to consult 
with mortgage and wholesale banking clients on risk management, deriva-
tive valuation and uS gaap accounting issues.

greg returned to the Johannesburg office to resume his responsibilities as 
a manager in the capital markets group (then renamed to FiSt advisory).

in July 2005, wanting to specialise and get closer to the financial markets, 
greg Judin left deloitte to join Standard bank’s market risk department 
within their corporate and investment banking unit. in this role, Judin has 
been responsible for measuring and managing the risks taken on by the 
bank’s trading desks and for reviewing and approving new products entered 
into by the bank, and providing specialist accounting support to the Fi-

nance division with respect to financial instruments. during his career with 
Standard bank, greg’s area of responsibility has  grown steadily, culminat-
ing in his appointment as Head  of market risk for South africa in 2011.

greg has a strong passion for financial modelling and during his career he 
has developed a number of models that established themselves as the 
benchmark tools for the South african deloitte firm. both at deloitte and 
Standard bank, he has delivered several lectures to internal and external 
audiences on the risk, valuation and accounting implications of financial 
instruments.

greg Judin says his business unit “will have to change radically in the year 
ahead, from technology used all the way to the manner in which it con-
ducts its business.” the reason for this, he says, “is the highly regulated 
and evolving nature of the financial markets.”

when he was just 33 years of age, 
Standard bank asked greg Judin to 
assume an awesome responsibility

“i am mature enough to know that my strength as a leader is largely de-
fined by the strength of the team around me,” says greg. “i therefore invest 
a lot of time attracting and retaining talent. i do so by placing priority on 
individuals’ qualifications, level of motivation and ambition. “i believe in 
drawing huge strength from diversity by hiring people from a wide range of 
ethnic, religious, cultural and academic backgrounds,” he says.

Judin says he expects a tough year ahead for South africa, “in light of the 
negative international sentiment currently felt for South africa by the in-
ternational investment community.” Having said that, however, greg sees 
that South africa “has proudly overcome much more difficult challenges 
in the past and i’ve no doubt we will continue that track record.”

For him, next year’s elections are a key milestone as 
they represent the first time the “born free” gen-
eration will “have its opportunity to express an 
opinion about our leaders – an exciting and in-
teresting prospect.”

Judin says one of his driving business phi-
losophies is taken from one of his favour-
ite books, “oh the places you’ll go” by dr 
Seuss (which has also become a favourite 
with two kids): “you have brains in your head. 
you have feet in your shoes. you can steer 
yourself any direction you choose. you’re on 
your own. and you know what you know. 
and you are the one who’ll decide where 
to go.”

greg says he deals with the work/life bal-
ance with a “solid support structure. at 
home, this exists in the form of a wife that 
supports me unquestioningly and without reser-
vation or restriction. at work, it takes the form of a 
super-competent, hardworking and ethical manage-
ment team.

business can help the country in the areas of job 
creation, education and skills development, says 
greg Judin, “by investing in education – the 
foundation of society. my business is 
actively involved in developing educa-
tion in the country, largely driven by 
my belief that education holds the 
key to rectifying the imbalances of 
South africa’s past.” 

grEg JudiN - StaNdard baNK
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64-year-old marc wainer is the cEo of redefine properties, a listed prop-
erty loan Stock company which purchases and develops commercial prop-
erties and manages the portfolio and distributes the net income to its unit 
holders.

marc started his working career after high school, in his parents’ grocery 
and fishery business in yeoville, Johannesburg. when marc was 22 the busi-
ness was sold.

He joined Summit construction as the Shopping centre manager for South 
africa’s first shopping mall, Kempton city. this was the start of his leg-
endary property career – one that would make him a giant in the field as 
he climbed a ladder with rungs consisting of creating opportunities out of 
adversity and a reputation for knowing a good deal when he saw one.

marc was soon promoted to Summit head office, but within a year Sum-
mit was liquidated. this gave marc and three colleagues the opportunity 
to negotiate the property management contract for the portfolio with the 
banks and gave birth to his first business, citiplan property management.

Five years later citiplan was sold to a competitor, i Kuper and co, and 
wainer and two of his partners started incity which focused on Sectional 
title conversions and syndications. when one of marc’s partners decided 
to emigrate, incity was sold to investec bank. marc joined the bank and was 
responsible for starting the investec property group.

after six years at investec, marc left to start his own business again, marc 
wainer & associates, and in 1998 corpcapital bank purchased the business 
and he joined corpcapital to establish their property arm. in 2000 this led 
to the listing of redefine and the acquisition of a one-third interest in the 
Hyprop property management contract - and shortly thereafter, the listing 
of apexHi with its innovative a & b share structure.

with the demise of corpcapital, marc and Standard bank purchased the 
property division and renamed it madison. in 2006 madison, which was re-
sponsible for the asset management of redefine, apexHi and Hyprop, was 
listed on the JSE. in 2009 madison and apexHi were merged with redefine.

redefine was listed in 2000 with a market cap of r450-million - today this 
is approximately r30-billion.

marc has over the years established a reputation as being one of South 
africa’s most astute and best property dealmakers. He was responsible 
for the acquisition by Hyprop of canal walk and the attfund portfolio, as 
well as numerous acquisitions and corporate actions on behalf of redefine.

don’t tell his 275 staffers, business 
rivals or bankers who believe that this 
dealmaker has ice in his veins – but when 
marc wainer isn’t wheeling and dealing in 
properties, he relaxes by cooking!

one of redefine’s most recent acquisitions, and arguably marc’s wili-
est business move of his career, involved the management company 
of Fountainhead property trust and the subsequent offer for the 
assets of the fund. rival fund, growthpoint, then made a higher 
counter proposal but controversially excluded any payment for 
the management company. this led to protracted delays and ab-
sent decisions from the relevant regulators, it appeared that the 
only resolution would be a lengthy and drawn out court battle.

marc took the market and growthpoint by surprise by with-
drawing redefine’s offer and, simultaneously, acquiring 
a 46 percent shareholding in Fountainhead, effectively 
blocking any other bid. 

redefine now controls Fountainhead through the manage-
ment company and will shortly revisit the acquisition of 
the assets.

whilst this protracted negotiation was taking place, marc also was suc-
cessful in acquiring a 50 percent stake for redefine in the East rand mall, 
and redefine was also the successful tenderer for webber wentzel’s new 
head office in Sandton.

“what sets redefine apart from our competitors,” says marc, “is the fact 
that, despite its size, it is run like a family business so it is able to make 
quick decisions and is recognised as being the most entrepreneurial com-
pany in the sector.”

redefine has a staff of 275 at its operations in South africa, Europe and 
australia.

when marc isn’t wheeling and dealing in properties, he relaxes by read-
ing, travelling and cooking. marc says that his greatest disappointment in 
business was getting “caught up in the hype of the 2010 world cup and 
agreeing, against my better judgement, to get involved in the development 
of a hotel in cape town.” this little lapse of judgement, says marc, cost 
redefine r150-million.

wainer has built a management team by forming an Executive committee 
(Exco) comprising his cFo, coo and four senior heads of departments. 
“this Exco meets once a week formally and on an ad hoc basis if required,” 
he says. “all issues, including acquisitions and disposals, are debated and 
discussed and consensus is required for all major decisions.”

He also puts out a regular “message from marc” keeping all his staff in-
formed of issues redefine is facing and successes they have had.

looking into his crystal ball, marc wainer 
sees conditions remaining tough in the in-
dustry “and our retail portfolio, which 
has been robust, will take strain,” 
he says. He foresees inflation in-
creasing and an interest rate hike 
by mid-2014 which will make 
it more difficult to access funds 
from the bond market.

property players and bankers 
put a lot of stead in this man’s 
ability to read the crystal ball, 
so take careful note of his predic-
tions. 
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Barry Schoub

“this is the face of the future,” said matsi 
modise, national director of the Sa black En-
trepreneurs Forum (SabEF) as she addressed 
a gathering of black and Jewish entrepreneurs 
earlier this year.

modise was speaking at the launch of the new 
black-Jewish Entrepreneurs Network, an initi-
ative created in partnership between the cape 
Sa Jewish board of deputies and SabEF.

“there is so much we can learn from each 
other,” said modise. this initiative, said cape 
board chair li boiskin, aims to facilitate collab-
orations with other communities and arose in 
response to a challenge by deputy president 
Kgalema motlanthe who asked the Jewish 
community to help the country reduce high 
unemployment through the incubation of en-
trepreneurship.

indeed, “given the enormous socio-economic 
challenges facing Sa, it is clear that the coun-
try’s economic success depends of the crea-
tion of new businesses and the expansion of 

existing ones,” wrote boiskin and modise in 
a letter to the participants. the two leaders 
wanted the initiative to be about ‘connecting 
and creating.’

“people relish 
investing in great 
ideas” Khaya 
gobodo
Entrepreneurs at the event ranged from Sascha 
berolsky, who has developed royale Eatery, 
Neighbourhood, El burro and the assembly 
and creates craft beer; to Naushad Khan, who 
publishes the entertainment newspaper ‘the 
Next 48 Hours.’ Sandile Sibeko develops cor-

porate wellness programmes; and david chait 
began mr delivery, vida e caffè and rikki’s 
taxis.

Sibeko said he had chosen to attend because 
beginning a business was challenging and he 
hoped to interact with like-minded people to 
share ideas and learn from them. “i would like 
to meet people who have travelled this path 
and can share insights into their experiences,” 
he said.

Eric marx, a member of the cape board com-
mittee that organised the event, said the 
board hoped to “bring together communities.”

Keynote speakers at the event were Khaya 
gobodo, an entrepreneur and founding partner 
of afena capital; and Jodi aufrichtig, entrepre-
neur extraordinaire and property developer. 
aufrichtig, who founded numerous innovative 
businesses, presented his ‘world of businesses’ 
to the enthralled audience. gobodo was equal-
ly inspiring, telling the group about his busi-
ness journey and how he overcame enormous 
challenges. “race still matters in business in 
Sa today,” he said, “but not always in the ways 
we might think.”

then four participants presented their prod-
ucts in powerful, punchy two-minute pitches. 
thulani Ngwenya, for example, explained how 
he creates mobile apps for businesses; while 
social media tech guru Eric Edelstein said his 
new internet banking product was “like Face-
book and paypal on steroids!”

participants made three ‘appointments’ to 
engage one-another in the exchange of ideas.

the second black-Jewish Entrepreneurs Net-
work gathering took place on 25 July, also at 
investec bank, and the intention is for the net-
work to meet every quarter. For more infor-
mation on becoming involved in the network, 
call Jodi goldberg at 021 464 6724 or e-mail 
sajbd2@ctjc.co.za. 

writEr:

proFESSor barry ScHoub

“To self-motivate you need to visualise your goal and then to actualise a roadmap 
to reach it. But, never calculate the realism of your goal at night pessimism and 
night-time are constant companions of each other.
 
Daylight and daytime are for planning - there is a very good reason why pessimism 
is associated with darkness. Writing the plan down helps.”
 
Next, you need to take the first steps without delay – don’t procrastinate and don’t 
contemplate how to begin the journey. Somehow the first steps become self-
propelling and will carry you forward.”

capE board’S iNNovativE ENtrEprENEurS’ NEtworK
li boiskin says initiative is in response to a challenge by Kgalema motlanthe  writes tali FEiNbErg

The gathering was a success thanks to a joint collaboration between the Cape SAJBD and SA Black Entrepreneurs Forum (SABEF). 
FLTR: Keynote speaker and entrepreneur Jody Aufrichtig, Cape SAJBD Head of Media & Public Affairs Dan Brotman, SABEF National 
Executive Director Matsi Modise, Cape SAJBD Chairman Li Boiskin and Executive Director David Jacobson, entrepreneur Vuyisa 
Qabaka and keynote speaker and entrepreneur Khaya Gobodo – PIC: LUKE JANSEN
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two years ago, in august 2011, deputy presi-
dent Kgalema motlanthe delivered a keynote 
address at the opening of the South african 
Jewish board of deputies’ biennial National 
conference. He emphasised how the South 
african Jewish community has made consider-
able contributions to the building of a vibrant, 
democratic South africa, and issued a call to 
action to the community to assist in together 
tackling some of the country’s major challeng-
es. the three that he highlighted in his speech 
were education, skills development and job 
creation. 

the deputy president’s words struck a chord. 
responding to his challenge, the board em-
barked on a wide-ranging research effort 
to determine just what outreach work was 
being done in these fields by Jewish organisa-
tions and individuals. the project was dubbed 
“Jubuntu”, as it looked at Jewish involvement 
in promoting “ubuntu”, the african philosophy 
of humanity’s interconnectedness and inter-
dependence. 

developed profiles on 
endeavours of Jewish 
orgs & individuals & 
made public appeals in 
Joburg, c-town & dbn

Jubuntu developed profiles on the endeavours 
of active Jewish organisations and individuals, 
to promote networking and to provide infor-
mation for those wanting to become more 

involved. public appeals were made through 
the media, including the Sa Jewish report. in-
depth interviews were held in Johannesburg, 
cape town and durban.  a key objective was 
to learn, so each profile has a set of lessons to 
share.

(the Jubuntu project was managed by the 
author – Ed.)

the Jubuntu book contains a wide array of 
varied profiles. there’s the mitzvah School, 
which has been providing matric tuition for 
residents of alexandra township on the prem-
ises of bet david in Sandton since 1987.  From 
operating illegally at the height of civil unrest 
and the State of Emergency in the 1980s, this 
school continually turns out superb matric re-
sults for its pupils.

the book also profiles the chevrah Kadisha’s 
Second innings Schools project, where Jewish 
senior citizens give of their time every week 
to mentor primary school children to improve 
their literacy in over a dozen former model c 
schools in Johannesburg. Strong bonds were 
formed between the mentors and the pupils, 

demonstrating that it’s never too late to give 
something back to the community.

another long-standing project is the oxford 
Synagogue Skills for adults centre (oSSac), 
where classes are offered in English, sewing, 
cooking and computers on the shul’s premises, 
utilising unused former Hebrew School class-
rooms. Hundreds of domestic workers and 
other members of the public have improved 
their skills at oSSac since the late 1980s. 

also profiled is readucate, a non-governmen-
tal organisation that teaches reading skills, and 
has been involved in teaching literate prisoners 
how to teach illiterate inmates how to read.  

Jubuntu demonstrates the Jewish communi-
ty’s solid track record in contributing mean-
ingfully to broader South african society. 
Endeavours span the entire spectrum from 
early childhood development all the way up 
to programmes for senior citizens and almost 
everywhere in between. it offers valuable in-
sights in helping South africa to tackle the 
triple challenge of education, skills develop-
ment and job creation.

JubuNtu: Sa JEwiSH board oF dEputiES coNtributE 
to EducatioN

Skills development & job creation highlights by SaJbd senior researcher StEvE gruzd

Edna Freinkel of Readucate teaches literacy to female prisoners

Adrienne Hersch

writEr:

adriENNE HEr ScH

“Motivation is one of the best gifts people possess in all aspects of their 
lives, but many of them do not even realise they have it or may not 
know how to use it. Motivation is a feeling that compels us to strive and 
succeed in all that we do or intend to do. Many people achieve success 
beyond their wildest dreams. Human beings have enormous powers 
within them and if they use it in a positive manner, nothing proves to 
be impossible.

“People who are unable to motivate themselves must be content with 
mediocrity, not matter how impressive their other talents”  - Andrew 
Carnegie”
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AdriAn sAviLLe: is chief investment officer and a 
director of cannon asset managers. He has been in-
volved in the investment management industry since 
1994, when he formed an investment vehicle which 
was the forerunner to cannon. adrian has a ba (Hons) 
and an mcomm (both cum laude). His phd (Econ) saw 
him awarded the Economics Society of Sa’s Founders 
medal. He is a uNESco laureate and holds a visiting 
professorship in Economics and Finance at the gordon 
institute of business Science.

“investing is a very individual undertaking – by that i 
mean that people’s income levels, balance sheets and 
investment profiles will play a role in determining their 
best investment options. in the absence of any such 
information, i am going to use my own profile of being an 
income earner, providing for a family and investing for the 
long term.” 

if i hAd r100K TO invesT: 
with this sum, i would suggest investing in index tracker unit trusts. they provide effec-
tive diversification across the market and an advantage is they will give you the market 
performance through a diversified portfolio at a competitive cost. i would recommend 
some geographic diversification as well, with 80 percent of the assets invested in a do-
mestic tracker fund and 20 percent invested in a global tracker fund. 

if i hAd r1m TO invesT: 
with r1 million, i would look for some active management in combination with the 
tracker funds. i would essentially scale up my index tracking and then allow for some 
individual flair to sweeten the performance. i would retain the 80:20 split for domestic 
and offshore diversity and within each of those i would put half in a tracker fund and 
half in an active equity fund. in choosing active funds, an investor should seek a manager 
whose approach and philosophy they understand, who will deliver better- than-market 
results without eroding performance through excessive costs, and with whom they can 
remain invested for the long haul. my choice of funds should not surprise you. i would 
place 40 percent in a domestic tracker fund, 40 percent in the cannon Equity Fund, 10 
percent in a global tracker fund and 10 percent in the cannon global Equity Fund. 

if i hAd r10m TO invesT: 
r10 million can be used to construct a very respectable segregated portfolio. this brings 
a number of advantages to an investor: being able to tailor it specifically to the investor’s 
risk profile, to their investment needs, to possibly tilt the portfolio in favour of ideas that 
an investor has an appetite for. Not only that, there is also a high touch element with a 
segregated portfolio. a portfolio like this would house our preferred stocks, which for 
the past five years has included Sasfin Holdings. this domestic financial services group is 
an exceptionally attractive investment at r34 per share, on a p:e of 8 times. it has a solid 
balance sheet with an average return on shareholder funds of 24 percent a year over the 
last decade. an offshore share that would be in this portfolio is the specialist Kenyan 
bank, Equity bank, which facilitates small and medium-sized business development as 
well as retail banking. whilst the business is growing at a healthy clip, the bank is very 
well capitalised and offers value on an attractive p:e multiple of just 9 times. 
 
if i hAd r100m TO invesT:  
with r100m, i would scale everything up from the r10m portfolio, but now have the 
luxury of being able to allocate capital to help establish enterprises in South africa. 
From a socio-economic perspective South africa is hamstrung in at least two ways: we 
do not do enough to build businesses here, while job absorption is way below what 
the country needs. given my convictions around these issues, i would use 30 percent 
of the capital to fund and promote new enterprises. an example of the sort of funding 
i would consider is funda. Established in 2009, Funda needed just r200,000 from an 
angel investor to capitalise their business which uses software tools to help instructors, 
researchers and students create websites for collaboration and promote higher educa-
tion in South africa. Such initiatives are the backbone of vibrant economies and healthy 
societies. 

sTeven LiPTZ: Steven is a ca and co-founder of 36oNE 
asset management - an independent asset management 
company renowned for its top-performing unit trusts and 
hedge funds. He was previously a portfolio manager at in-
vestec Securities where he also served as chief operating 
officer. prior to that, Steven was a director and portfolio 
manager at HSbc.

“investment options would be influenced 
by factors such as the investor’s age, 
future earning potential and risk tolerance”

if i hAd r100K TO invesT: 
unit trusts offer many advantages including: tax, daily 
pricing, liquidity and diversification. it is easy to add to 
unit trust investments, either on an ad-hoc basis or via a 
monthly debit order. i would invest the full r100k in one 
of the equity unit trusts which have been established for 
higher risk investors i.e. a fund with the potential for high 
performance. 

if i hAd r1m TO invesT: 
with this amount, i would look for a unit trust that includes 
some moderate growth equities and high dividend yield-
ing stocks - such stocks provide an underpin on returns 
and downside protection. a fund that includes rand hedge 
stocks reduces currency risk. if i was not confident of my 
unit trust fund selection, i would split the investment be-
tween two different funds. 

if i hAd r10m TO invesT: 
i believe that equities are likely to continue to outperform 
other asset classes over time. therefore, i would maintain a 
high equity exposure even with this larger amount. a fund 
that includes selected offshore shares increases diversifica-
tion and provides a hedge against the local currency. Fur-
thermore, i would use a portion of the annual investment 
allowance available to taxpayers with their tax affairs in 
order, to directly place some of my investment offshore. in 
order to smooth the returns, i would consider including a 
hedge fund in my investment portfolio. although less liquid 
than unit trusts, hedge funds offer further diversification 
benefits as their returns may be less correlated to the per-
formance of the stock market. 
 
if i hAd r100m TO invesT:  
with r100m to invest, i would maintain my exposure to 
unit trusts but i would look to add a few individually select-
ed shares to my overall investment. including more than 
one hedge fund would allow me to gain exposure to more 
than one of the various hedge strategies. as liquidity is less 
of a factor, consideration may be given to property and, if 
one has the appetite for it, investment in private companies. 
it would be prudent to continue to build the amount invest-
ed directly offshore. with r100m to invest, lifestyle assets 
could also be considered. 

crEam-oF-tHE-crop ExpErtS adviSE oN How BesT 
to iNvESt your Hard-EarNEd moNEy
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by aNt Katz

Eric & SHEila SamSoN - Sheila couldn’t 
be more of a polar opposite to the biblical 
Samson’s delilah: “thank goodness for her, i 
couldn’t have done it otherwise,” says Eric

i had the privilege to be a fly on the wall when 
Eric and Sheila Samson spent an hour telling 
Howard Sackstein about their roller-coaster 
ride from humble beginnings to Eric presid-
ing over a private enterprise bigger than de 
beers. why a privilege – because Eric Samson 
is renowned for keeping out of the public arena 
and has refused to even speak to the Sunday 
times, the Financial mail and business day for 
recent stories they have written on him.

So secretive has Eric kept private life, that 
most among Sa Jewry know of him only 
through three things: his massive philanthrop-
ic activities; his close friendship with madiba 
and graça machel; and the business ventures 
he has generated (although, not being a listed 
business, the numbers are anyone’s guess).

but let me not get ahead of myself, read this 
amazing account of an amazing conversation, 
with some added research from what little in-
formation exists to give flavour.

where it all began…
Eric Samson showed signs he would make a 
great businessman while still at school. after 
a cake and candy sale at parkview Junior, the 
principal announced that Samson had raised 
the largest amount of money ever from selling 
biscuits and sweets, a whopping £19, 9s & 6d. 
that was 65 years ago.

Eric’s business career goes back to his late 
teens when he joined father, david, in business 
back in 1958. His father was in the agency busi-
ness, says Eric, mainly selling wire and fencing 

products. “i got my degrees from my dad,” he 
says of the financial training he received. but 
he and his father didn’t always see eye to eye.

when young Eric wanted to start holding 
stock and merchandising the products five 
years later, he says his dad was against it. “i 
wanted to be the master of my own destiny – 
we were agents for fencing wire and a little bit 
of steel product and i started merchandising in 
1962.”

Eric was now on his own in business – and that 
desire to be master of his own destiny has 
never abated - to this day he wants control of 
businesses he is involved in.

one of the young agent’s major principles at 
the time was S machanick of cape town. but 
the machanick family only sold their products 
in the cape – Eric and his father represented 
them in what were then the other three prov-
inces in South africa.

taking charge…

“after a few years of shortages of allocations 
(of wire and steel) from the mills,” explains 
Eric, business wasn’t going too well for the 
machanicks. “they approached me in 1965 and 
i entered into a joint venture with the machan-
ick family.” while fencing material remained 
the main business of machanick Fencing, in 
1969 Eric led an expansion into the steel side 
of the business.

in 1974 Eric Samson bought out the mechan-
ick family’s interest and he now owned 84 
percent of a business called machanick Steel 
& Fencing, and his father held the remaining 
16 percent. “i decided to make the name mac-
steel,” says Eric, laughing, “i knew i couldn’t 
go wrong in a business with a Scottish name 
and a Jewish owner.” by the end of the decade 
Eric had 100 percent.

Eric had learned by now that he needed to 
“think big and to work out a game plan – how 
one could grow in the market.” over the years, 
he says, he and his executive team grew the 
steel business to the extent that wire prod-
ucts today only represent five percent of mac-
steel’s business.

Eric had developed the innovative model of 
steel Service centres – where people could 
order any amount of steel product cut to size. 
they started popping up all around the coun-
try and it wasn’t long before macsteel was 
moving a sizable percentage of the steel sold 
in Sa.

“the local business always carried on and 
grew,” says Eric, but his entrepreneurial spirit 
wasn’t going to be satiated in the Sa market-
place. in the late 1970s macsteel started ex-
porting to african states and, by 1980, he had 
started to export to markets in the Far East 
and South america.

Shooting for the stars…

by now the growth bug had bitten Eric, hard. 
whatever he touched turned to steel, he was 
on a roll.

“in 1982 i took over leo raphaely & Sons who 
were then the biggest commodity exporting 
company in South africa.” Samson was mainly 
interested in their steel business, he says, but 
with it becoming tough for South african firms 
to trade internationally, the raphaelys were 
happy to sell the company to macsteel.

by then in his mid-forties, Eric Samson wasn’t 
planning to stop for anything. Having ensured 
that he had a sound management team behind 
him, Eric largely trusted them to absorb each 
new business he acquired and assimilate it into 
the rapidly growing and globalising macsteel 
group.

He had bigger fish to fry.

the following year, in 1983, Eric decided it 
was time to take his successful Service centre 
model further afield. Not shy of anyone, he de-
cided to start in the uS, where he worked with 
the giant associated metals & minerals buying 
their service centre business from them.

in 1985 “associated metals were in trouble 
and we took them over,” says Eric noncha-
lantly. “they were global and that gave me 
the breakthrough of being able to distribute 
worldwide.”

a builder, but not a 
gambler…

today, macsteel has over 50 offices in 26 
countries and on every continent in the world. 
when Howard Sackstein asked Eric Samson if 
this rapid expansion into globalising his busi-
ness hadn’t been a gamble, Eric’s retort was 
that “it wasn’t a gamble, it was a well-calcu-
lated risk!”

besides, said Eric, “i have always had the 
strong home base that allowed me to expand 
overseas.”

along the way Eric, who is and has always been 
passionate about israel, established a service 
centre business there. cleverly called ‘iskoor’ 
it was originally a joint venture with iscor and 
israel’s largest industrial and steel company 
Koor metals. after a while, says Eric, “iscor’s 
md came to me and said he was having trouble 
with trade unions in israel. He offered me the 
opportunity to take over their interest as, he 
said, ‘only a Jew could handle another Jew’.”

Eric and Koor were left with fifty percent each, 
but he later bought one percent from Koor “as 
i always like to have management control,” he 
says. Eventually, Eric held 100 percent of the 
company.

Eric was shipping steel from anywhere to 
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everywhere and it didn’t take him too long to 
see the opportunity that created. macsteel 
international, a joint venture between global 
steel giant arcelormittal and macsteel (“we 
have controlling interest,” says Eric aside) 
added a large shipping business to the mac-
steel empire.

the african steel service centre operation, 
known as mScSa, is a subsidiary of macsteel 
Holdings, which has never listed. the compa-
ny as a whole had a turnover of about uS$9bn 
in 2011, according to Financial mail, bigger 
than de beers (which had sales of uS$7,1bn)! 
and it was the largest privately held company 
in South africa. mScSa alone employs over 
5,000 people according to the Financial mail.

asked if he had ever been involved in manufac-
turing steel, Eric told Howard that macsteel 
has never even considered manufacturing 
steel: “we purchase from the mills, we cut 
and sell steel, we have stuck to what we know 
best,” he replied.

and now, aged nearly 75 and with none of his 
children interested in the business, Eric has 
started to sell up. He had promised his family 
he would retire at 55, says his devoted wife 
Sheila. but she has become resigned to the fact 
that he will probably never retire – she is happy 
that he regards himself as semi-retired.

“He has built a gigantic, world-class business 
without going public. No other Sa business-
man has done that. i can’t think of a better 
businessman,” says cyril ramaphosa, a 
member of macsteel Holdings’ board.

what makes Samson’s story all the more re-
markable is how he built his empire below the 
radar. He could avoid the public eye because 
macsteel is an unlisted company.

the end of an era…

Eric began the process of scaling back two 
years ago when he when he sold his uS opera-
tion, macsteel Service centres uSa, to germa-
ny’s Klöckner and company for an undisclosed 
but “record price,” says Eric.

“your timing was good,” remarked Sackstein.

“i’ve always been known to sell high and buy 
low,” responded Samson laughing.

Now the South african service centre business 
is up for sale. it is reportedly expected to fetch 
a price considerably higher than the uS busi-
ness sold for. does that mean he is planning to 
retire? “my wife wishes i would retire – i had 
promised her i would retire at 55 and i will be 
75 in october.”

but Eric says he is not planning to sell macsteel 
international and its shipping arm just yet, and 
that he will never sell his israeli business.

Samson says that he has “been very fortunate” 
in not having had to take any hard knocks in 

his charmed career. “the closest i came was 
some disappointments, at times, in the earlier 
days with iscor - before i came right with get-
ting export distribution rights after taking over 
raphaelys.”He says has also found it “tough 
when going into overseas ventures.” business 
is about people, he says, and “when you take 
over companies you like to take over the man-
agement.” but applying that principle meant 
not always having the best people in the job, 
he says.

Eric Samson the 
philosopher…

oN HumblE bEgiNNiNgS: “i come from 
very humble beginnings, which i have never 
forgotten,” says Eric. His father had to work 
hard to provide. He recalls working with his 
father, david, in the early days, trying to sell 
fencing material to co-ops, merchants and 
government bodies. “they all called him oom 
dawid,” he recalls.

oN Sa politicS: “Sa politics is going through 
a very tough period – it’s a wonderful country 
– they really have to get a handle on crime and 
corruption though. the government has got to 
try and ensure that the corruption within the 
party, deals with friends and things like that, it 
doesn’t work – it leaves a very bad taste over-
seas – it’s like a cancer in the government at 
the moment.”

oN Sa buSiNESS: “at present there are still 
good possibilities for business in South africa. 
i feel that Sa, due to its strategic position in 
africa and its strength in mining and the min-
erals we have, i think we will overcome the 
problems as long as we have the right people 
in power.”

Eric Samson the 
philanthropist…

Eric says his deep pocketed involvement with 
the Sa Jewish community harks back to “my 
good friend mendel,” referring to the late 
mendel Kaplan. “He was already deeply in-
volved and i always gave accordingly,” says 
Eric. in 1974 “mendel came to me and he said 
we have to set an example.”

Samson says that in those days he used to 
give about r20,000 a year. Samson was now 
earning more and mendel said to him that the 
community’s need was greater. “i gave mendel 
r100,000, and afterwards he said he was only 
going to ask me for r50,000,” says Eric laugh-
ing.

From that day on, Eric was hooked on philan-
thropy.

He recalls Sa community fundraising supremo 
Fritz Frank (they called him the boston Stran-
gler, says Eric aside). “Fritz had 30 people in a 

room and he said: ‘Eric is at last giving what he 
should’.” Eric says he stood up and said: “mr 
chairman, i have always given, and now that i 
am more successful, i am giving more!”

Eric speaks very highly of his “great friend” 
the late mendel Kaplan. “we represented 
them (cape gate) in the early days and, when 
they built a mill, we became their biggest cus-
tomer.” He says he and mendel had “always 
worked together” on philanthropic projects.

“giving to israel has always been close to my 
heart,” says Eric. He recalls his grandmother 
showing him pictures of their family in Europe 
in 1933. “only two of them survived,” he says, 
“which left an imprint in my young mind.” 
that, says Eric, is why he feels so strongly 
about israel.

besides looking after the Sa community, he 
says, he also supports israeli projects. He has 
supported beit protea, a retirement home for 
expat South africans in israel.

together with mendel, Eric financed the israel 
tennis centre in Jerusalem. He went on to 
build one alone in beit Sheva too.

Eric’s favourite Jewish philanthropic projects 
in South africa include his donations to King 
david and Herzlia Schools, support for uni-
versities, and retirement facilities Highlands 
House in cape town and Sandringham gar-
dens in Joburg. “if you forget about the old, 
you forget about yourself,” he says.

“thank goodness i have been blessed and have 
learned the art of giving,” says Eric. He has 
been charitable, he affirms, adding that “the 
more you give, the more you get.”

He has always supported Jewish media in 
South africa and said that the Sa maccabi 
2013 team had gone to see him shortly before 
leaving saying they had a funding shortfall. 
“they were leaving the next week, so i had to 
give,” he says.

Howard Sackstein reminds Eric about the time, 
in 1992, when he wanted to raise funds to 
take members of the then-aNc youth league 
to israel, and Samson sent him a cheque for 
r5,000. “you are known as someone who 
never says no to anyone,” said Howard.

Eric gives enormously to non-Jewish South 
africans – his favourites being the mandela 
children’s Fund and is presently involved in the 
building of a new children’s hospital.

Eric Samson the mentor…

Eric Samson offers up the following advice to 
young entrepreneurs:

· you have to be on top of it – you have to be 
focused – sleep, eat and talk business – it’s 
tough on your family but it’s what you have 
to do
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·    you must have a game plan worked out:
o   i made my plans and acted on them:
o   i started my first service centre
o   i moved into export
o   i wanted to be overseas to spread my risk
o   i became bigger overseas than in Sa

Eric Samson the family man…

Eric says the issue of the balance between 
work and life has been difficult.

“it was tough on Sheila,” he laments, “but she 
was behind me all the time. thank goodness 
for her, i couldn’t have done it otherwise. He 
says that Sheila has been such a devoted wife 
to him, that “whenever i went into hospital, 
she came in with me.” literally, she stayed in 
the hospital as well.

“they would refer to my ward as the honey-
moon suite,” says Eric.

Eric’s son, Jeffrey, was originally in the busi-
ness – involved in the service centres in the uS. 
but, like his father before him, Jeffrey wanted 
to do his own thing.

Eric says his sons-in-law were also originally 
involved in the business. while they remain 
directors, they, too, wanted to make their own 
way.

Howard asked Eric: “where is home for you 
now?”

“it used to be on a plane,” said Eric. Now he 
spends most of his time in israel and cape 
town. but he also spends time in california.

Howard asked Sheila: “will he ever stop work-
ing?”

“absolutely! i have been waiting for 20 years. 

we love our 10 grandchildren (aged between 
five and 23 – seven in cape town and three 
in california). Somehow, Sheila didn’t quite 
sound convinced that he regards himself as 
semi-retired.

Eric Samson and madiba…
Eric and Sheila have developed a strong bond 
of friendship with madiba and graça machel 
over the years.

mandela and Eric met more often, busily ‘phi-
lanthropising’ together – the former full of 
vision, the latter with his full wallet.

their relationship started, says Eric, long 
before madiba became president. one day, he 
recalls, “Harry Schwartz called me, he was still 
with Sa Jewish board of deputies,” explains 
Samson. “i come to you as a last resort, Harry 
said, they (the aNc) really need some help.”

Eric explains the need: “Nelson wanted to 
bring exiles back to South africa but they 
had nowhere to house them.” So Eric agreed 
to meet madiba. “He (mandela) took me in 
his new mercedes which had just been given 
to him as a gift from the mercedes benz Sa,” 
and off the two went to Soweto where madiba 
showed Eric a number of houses which were on 
the market.

“i was surprised at the spacious homes, three 
and four bedrooms, swimming pools – and the 
prices were eventually not unreasonable,” 
says Samson. “So michael Katz formed a trust 
for me and others and we bought the houses. 
madiba never forgot that.”

a nice anecdote Eric Samson tells about this 
incident: “i negotiated the prices for about one 
third of the asking prices. Nelson later told my 
son, Jeffrey, that he had learned from that and 
if he ever wanted to do a good deal, he would 
ask for my help.”

after that the two men became friends, and so 
did their wives. “we used to see them twice or 
so a year,” says Eric.

another nice anecdote Eric tells is about a visit 
by madiba to the Samson farm in Franschhoek. 
“we were sitting in the manor house when 
Sheila asked if madiba would like to have lunch 
inside or outside,” says Eric. “madiba said ‘i’ve 
been inside too long’ and so we had lunch 
under the oaks in the garden.”

over the years the duo became serial philan-
thropists. “i’ve done schools around the coun-
try with mandela, to uplift the less fortunate,” 
says Eric. “we have built clinics and hospitals 
too.”

another anecdote: “i went with him (he was 
president at time) to the transkei as macsteel 
sponsored his soccer team. He (mandela) 
stopped the car on the way and we walked 
across the (sand) field. He spoke to all the chil-
dren and i went and spoke to principal and of-
fered to send her funds for a sports field,” says 
Eric. “She said: ‘we need classrooms as well’ 
and madiba and i laughed about it on the plane 
back to cape town.”

Eric Samson says he supported madiba in all 
of his ventures. He is particularly proud of the 
work of the Nelson mandela children’s Fund, 
says Eric, who is a trustee and sits on the or-
ganisations’ mancom.

“thank g-d for him, he was the saviour of the 
country,” he says of his old friend.

Eric has written a book on his life “especially 
for his grandchildren” which should be out 
before the end of the year.

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

tHE ENdiNg oF aN Era
Eric and Sheila Samson in an open and frank conversation with Howard SacKStEiN

The Samson family – from left - gathered for Eric And Sheila’s 50th wedding anniversary in 2012:
FLTR - BACK ROW: Elana, Leora, Jeffrey, David, Jessica, Eric and Sheila Samson, Gabbi and Jordy Sank, Franki 
and Steven Cohen, and Dorothy and Leonard Sank. FRONT ROW: Ari, Terry, Shanan and Chelsey Cohen and 
Lexi Sank

Eric and his philanthropic partner Madiba (with 
Bill Clinton)
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Solly Krok
writEr: Solly KroK

“I have often been asked when I am going to retire (*).
 
Hashem has blessed me with good health, a youthful disposition, enthusiasm, a 
never-say-die attitude and a positive, positive, approach to life. Plus a great family 
and a wife-in-a-million - a true “eishes Chayil.”
 
So what makes me tick? Nu! Let me tell you:

RuLE #1:  Be a Mensch
RuLE #2:  Help - what a pleasure putting a smile on   
 someone else’s face
RuLE #3:  Give - you don’t get poorer
RuLE #4:  The most effective way to teach is by example,   
 example, example 
RuLE #5:  Always strive for greater and better
RuLE #6:  Create the mind-set that you are in a positive   
 frame of mind
RuLE #7:  Take life in your stride - the good, the bad, the   
 ugly
RuLE #8:  Don’t drag out a matter by giving a “slow no”
RuLE #9:  Visualize success and your dreams will come   
 true
RuLE #10:  Have a sense of urgency
RuLE #11:  Don’t be a “time stealer” – be punctual

RuLE #12:   You are never too old to start a project
RuLE #13:   Always remain humble
RuLE #14:   The man makes the seat, the seat doesn’t make  
   the man
RuLE #15:   Family – nip “farribels” in the bud before they   
   blossom
RuLE #16:   Respect all – especially the poor, needy and   
   downtrodden
RuLE #17:   Treat adversity as a challenge and an    
   opportunity
RuLE #18:   Have emunah  - Hashem is on your team
 
(*) Answer: I have always been retired - doing what I love 
and loving what I do

PS: 18 points correspond to chai (life) – my points for life”



Editing this magazine and sitting with the organising committee of the 
2013 Jewish achiever awards has been a privilege, a learning experience 
and one of the most enlightening events of my career.

the Jewish achiever awards is actually two sets of awards. the one set is 
the three absa Jewish business achiever awards, divided into listed com-
panies, unlisted companies and Entrepreneurs. the other set of awards 
by the Sa Jewish report and co-sponsors’ are non-business awards for 
achievements over a lifetime.

both sets of categories are nominated by the community – this year almost 
250 members of the community (and a few outside it) were nominated. 
Each of the two sets has served to enlighten me with its own flavour – and 
both have left me with an overwhelming sense of pride… and, in the case 
of the non-business categories, awe.

The business achievers…

researching and writing the biographies of the finalists for the three absa 
Jewish business achiever categories left me quite literally blown away – 
more so for what they were not, they were nothing like i had expected 
them to be.

there are 28 finalist profiles in this magazine, 29 if one bears in mind that 
one made it as a finalist in two categories, and 34 if you count the fact that 
two finalist profiles are shared by two partners each - and one by three. 
their profiles painted an indelible picture for me.

these finalists are, on average, considerably younger than i expected them 
to be. they are also almost all self-made businessfolk, new money made 
for the most part in new industries – or at the cutting edge of innovation in 
long-established industries like financial services.

when i read achievers chairman Howard Sackstein’s forward to this mag-
azine, i realised how far the new generation of South african Jewry has 
come. their grandparents toiled so that their parents could attain the 
sought-after degrees in medicine or law. their parents – the doctors and 
lawyers - ensured that, for the most part, the class of the closing years of 
the 20th century would attend Jewish day schools and go on to university 
– but not to follow in their parents’ mould.

most of the generation that we are honouring in 2013 are third-genera-
tion South africans. and they have set their sights on far loftier goals than 
those their grandparents had set as a safe-zone for their own parents.

the “class of 2013” had the benefit of hindsight. they were able to look 
back at the giants of their parents’ and grandparents’ generations, the ex-
ceptions who had emerged as captains of industry and business - and this 
generation aspired to that new benchmark.

they were prepared to risk all to become the next Sam cohen, mendel 
Kaplan or Eric Samson. the finalists of 2013 set their sights on being the 
next adrian gore or Stephen Koseff or brian Joffe, innovated new ways 
of doing things, and becoming super-rich by teaching them to the world.

while there may well be old money in the hands of their parents, these 
trailblazers have made their marks all by themselves. they could easily 
have chosen the safe passage of continuing in their parents’ footsteps – but 
most elected not to.

credit must be given to their parents, for 
understanding, encouraging and support-
ing this desire to succeed on their own.

they are innovative in their approaches 
to what they do. and they are respected 
and revered by their professional peers 
for this.

and, maybe most amazing of all, is that 
when one looks at what some of these 
achievers have achieved at the tender 
ages of 35, 40 or 45, as they say in the 
movies, “we aint seen nothing yet!”

they have instilled in me even more pride than ever at being a Jewish South 
african. one among so few who have collectively produced so much.

the lifetime achievers…

the list of nominees for their life’s achievements, on the other hand, left 
me in awe - as does the list of past winners and nominees for these awards.

the number of first- and second-generation Jewish South africans who 
have put so much of themselves into their life’s work is astounding. Some 
have become world–renowned in their fields. all are universally recognised 
within our community.

in every category the judges had to sweat as they had to choose one of a 
list of finalists in the knowledge that any of the nominees before them 
could have been – or, more correctly, should have been – chosen in recog-
nition for their incredible work.

while there can only be one eventual winner each year, the depth of can-
didates was inspiring. to know how many others could have been awarded 
each of the trophies instilled in me an awe-inspiring recognition of how in-
credibly hard-working and passionate so many among this generation had 
been, and in most cases continue to be.

another career-high for me was being able to learn about and speak to 
some of our famously media-shy previous generation of leaders – and to be 
able to write about them.

the movers and shakers…

throughout the magazine readers will also find words of wisdom from 
movers and shakers in the Jewish community – from all generations of the 
community.

their comments and advice just adds to the understanding of the wealth 
of knowledge that resides in the hearts and minds of South african Jewry.

but one singular trait comes through clearly in all those who are honoured 
in this publication, and that is, no matter how much of themselves they 
have put (or are still putting) into their successful professional lives, they 
all share an incredible passion for family and community.

these achievers strive for success. but few would do so at the expense of 
their families.

and, despite their having to find a balance between their family and pro-
fessional lives, each of them still finds time and energy to put back into 
their communities.

of course their Jewish communities and israel feature highly to them. but 
each and every Jewish achiever also feels a deep responsibility to meeting 
the needs of the broader South african community as well, tikkun olam.

and it is this commitment to the broader community, to the betterment of 
the lives of all South africans, that has come through to me about every-
one who is written about in this magazine.

they have the resources, but those would prove all-but useless if not well 
directed. i don’t know where they find the time to be involved in so many 
community undertakings, but they all do

they recognise the need for charitable work, sure, but they seem more 
driven to the creation of sustainable opportunities for the needy, to train 
and up-skill those who don’t have the ability to empower themselves, to 
level the playing fields.

proverbially, teaching them to fish rather than giving them a fish – so that 
they, too, can be able to proudly get ahead in life – and aspire for more 
for their kids. the strong desire by Jewish achievers to promote bEE in 
everything they do is but one example of this philosophy.

there can be no doubt that the impact of the very few among Sa Jewry 
brings immeasurable comfort and opportunity to all communities of South 
africans.

AbSA JEwiSh AChiEvEr AwArdS

Sa JEwry briNgS immEaSurablE comFort aNd 
opportuNity to all SoutH aFricaNS by aNt Katz
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